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Abbreviations

In the list below, the meaning of each abbreviation in this proposal can be found.

Abbreviation Meaning
4EG 4th extension green
AV Autonomous vehicle
CAM Cooperative Awareness message
FV index for the follower vehicle of an AV
HDV Human driven vehicle
IC Intersection controller
iVRI intelligent traffic controller
LV index for the Leader vehicle of an AV
RBG Red before green phase
SPat Signal Phase and timing

The list below states the meaning of technical terms used in the report.

Technical term Meaning
Conflict area The area where two directions interfere with each other and a vehicle from both

direction could collide with each other.
Gap time The time between the last leaving vehicle clearing the the conflict area and the first

entering vehicle reaching the conflict are of two conflicting directions.
Delay The difference in time between the actual travelled time and the time it would have cost

a vehicle to travel a certain distance without any interference.
Hybrid period When AVs and HDVs are both on the road
Movement The arrival direction to the leaving direction of a vehicle
Penetration rate The total amount of AVs on the road over the total vehicles on the road.
Phase It is the state a traffic signal can be in on a direction. The standard phases are green,

yellow and red. Sub-phases also exist.
Scenario The location and speed of the present vehicles at a direction that may change

their behaviour when the phase switches at that direction
Stage A combination of directions that will get green phase at the same time

The variables mentioned in this report and its meaning, are presented below.
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Variables Meaning
aacc,comf Desired acceleration rate
d k

back,FV(ti ) The measured location of the front of the vehicle of the FV to

the stop line at time step ti

adec,comf Desired deceleration rate
denter Distance from the stop line to the conflict area.
d k

front,LV(ti ) The measured location of the back of the vehicle of the LV to

the stop line at time step ti

dleave Distance from the stop line to the front of the vehicle that just left the
conflict area.

d k,di r
measure,AV(ti ) The measured location to the stop line of AV k on direction dir at time step ti

d k
veh(ti )(percentile) Location of vehicle veh from the stopline

dzone1,default Distance from the stop line to the beginning of the default dilemma zone
d k

zone1,veh(ti )(percentile) The distance from the stop line to the most

downstream part of the dilemma zone of vehicle k
d k

zone1td,veh(ti )(percentile) The distance from the stop line to the most

downstream part of the time-dependent dilemma zone of vehicle k
dzone2,default The distance from the stop line to the end of the default dilemma zone
d k

zone2,veh(ti )(percentile) Distance from the stop line to the upstream part of the dilemma zone

of vehicle k
d k

zone2td,veh(ti )(percentile) Distance from the stop line to the upstream

part of the time-dependent dilemma zone of vehicle k
k number of an AV
tdetector,gap Measured gap time by detector loops
tenter Time it takes the front vehicle to drive up to the conflict area at the

intersection starting from the stop line
l k

veh Length of vehicle k
tclearance The time between two directions to clear the conflict area.
ti Time step i
tinter−green Time between two conflicting directions obtained green phase
tleave Time it takes the last vehicle to drive from the stop line till it clears

the conflict zone
treact Reaction time before a driver acts
tsafety,veh−veh Safety clearance time
tSub−phase,start The start time of a phase
tSub−phase,end The end time of a phase
veh Indication for type of vehicle
vappr Approach speed
vk

measure,veh(ti ) The measured speed of veh k at time ti

εLIDAR(µLIDAR,σLIDAR) Percentile of distribution of error in measurement of LIDAR
εGPS(µGPS,σGPS) Distribution of error in measurement of GPS
εspeed,AV(µspeed,AV,σspeed,AV) Percentile of distribution of error in measurement of speed of an AV
εspeed,HDV(µspeed,HDV,σspeed,HDV) Percentile of distribution of error in measurement of speed of an HDV
εtrack(µtrack,σtrack) Percentile of distribution of error in tracking a planned trajectory
4tsub−phase Duration of the sub-phase
4tsub−phase,default The default duration of a phase



Summary

In the Netherlands, over 5500 intersection control systems were present in 2019 [53]. Many improvements
have been made in the last couple of years to decrease the delay of traffic crossing the intersections, as delay
is expensive. One of the improvements implemented, is that most intersection control systems in the Nether-
lands change the duration of the green sub-phases based on the presence of vehicles [27] (vehicle-actuated
control), instead of having fixed times per sub-phase. Still, intersections remain the bottleneck of traffic flow
[6]. For the duration of yellow and for the minimal inter-green time of two directions, fixed times are used
to guarantee safety. These fixed times are necessary because intentions of specific human-driven vehicles
(HDVs) remain unknown, and measurements of the behaviour of HDVs at crucial moments are not provided
by currently used data sources (detector loops).

All over the world, research is done to enable connected autonomous vehicles (AVs) to use our road net-
work safely. We will have a transition (hybrid) period, where HDVs and AVs share the road. The connectivity
and predictability of AVs provide opportunities to control intersections based on more real-time data. Every
additional AV on the road can provide additional information; so the more AVs, the more information is ac-
cumulated. For this hybrid period, some new intersection control systems have been proposed but none of
them improve the throughput when the penetration rate of AVs is low [2] [11] [38]. Some of them even dete-
riorate the throughput of the intersection at low penetration rates.

The throughput of an intersection is influenced by the amount of utilized green phase time of all direc-
tions in a complete cycle. Vehicle-actuated control is able to contribute to more utilized green phase as it
extends the green phase as long as demand is measured to be present. Moreover, the red and yellow phase
also influence the utilization of the green phase. Nowadays, the length of the yellow and red phase is cal-
culated before the controller is installed. [27] uses standard equations to calculate these durations which
include stochastic behaviour of drivers (HDVs) defined as distributions. The percentiles are set in such a way
that for 99% of the time, a safe situation is guaranteed. This also means that for some vehicles the calculated
times are longer than needed to cross the intersection. The gap time in these situations could then be higher
than needed. The duration of the variable green sub-phases, are based on input data of detectors.

No research has been performed on how to decrease signal timings, using the information from AVs to
predict the trajectories of present vehicles for the hybrid period. Research should be undertaken to investi-
gate in which scenarios additional information of AVs could be useful to decide the duration of the phases.
Furthermore, research needs to be carried out on which models can be used to predict the trajectories of
HDVs and AVs and with what accuracy. This will provide the basis to be able to meet the research goal of this
master thesis:

Designing a signalized vehicle-actuated intersection controller without compromising safety, for an isolated
intersection with multiple conflict areas, by using the additional information of AVs, to shorten the timings of

the phases according to the situation at the intersection, for the hybrid period (AVs and HDVs).

To be able to meet the goal, the research was divided into three sections: literature review, control system
design and evaluation of the control system.

From the literature review in chapter 2, it can be concluded that AVs can provide information to an in-
tersection controller about themselves, and their leader and follower vehicle. Furthermore, the calculations
used by [27] to calculate the zone in which a vehicle can decide to stop or continue when the yellow light
appears (the dilemma zone) and the clearance time (the time which the last vehicle of the leaving direction
needs from the stop line till it leaves the conflict area minus the time it takes the first vehicle of the entering
direction to reach the conflict area) can be adjusted to be able to include the measurements and behavioural
parameters of the AVs. Moreover, it was identified that the tactics of the 4th extension green, the yellow phase
and the red before green phase of the vehicle-actuated control as defined by [27] can be shortened, using the
additional data of AVs.
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A rule-based controller is generated for each of these phases, that first identifies the scenario at the inter-
section and then uses the adjusted prediction equations to calculate and apply the needed duration of the
phases. The scenarios are identified based on where AVs and their follower and leader vehicle are and when
these locations and speeds could be used in the prediction equations. Identification of the last vehicle to
cross the intersection is key here, and this information comes from the dilemma zone. If all needed infor-
mation can be obtained from the AV(s) around the dilemma zone, the duration of the 4th extension green,
the yellow phase and the red before green phase can be adjusted accordingly, and the AV (or AVs) is given the
assignment to stop before the intersection or continue driving. The desired outcome, is to make all phases a
short as possible.

Errors and distributions of behaviour are taken into account in the prediction equations and measure-
ments. Via sampling, the 99 percentile of the solution of the equations can be found. This is used to decide
the control actions.

Via simulation it is concluded that the proposed controller indeed is able to truncate the duration of the
phases based on the information of the AVs at all levels of penetration rates. It could also be observed that
at low penetration ratios (< 2%) it does not influence the delay of the intersection (or even makes the de-
lay worse) compared to the original controller. In general it is observed that the higher the penetration rate
and demand, the more the delay decreases compared to the original controller. The range of average delay
change per vehicle at penetration rates above 10%, is in the range of 0 to 3.5 s. The frequency of number of
times the yellow phase and clearance time could be shortened increases linearly with an increase of the pene-
tration rate. Via this is can be concluded that even when phases are shortened, the delay does not necessarily
decreases as well.

In further research, it should be explored how the decrease in delay can be optimized further (also at
lower penetration rates). This can be done by considering the scenarios at all directions in the same stage,
with identical conflict areas with other directions, at the same time to decide the control actions. In the
proposed controller in this research the control actions are only based on the scenario for each direction
separately. This addresses that the most critical direction combination determines when phases can start the
green phase. This becomes even more relevant when the proposed controller is adjusted to work for more
complex intersections (where up to 5 conflict areas per direction can exist). At last, the proposed controller
assumes the measurement errors and behavioural distributions to be known. This might not be the situation
in reality. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis should be performed on what happens when the set distributions
do not represent the actual behaviour and what the effect is on the performance when the deviation of the
errors increases or decreases.
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1
Introduction

In the Netherlands, in 2019 over 5500 intersection control systems are present [53]. Many improvements have
been made in the previous years to increase the throughput and decrease the delay of intersections, as delay
is costly for society. Every hour of lost time costs 10 euros [59]. Even with all improvements, intersections
remain the bottleneck of traffic flow in urban networks [6].

New technologies are researched, that make vehicles more autonomous, with a future goal: mostly having
connected and autonomous vehicles (AVs) on the road. The reason for this is that AVs have shown to increase
the throughput on the road (including intersections) and decrease emissions compared to conventional cars
[5]. New intersection control systems have been proposed, that use the predictability and controlability of
each AV. But, before this ’only-AV’ period will start, there will be a transition (hybrid) period where human-
driven vehicles (HDVs) and AVs share the road.

The connectivity and predictability of AVs gives opportunities to control intersections based on more
real-time data. Every additional AV on the road can provide information. It is shown what factors affect the
throughput of a signalized intersection and secondly, if there is potential to use the additional information of
AVs.

1.1. Factors influencing the throughput of signalized intersections
The throughput of a signalized intersection is influenced by multiple factors. These factors have been ad-
dressed in previous research, and are elaborated upon in this section. A causal diagram of all these factors
can be found in figure 1.1. The content of the figure is explained in this section.

The throughput of an intersection is directly influenced by the amount of utilized green phase time and
the stage structure [43]. Both these factors are explained and elaborated upon.

Utilized green phase
The utilized green phase time is the time that a direction is in the green phase and vehicles actually cross the
intersection. Due to reaction time of vehicles, the first part of the green phase is not utilized green phase, as
the HDVs do not yet move. The utilized green phase depends on the length of the green phase but also on the
length of the red and yellow phase. As long as a direction is in the red or the yellow phase, automatically, no
utilized green time is occurring.

Green phase
Most intersection controllers in the Netherlands use variable green phase duration [27]. This factor is in-
cluded in figure 1.1 as (1). The green phase is affected by other factors. These are addressed in this section.
The duration of the green phase can be determined via multiple tactics. Minimal and maximal green times
are set for intersection control to maintain fairness among all directions. For variations in demand, flexible
maximum and minimum green time could also provide a decrease in delay [47]. Furthermore, to optimize
the throughput, the demand at the intersection can be used to give green according to (future) present vehi-
cles [27] [53]. This demand could either be measured by sensors at the intersection (vehicle-actuated control)
or be predicted by sensors more upstream of the intersection (traffic demand). Vehicle-actuated controllers
use detectors to identify the presence of vehicles. It consists of a detector at the stop line and an extension
detector. At the stop line, the detector measures if vehicles are present. There could also be a detector more
upstream to request green earlier than at the stop line of the intersection [28]. The extension detector is used
to identify the length of the queue. The measurements of the detector loops are limited because the loops are
at fixed locations [27].
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2 1. Introduction

Other controllers predict the demand based on a combination of sensor data. Researched mechanisms
for intersection control to predict traffic demand are described next.

• Currently, about 800 intelligent intersection controllers (iVRIs) have been installed in the Netherlands.
Cooperative Awereness Messages (CAM) are received by the iVRIs. CAM messages come from in-car
devices and provide information on where the car is. Not all vehicles use this in-car device to generate
CAM messages. Therefore, this information is incomplete, and predictions have to be made by the
iVRI on the demand. These messages provides additional information from vehicles to the intersection
(connected vehicles), next to induction detector loops [53].

• Data of different sensors can be fused to provide a more accurate prediction. These sensors could be
either induction loops (that are used mostly nowadays) but also CAM or wireless sensors [55]. [52] uses
GPS data to estimate queue lengths as an additional source next to induction loops.

Yellow and red phase
While waiting at a red light to cross the intersection, at most times it can be reasoned why waiting is necessary.
Sometimes though, when waiting in the queue, especially when the direction is about to continue to the
green phase, the intersection is already cleared some time before the next direction obtains the green phase.
The reason for this is that there is a fixed waiting time set, before the next direction can obtain green. This
fixed time is based on predictive equations for the clearance time and the duration of the yellow phase. The
clearance time is the time it takes the last vehicle to drive from the stop line to leave the area where the two
directions collide (the conflict area) and the first upcoming vehicle of the conflicting direction to reach this
area from the stop line. This can be seen in figure 1.1 as (2). Research has been performed on how to predict
the needed fixed clearance time [27] [33] [36] [41]. None of them explores the possibility of variable clearance
time. These researches focused on finding a fixed clearance time that fits with the stochastic behaviour of
HDVs only.

Besides the predictions on the fixed times for these two phases, the time in which vehicles cross the in-
tersection could also be decreased. This can be seen in figure 1.1 as (4). The time it takes for the first vehicle,
from the upcoming direction that will obtain green, to reach the conflict area can be different per situation.
From either standstill or an approaching speed, a driver has a reaction time [57]. This reaction time is the
time they need to process the change of the phases mentally and react to it physically. It could also be due
to a driver being distracted [27]. When applying a countdown before green, this lost time decreases [30] [56].
At iVRIs, this count down can be provided via in-car devices [53]. Furthermore, it was researched that the
approaching speed of the vehicle or the knowledge of when the phase would turn green, could increase the
speed in which the vehicle is able to reach the conflict area [67] [69]. In the research of [67] AVs were given a
speed advise so stopping completely at the stop line is not necessary anymore. If HDVs are following an AV,
they get enforced too, to follow this speed advice, unless the HDV will overtake the AV. The speed advice could
also be directly communicated via in-car devices to the HDVs but it is unknown what percentage will use the
advice [53].

Stage structure
All directions at an intersection belong to one ore more stages. Each stage can only contain directions that
have no conflict with each other. Directions can be distributed into different stages in many different ways.
A direction can belong to multiple stages. Different distributions of directions in stages (stage structure) can
have different delay results. The stage structure should thus be chosen strategically. This can be seen in
figure 1.1 as (3). Directions in the same stage will go through the cycles at about the same time. The end
time of green can be slightly different per direction of the same stage. With a control structure that has some
flexibility (the combination of directions that obtain the green phase at the same time), all non-conflicting
directions that are possible, are in the green phase at the same time while the cycle time is not unnecessarily
increased [27] [43]. This flexibility is for example added in vehicle-actuated control with fixed control stages.
If a direction has a demand but does not belong to the stage that is in the green phase and has no conflict
with one of the directions that is currently in the green phase, it can already be given green (if the direction in
the next stage would obtain green). This is sub-green phase is called the induced green phase [43].

1.2. Research gap
Many different control mechanisms have been explored for the period when all vehicles can communicate,
and all trajectories can be controlled. Most proposed systems find the best trajectory of each AV to cross the
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Figure 1.1: Causal diagram of factors influencing the throughput of signalized intersections. - A plus between two factors means that if
one increases, the other also increases. It also means that when one decreases, the other one will decrease as well. When a minus is

presented it means that if one goes up the other one decreases.

intersection without collision. Accurate predictions of the trajectories means that AV can cross each other
with a short gap time in between [3] [4] [16] [34]. In this way, the vehicles are weaving across the intersection.
But before this can happen, a hybrid period of HDV and AV will be the reality.

For the hybrid period, some intersection control systems have been proposed but none of them improve
the throughput when the penetration rate of AVs is low [2] [11] [38] [46]. In these systems, HDVs still follow the
directions of the traffic lights while AVs negotiate with the intersection controller (IC) directly about the path
they should take on the intersection at what time (and ignore traffic lights). In the control system proposed in
[38], platoons of vehicles in one direction are formed with an AV leader. The leaders of all platoons negotiate
when to cross the intersection. For this, the leader predicts and plans the trajectory of his complete platoon.
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Only when the penetration rate of the AVs is high enough, this part of the system will be activated. Before
that penetration rate is obtained, no gains will be provided by the extra information AVs provide. [11] uses
a fixed sequence of directions that will be in the green phase, without optimization of the stage structure,
and a fixed green time. AVs do not cross the intersection based on the phase of the direction they are in,
but directly communicate about the availability of their proposed trajectories in time with the intersection
controller. This limits the HDV. [46] provided an improvement on this controller. Based on sensor data, the
duration of the green phase could be adjusted. When the penetration rate is low, still this means most area
on the intersection is not in use most of the time. This controller therefore performs less than the current
controller at low penetration rates.

As shown in section 1.1, many improvements have been proposed to be able to increase the throughput
of vehicle-actuated control. In vehicle-actuated control research has been performed on variable duration
of the green phase based on sensors. Variable green phases have shown an increase in throughput of the
intersection. For the other phases, yellow and red, research has been done on how to determine the fixed
duration of these phases. These fixed times are needed due to the stochastic behaviour of HDVs. But no
research has been done on how to use sensor data (potentially from AVs) to make these phases variable during
the use of the intersection, to comply more to what actually happens at the intersection. Every additional AV
on the road could therefore possibly provide data for the controller to be able to shorten the signal timings.
This thus implies that this approach can already deviate from the original vehicle-actuated controller from a
low penetration rate.

This research therefore focuses on making a controller for the complete range of penetration rates by
shortening the timings of the phases, if the situation allows.

1.3. Problem definition and description
Above is stated what the research gap is. The factors and the problems therein that are addressed in this re-
search, are highlighted in figure 1.1.

The timings of the phases are predetermined before the controller is in action. The yellow phase in the
Netherlands means that drivers need to stop at the intersection when possible [27]. For the yellow phase,
a duration is taken in which all vehicles that could decide to cross, are able to do so, within the duration
of yellow phase. To determine the time when red of the upcoming direction can be actuated, the predicted
clearance time is added to the end time of the yellow phase of the leaving direction. The stochastic behaviour
of vehicles is taken into account in these predictive equations. Based on observations from many vehicles, a
certain distribution of behavior is identified. For a given HDV, it is not clear what the behavior on this distri-
bution will be. The fixed times are therefore determined with parameters of vehicles that cause more critical
situations [27]. These fixed times are needed because intentions of specific human-driven vehicles (HDV)
remain unknown, and measurements of the behaviour of HDVs at crucial moments are not be provided by
currently used data sources.

This means that for some vehicles the fixed time between green of two directions, overestimates the time
that is actually needed for both vehicles to cross the intersection safely. This means that the gap time between
conflicting directions is sometimes bigger than needed (it cannot become 0 or collisions will occur). The gap
time is shown in figure 1.2.

[28] shows that the fraction used yellow time for roads with a maximum speed of 40-80 km/h is between
40-41%. For a 50 km/h road yellow time is 3.5 s which means about 2 s are not used. Knowing exactly when
the last vehicle of a direction enters the intersection means yellow time could be shortened accordingly. Not
all drivers use yellow light the same way. Some will start breaking when receiving yellow light where others
would have continued driving [21]. This means the it is not always known what the last driver to cross the
intersection will be. The last vehicle entering the intersection during yellow light, will thus not always be
precisely when yellow ends.

The clearance time is calculated by predicting the possible trajectories of the last leaving vehicle and the
first upcoming vehicle of conflicting directions from the stop line to reaching or leaving the conflict area.
When the clearance time starts, it can be that the last vehicle has already passed the intersection.

Furthermore, the Dutch government has set rules that the green phase of two conflicting directions is not
allowed at the same time. So, even if the clearance time is a negative number that is higher than the yellow
phase default time, according to the law it should be at least 0. The yellow and green phase of two conflicting
directions is allowed at the same time [27] [49]. The clearance time could for example be a negative when the
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Figure 1.2: Gap time between the last leaving vehicle and the first upcoming vehicle on conflicting directions

upcoming direction has a long distance to cover from the stop line to the conflict area.

When future trajectories of vehicles are accurately predicted, more information about future traffic states
is known and the clearance time can be predicted according to that knowledge. Also, the knowledge of what
the last vehicle will be when the yellow phase starts would provide more information to the controller, to reex-
amine its control actions. Uncertainty of the trajectories of HDV will always remain due to irregular behaviour
of drivers [44] [6]. But additional measurement by AVs could provide more information on the behaviour of
the vehicles on crucial moments to predict the intentions of the HDVs.

1.4. Objective
The objective is thus to decrease the delay of a signalized vehicle-actuated intersection, by the design of a
control system that uses real-time information of AVs to adjust the timings of the phases, without compro-
mising safety in a hybrid situation where AVs and HDVs share the road.

The additional information of AVs can be used to more accurately predict the possible trajectories during
the above mentioned phases. With these predictions on trajectories, control actions could be provided to
shorten the signal timings. To give an overview of where the additional information of an AV can effectively
be used, a few scenarios are regarded below. These are elaborated upon in chapter 3.

• When the last leaving vehicle is an AV - The AV communicates additional information to the controller.
With this information the variance of the possible trajectories of the last vehicle decreases, compared
to when it would have been an HDV. The vehicles in front of the AV might also have an effect on the
trajectory of the AV. Therefore, the prediction of the trajectory of the last AV should also possibly take
the irregularities of HDVs in front into account.

• When the first upcoming vehicle is an AV - This is about the same as the above mentioned scenario.
Only here, the trajectory of the first upcoming vehicle is not influenced by vehicles in front of it.

• When the last leaving vehicle can be observed by an AV - Additional information of an HDV can be
obtained when an AV in the same direction, is behind or in front of the HDV. The additional information
that an AV can provide of another vehicle is more limited than the information about itself. The scenario
where an AV is last and the scenario where an HDV is last, should therefore be regarded separately.
Here, again, the behaviour of the predecessors and their influence on the trajectory of the HDV should
be explored.

• When the first upcoming vehicle can be observed by an AV - This again is similar to the above mentioned
scenario. The exception here is that the first vehicle is not influenced by predecessors.

Based on more elaborate scenarios, it is researched to what extent predictions about trajectories can be
made and what control actions could be applied to shorten the signal timings.
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1.5. Research goal
The main research goal of this master thesis is thus:

Designing a signalized vehicle-actuated intersection controller, for an isolated intersection with multiple
conflict areas, by using the additional information of AVs, to shorten the timings of the phases according to the

situation at the intersection, for the hybrid period (AVs and HDVs), without compromising safety

To obtain the main research goal, the following sub-questions (SQ) needed to be answered:

1. SQ1: What scenarios at intersections could benefit from additional real-time information to decrease
the duration of the phases?

2. SQ2: What additional information from AVs decrease the uncertainty in the predicted trajectories of
the vehicles?

3. SQ3: What parts of the proposed controller have most impact on the performance of the intersection
at different penetration rates?

The methodology in section 1.6 elaborates on how to answer the main research goal and the research
questions.

1.6. Research methodology
This chapter describes the methodology for obtaining the main research goal, as formulated in section 1.4.
The proposed controller of this research is used to solve the problem defined in section 1.3. The main research
goal is solved in three phases: the literature review, the design of the control system, and the evaluation of the
control system. The first phase is used to learn about the relevant current and future features that are/will
be used in intersection controllers. This provides the basis of information that is needed for designing the
controller. The second phase is a step wise design methodology of the intersection control system. The
final phase concludes, through simulation, if the proposed design meets the expectation and performance
indicators, which are specified later. The complete methodology can be found in figure 1.3. This figure also
includes what sub-question is addressed in each part. Each phase is described in detail in the rest of this
section.

Input for the next step

Literature review Design of intersection
control system

Evaluate design

Trajectory predic�on of a leader AV and
HDV (SQ2)

State-of-the-art current vehicle-
actuated control and sub-phases that
affect the gap �me of conflic�ng
direc�ons (SQ1, SQ2)

Performance indicators used (SQ3)

State-of-the-art communica�on
means between intersec�on agent
and AVs  (SQ2)

Trajectory predic�on of AVs and HDVs in
a platoon and queue (SQ2)

Iden�fica�on of relevant performance
indicators (SQ3)

Selec�on of type of controler

Problem analysis in control
engineering terms (SQ2)

Problem analysis in traffic engineering
terms (SQ1)

Assump�ons of intersec�on and
communica�on delay Selec�on of simula�on tool

Interpreta�on of results (SQ3)

Simula�on runs 

Set-up of simula�on & verifica�on

Selec�on of input (SQ3)

Figure 1.3: Phase wise methodology to obtain the main research goal
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1.6.1. Literature review
Multiple topics are explored in the literature review. The first part focuses on how the performance of current
intersection controllers can be defined. Performance indicators are needed to be able to define the goal to
which the controller is created and to quantify to what extent the design of the controller results in improve-
ments compared to the original controller. Secondly, the state-of-the-art of possible communication at the
intersection is explored. This can be either by sensors, in or around the road, or between AVs and the IC. The
technologies to make this possible are described briefly and are accompanied with an analysis of the pitfalls
and errors they might bring. This section provides what the additional information of AVs can be, that can
be included in the predictions of the controller. Third, the working principles of vehicle-actuated control are
explored, as these are the basis of the new control system. The (sub-)phases influencing the timings of the
red and yellow phase are explored, as well as the prediction models currently used. The data and parameters
in these prediction models are used to obtain insight in where the new data of AVs might be relevant in the
proposed control system. Then, the behaviour of HDVs and AVs and the mix of both at intersections is elab-
orated upon. It is explored how trajectories of vehicles could be predicted and in what accuracy. The results
can be used in the prediction model of the proposed controller and in the set-up of the simulation. This topic
is divided in two parts. One part explains the behaviour of a leader vehicle (a vehicle that has no vehicle in
front of it). The other part goes into details about behaviour of vehicles in platoons. This is explored to find
out to what extent the trajectory of the last leaving vehicle is influenced by its predecessors.

1.6.2. Design of the intersection control system
With the conclusions of the literature review, the design phase is started. A methodology for the design is
applied to give structure to the process and make sure all aspects of the proposed controller are analysed.
The design phase is divided in steps. These steps are:

Identification of relevant performance indicators This step provides the exact definition of the performance
indicators to which the design is created and evaluated. A selection is made from the relevant perfor-
mance indicators as described in the literature review.

Assumptions Here the assumption on the environment of the intersection are elaborated upon. These as-
sumptions follow from the literature review on communication technology and assumptions on pre-
dicting trajectories of HDVs and AVs.

Problem analysis in traffic engineering terms In this step it is decided what the control strategy of the pro-
posed controller is. This strategy is based upon an analysis exploring possible scenarios at the inter-
section and what control actions are needed in these scenarios. From the literature review it can be
concluded what the problems and uncertainties are in traffic flow at intersections. The effect of these
on the desired outcome at the intersection is analysed. It is addressed what measurements could be
provided on the state at the intersection by the AVs and the loop detectors and how this should be used
to decide the control actions.

Problem analysis in control engineering terms This step contains the translation of the control strategy to
mathematical terms. It is explored how the measurements of AVs (and other sensors) can be used to ob-
tain insight in the current state at the intersection. Also, based on the findings of the literature review, a
model is made to predict the future state of the intersection. Lastly, it is defined how the measurements
and predictions of the state of the intersection are used to define control actions. Moreover, it is also
decided how to account for errors in predictions and measurements.

Selection of the type of controller In this step the type of controller is chosen.

1.6.3. Evaluation of the controller
In this phase the proposed controller is evaluated based on the performance indicators. This is done to ob-
tain insight in what parts of the proposed controller shows most effect on the state at the intersection and
how this then again influences the performance indicators. This evaluation is done via simulations of the
proposed control system. As this is only the first step towards concluding whether the performance at the
intersection would increase with the new control system, a simulation is sufficient. Before the control system
can actually be brought to practice, the system needs to be tested via gaming and then real-life experiments.
The evaluation via simulation consists of:
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Selection of input The different variants of relevant input data of the simulation is discussed in this section.
The input data consists of traffic demand and the AV penetration rate. This is decided based on what
gives relevant results, to conclude on the performance of the controller.

Selection of simulation tool A simulation tool that contains the features that are needed to verify and vali-
date the control design needs to be selected. This is done by formulating the features that are required
and then finding the tool that can meet these requirements.

Set-up of simulation In this section, it is explained how the model is created in the simulation tool and how
the parameters of the system are set. The literature review is the basis for this. It is also explained what
tests are performed to verify the simulation.

Simulation runs When the simulation tool is selected and the models of the current control system and the
proposed control system are set-up, the simulations are run with the chosen relevant variants of traffic
demand and AV penetration rate.

Interpretation of results The raw data of the simulation is transformed to the chosen performance indica-
tors. It is also concluded what actions of the controller are used most frequently and to what extent this
effects the results of the performance indicators.

Chapter 2 presents the literature review. Chapter 3 provides the step wise design process of the controller
and chapter 4 shows the evaluation of the proposed controller. Finally, the results are discussed and con-
cluded in chapter 5.



2
Literature review

This literature review is performed to obtain the basic knowledge that is needed to start the design phase. It
should be explored how the performance of an intersection is defined in other research. Later, a selection
is be made of the performance indicators with which the proposed controller is evaluated. Furthermore,
for the proposed design, information of AVs is used as the data source of the IC. Therefore, communication
needs to happen between the intersection agent and the AVs, and between the AVs themselves. The existing
communication means for this are explored as well as the measurements the AVs are able to provide. Next,
the current vehicle-actuated control systems (in the Netherlands and abroad) are explored and be explained
briefly. The sub-phases that are currently fixed but could be shortened with measurement from equipment of
the AVs are identified. These sub-phases are described in detail, including the equations used for predictions.
Attention here is given to procedures used to maintain safety. Furthermore, when AVs enter the road they do
not only provide additional information to the IC, they might also change behaviour on the road. This change
in behaviour and its predictability at intersections is explored last.

2.1. Performance of an intersection
There are many identifications of performance for intersections. Some examples are; the amount of emis-
sions, delay time, fairness, occupancy of conflict areas, safety, fuel consumption, communication complexity
and so on.

Safety
As is explained in section 2.3, in current vehicle-actuated controllers, equations are used to calculate the fixed
clearance time and yellow duration. This fixed time is set with numerical values that make sure that in 99%
of the situations a safe crossing is obtained. This is a trade-off with regard to the efficiency of the needed
clearance time.

Occupancy of conflict area
[31] looks at the occupancy of all conflict areas. While it remains true that it is preferred that these areas
are occupied as much as possible, it will not always provide useful results. When a vehicle is at standstill at
the conflict area, it is continuously occupied, while the vehicle blocks all other vehicles including itself from
crossing the intersection.

Fuel consumption
Less fuel consumption means less environmental impact. This performance indicator is used as objective in
multiple designs of control systems for intersection management [22] [23] [63] [69].

Delay time
Delay time is expensive. Every hour of lost time cost 10 euros [59]. [3], [11], [38], [46], [62] and [69] use this as
performance indicator.

Fairness
In current intersection control, the rule is applied that all vehicles should be able to cross the intersection
within a certain time [27]. This fairness is becoming even more important in a hybrid situation. The reason
for this is that AVs will always be able to obtain higher throughput [51]. So, for optimizing throughput, AVs
would get priority in many situations. While optimizing the control, fairness should thus be taken into ac-

9
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count, otherwise HDVs would be disregarded by the controller. Fairness will thus sometimes conflict with
traffic delay. In some proposed intersection control systems the ’first come first serve’ rule is applied [10].

Communication complexity
In [11] it was concluded that communication complexity should be low for future intersection control sys-
tems.

2.2. Communication means
It used to be only detector loops in the road, that could communicate with an IC about vehicles’ presence.
Multiple other mechanisms have been designed in the meantime to be able to communicate with HDVs or to
extract measurement from them. This is presented first. Secondly, possible future communication between
AVs and IC is discussed. This section closes with an elaboration on what AVs are able to measure.

2.2.1. Communication between the IC and HDVs
The communication from the IC to HDVs is straightforward. These are the traffic lights. The communication
the other way around, from HDVs to the IC, is never directly from the vehicle to the IC. Detectors on the road
can sense the vehicles and pass on information to the IC. Also, currently, apps exist, that can be activated by
a driver while driving, that can send information to iVRIs, and the other way around. First, the detectors are
discussed and then the working principle of the iVRIs.

Many types of fixed detectors around the road exist. Examples of these detectors are Electromagnetic
loop detectors, Selective detector, Radar detection, Laser detection and Camera detection. Each of them has
its own advantages and disadvantages. These are mostly concerned with the accuracy of the measurement
in general and under different weather conditions, the location where the sensor needs to be placed, and the
costs [27]. The purpose for which the sensor is needed is also relevant when selecting what type of sensor is
the best fit. Some are not able to provide information in real-time for example and some might not be able
to provide the information that is needed (e.g. speed cannot be measured by all sensors). Generally, for all
these sensors, the location at which they are installed is of most importance. As the location cannot easily
be changed, it should be placed where the information it can provide is most relevant. In the Netherlands,
electromagnetic loop detectors are mostly used to provide information to the IC [27].

Electromagnetic loop detector This detector measures the presence of the vehicles. The detector only mea-
sures the vehicle parts that consist of metal. So, the length of the vehicle that is measured is not per
definition the whole vehicle as not all vehicles consist of metal only. It is widely used in the Netherlands
[27] and is placed in the surface of road. A binary signal is used by the detector loops to communicate if
a vehicle is on the loop. This also means that if two vehicles would be on the loop (this means the loop
is long enough for a part of two vehicles to be on it and the gasp between them), that the binary signal
stays 1 and not becomes 2. The two vehicles are then thus measured as one vehicle. The detector loop
should thus not be too long. The location of the detector loops is fixed and is relevant for the purpose
of use. More about the useful placement of the detector loops can be found in 2.3.

As stated above earlier, iVRIs are also able to communicate with approaching HDVs via mobile phones.
Among others, Dynniq, Royal HaskoningDHV and Rijkswaterstaat are currently installing about 800 iVRIs
in the Netherlands [53]. Via this communication the intersection can be controlled more efficiently (more
throughput, less delay). The iVRIs consist of a certain architecture to be able to receive messages from the
vehicles and control the duration of the green phase. The hardware and software of the iVRI systems are
separated. Meaning different software packages can be installed. The software that regulates the duration
of the green phase is the ITS application. This software controls the hardware of the iVRI to regulate the
traffic signals physically. It is also connected with the RIS facility. The RIS facility is the part that can receive
messages of the vehicles, which is done via Traffic Light Exchange (TLEX). The messages between the RIS
facility and the vehicles follow the ETSI ITS standards. The standardized messages used are [20]:

CAM . These are messages from apps on mobile phones within vehicles to the iVRI. The speed, location, and
direction (in degrees) can be included in the message.

Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) These are messages informing the vehicles what phase their direction is in
or, potentially, the time till the next phase starts.
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MAP This is a message from the iVRI to the vehicles in which the lay-out of the intersection is presented. In
this way, the phone can compare its measurement to the layout and pin point itself at the intersection.

2.2.2. Communication between the IC and AVs
In the future, communication between AVs and the IC will be possible. This is described in this section. In
many proposed ICs, assumptions are made that communication transmission delay is negligible and that
the message will always be received [68]. Others include solutions for dropped messages [9]. The technical
means that are used for communication are described here, including their capabilities.

First of all, the technologies are described that can send messages from one agent to another (so also AV
to AV):

Wifi Communication via wifi can reach a maximum distance of 100 m [27].

Dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) [54] researched the delay and probability of the messages
being received. When 140 vehicles send a message every 200 ms it can be received with a small delay
and high probability. Furthermore, [65] found that the delay in receiving the message is about 100 nano
seconds in urban areas. Sending messages here was possible in a range of 30-300 m.

4g/5g cellular interfaces [37] found cellular works better on longer ranges than DSRC. Phones can use apps
that can send messages via 4G. The IC can use this to track the number of vehicles on the road.

2.2.3. Measurements of equipement in an AV
Next to detector loops, AVs can be equipped with sensors to also obtain measurements. These can be velocity,
acceleration but also information from other vehicles around the AV. The technologies that can be used to
obtain the measurement are:

LIDAR This is a sensor that can detect other vehicles [50]. It can be used for a distance up to 200 m away, and
it measures velocity and distance to the object [18]. [15] found that LIDAR technology can have errors
in the front and width of the measurements. [60] found an uncertainty estimation error of 0.1 m with a
standard deviation of 0.12 m.

GPS The location of a vehicle is tracked based on signals to satellites. The location can be measured with an
accuracy of 50 m. When using differential GPS (which also uses signals to devices on the earth), this is
2 m [27].

Speedometer The sensor used to measure the speed of the vehicle can be a speedometer. [61] assessed the
accuracy of this sensor. It was found that 45 % of the measurement errors were within 0.2 m/s away
from the true speed of the vehicle and. Another 19% of measurement errors were found to be within
0.4 m/s.

As shown, measurement errors are possible. [54] therefore proposed to use a Kalman filter to account for
the errors. The filter was made for measurements of position, velocity, and acceleration. [2] used a fusion
of different sensor data to locate other vehicles more accurately. More accuracy results in less variance in
prediction models.

2.3. Current vehicle-actuated intersection control systems
Signalized intersections use three phases: Green, yellow and red. These phases always happen in the same
order. In vehicle-actuated controllers these main phases can also be divided into sub-phases. The duration
of the green phase depends on which sub-phases and tactics are in use in the control system. In vehicle-
actuated control, these tactics depend on the presence of vehicles at the intersection. The yellow phase is a
safety measure that aids vehicles not to enter the intersection when the red phase starts. During the red phase
vehicles are not permitted to cross the intersection. First, all sub-phases and tactics of vehicle-actuated con-
trol are presented. Different types of vehicle-actuated control exist. The vehicle-actuated control as described
by [27] is the basis of this research. Tactics of other sources are explored to obtain all pertinent knowledge
available about tactics that could be used. Secondly, sub-phases that could be shortened with additional
data of AVs, are identified. At last, a detailed description is provided on the used predictions models and
equations used by [27] to decide control actions within these sub-phases.
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Figure 2.1: Sub-phases of the Dutch vehicle-actuated intersection control system [27]

2.3.1. Sub-phases of vehicle-actuated control explained
Sub-phases have a different tactic to regulate the vehicle-actuated control based on the situation on the road.
These situations are identified using detector loops. Different types of vehicle-actuated controllers exist. The
sub-phases defined in the Netherlands are similar to this system [17] [27]. In figure 2.1, the system is pre-
sented. The purpose and tactics per sub-phase are explained below. It must be stated that multiple detector
loops are used in this system. Generally, three detector loops are installed per direction with different offsets
from the stop line. Two short detectors are located at the stop line and at a distance more upstream. A longer
detector is located in between these short ones. This is called the extension detector.

Waiting red This is waiting red. The direction will enter the next phase (Red before green) when a vehicle
was measured to be present at any time within this sub-phase. The detector loops are used to identify
if there is demand at each direction.

Red before green (RBG) This phase will be ended when it is safe for the direction to obtain the green phase.
This means that this phase should be at least the length of the minimal inter-green time. The minimal
inter-green time is defined as the end time of the yellow phase of the conflicting directions minus the
clearance time between the conflicting direction and the direction in the RBG phase.

Fixed green Fixed green time provides enough time for the first few vehicles, to cross the intersection. These
are the vehicles that are in between the detector at the stop line and the extension detector. This means
fixed time green is always long enough to let the first few vehicles pass the intersection.

1th, 2nd and 3rd extension green These are extension green sub-phases. Multiple detectors are placed in the
road to identify if there is still demand in the direction. Each of these sub-phases uses a different de-
tector to identify this demand. These detectors are placed at different distances from the stop line.
These phases can be truncated when the time between two vehicles on the detector surpasses a cer-
tain gap threshold (tthreshold,gap). The gap measured by the detector is shorter than the actual gap be-
tween two vehicles due to the length of the detector. The threshold of the measured gap by the detector

(tdetector,gap) can be calculated with: tdetector,gap = tthreshold,gap −
ldetector

vveh
(2.1), where:
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ldetector is the length of the detector loop
vveh is the speed of the leader vehicle passing the detector loop

The location of these detectors for the extension green phases decides the minimal time of the duration
of these phases. All vehicles that pass the extension should be able to pass the intersection. This time is
calculated with a standard formula. Real-time this could mean that some of the green-time is not used
by vehicles to pass the intersection, as they may drive faster than the numerical value for speed used in
the formula.

Parallel green When another direction of the same stage still has demand, green will still be provided to this
direction without a demand.

4th extension green (4EG) This is extension green used for a safe transition to the yellow phase. When the
decision for two vehicles close to each other to stop or continue, can go both ways, the green phase
should be extended. This will make sure that no head-tail collisions will occur between the two vehicles
based on their decisions to stop or go.

Yellow This is the yellow phase. This is a fixed-time. When vehicles approach the intersection the law in the
Netherlands is to stop if it is possible when yellow light appears. The next stage can only obtain green
after the yellow phase of the previous conflicting direction has ended. This is due to the Dutch law.

The above structure is performed for each direction in a stage. A central controller combines these cycles
in a complete control structure.

According to [17] five green phases, Advance Green, Fixed Time Green, Waiting Green, Extension Green,
Parallel Green exist. All but advanced green are equal to what is used by the controller defined by [27]. If one
direction of the same stage does not have demand while that stage is in the green phase, that direction could
get red, and a conflicting direction of the next block could already go to the advanced green phase.

2.3.2. Sub-phases that can be shortened using additional data from AVs
Three sub-phases can be identified that can be shortened based on additional input of AVs. These sub-phases
are the 4EG phase, the yellow phase and the RBG phase. Except for the 4EG phase, theses phases have a fixed
time as detectors are not able to obtain the correct information. This could potentially be provided by an AV.
The 4EG could also influences the needed RBG phase duration and is therefore also investigated.

4EG uses data provided by the detector loops to decide when to end the phase. Yellow and RBG use fixed
times and do not look at information provided by the detectors. These phases have the potential to use the
data that is provided by other sources (an AV) if made adaptable to what data is needed.

A detailed description of the tactics of each sub-phase is provided below. The equations and predictions
used in deciding the control actions are also elaborated upon.

4EG phase
This sub-phase is added to decreases the chance of head-tail collisions. At a certain region before the stop
line, it is unclear if vehicles will decide to stop or cross the intersection when the yellow light would appear.
This region is called the dilemma zone. If multiple vehicles are in the dilemma zone this could cause dan-
gerous situations if the most upstream vehicle decides to cross and the vehicle in front of it decides to stop.
Extension detectors are used to measure if two vehicles are in the dilemma zone. If this is the situation, green
is extended for some time [17] [27] [28] .

The dilemma zone is the zone in which the front of a vehicle is at a certain distance from the stop line in
which a vehicle should be able to stop completely before the stop line. The upstream part of the dilemma
zone is the most upstream distance from the stop line a vehicle can be when the yellow phase starts and still
cross the stop line before the red phase starts. It depends on the behaviour/intention of the driver in the
dilemma zone whether it will stop or not.

The location of the dilemma zone is related to a few factors:

Approaching speed (vappr in m/s) The approaching speed most of the time will be around the speed limit.
The approaching speed of the first few vehicles that waited in a queue to cross the intersection will be
lower [33] [36] [41].
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Deceleration (adec in m/s2) A driver wants to stop using a comfortable deceleration rate. Also, there are
technical limitations to the possible deceleration rate [33] [36] [41].

Reaction time (treact in s) When the phase changes to yellow, it takes a driver some time to react to this [36]
[33] [41].

Grade of the road (◦) The inclination of the road can affect the deceleration capabilities of the vehicle [33].

For different vehicles/drivers and situations the dilemma zone could be different due to the distribution
of the factors above.

In the Netherlands, the following formula is used to calculate the downstream part of the dilemma zone

(dzone1) [27]: dzone1 = treact · vappr +
v2

appr

2 ·adec
(2.2)

In [40] it is defined that the reaction time used in this calculation should be 1 s, and a desired deceleration
of 2.8 m/s2 should be used.

The upstream part of the dilemma zone (dzone2) is defined as [27]: dzone2 =4tyellow ·vappr (2.3), where:

4tyellow is the duration of the yellow phase

The grade of the road is thus not taken into account by [27]. Furthermore, the duration of the yellow phase
decides the size of the dilemma zone. Though, it must be mentioned that HDVs do not know the duration of
the phase. Their perception of the dilemma zone can thus be different than the above-formulated dilemma
zone. Furthermore, as can be seen in the equation, the assumption is made that acceleration remains con-
stant during the yellow phase.

A default dilemma zone is calculated based on a certain distribution of observed behaviour from drivers.
The location of the dilemma zone is used to decide when to end the 4EG phase or to continue it for safety

reasons.
The detector loop most upstream of the intersection measures the detector gap time between two vehicles

when the 3rd extension green ends. When this measurement passes a certain threshold is means the distance
between the vehicles is sufficient (the two vehicles are not both in the dilemma zone) and the yellow phase
can be started. The minimal detector gap time can be calculated via [27]:

tthreshold,gap = dzone2 −dzone1

vn+1
− tgaptime (2.4), where:

tthreshold,gap is the gap time threshold that should be measured by the detector
vn+1 is the speed of the leader vehicle
tgaptime is the time distance that should be in between two vehicles to provide a safe situation

Yellow phase
The yellow phase is used for safety. It gives a warning to drivers they need to stop because the red phase is
about to begin. The regulations in the Netherlands state that if a driver is able to stop when yellow phase
starts, it should. The perception per driver is different of when they are able to stop (or want to stop). Making
the yellow time too short can therefore cause vehicles to cross the stop line after the red phase started.

As it is unknown, and would be hard to measure using detector loops, what vehicle will be the last to cross
the intersection, a default yellow duration is always applied.

In [40] it was concluded that the yellow time should be 3.5 s for a 50 km/h road for a straight direction.
Using equations 2.2 and 2.3 this means the length of the dilemma zone in this situation would only be: 0.27
m for a vehicle driving 50 km/h. But not all vehicles drive the same speed.

RBG phase
The end of the red phase (tred,end) of a direction is at least the end time of the green phase (tgreen,end) of
the previous conflicting direction plus the inter-green time (tinter−green) of the two involved directions. The
inter-green time is based on the clearance time and the duration of the yellow phase (4tyellow). This can be
summarized in the following equations: t n,m

inter−green =4t n
yellow + t n

leave − t m
enter (2.5) and

tred,end
m = t n

yellow,start + t n,m
inter−green (2.6), where:
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n is the direction that obtains green right before direction m

leave is the time it takes a vehicle to drive from the stop line till it passed the conflict area
tenter is the time it takes an upcoming vehicle to drive from the stop line to the beginning of the

conflict area

In the current intersection control, clearance time is predicted to regulate that the gap time between two
conflicting directions is never too short to prevent collisions. The clearance time is specific for two conflicting
directions.

Clearance time (tclearance) is calculated by subtracting the time it take the the first entering vehicle to drive
from the stop line to the conflict area (tenter), from the time the last vehicles in the queue to drive from the
stop line till it leaves the conflict area (tleave), tclearance = tleave − tenter (2.7).

The following percentiles of these behaviours are used to calculate the fixed clearance time between two
conflicting directions in the Netherlands:

• 2% of all entering vehicles drive faster than the tenter that is used to calculate the clearance time.

• 50% of the vehicles drive slower than the tleave that is used to calculate the clearance time [26].

In literature, different formulas can be found to calculate these times [33] [36] [41] . [26] provides infor-
mation on what formulas and standard parameters are used in the Netherlands.

tleave
There are several factors influencing tleave [33] [36] [41] :

• Distance from the stop line to the end of the collision area in m - This is d1 in figure 2.2.

• Length of the vehicle (lveh) in m - This is the additional length that needs to be driven to clear the col-
lision area. d1 and the length of the vehicle make the clearance distance of the last leaving vehicle
(dleave).

• Speed when crossing the intersection (vleave in m/s) - Different situations decide what the speed is.
Mostly it is assumed that the last vehicle entering from a direction is in free-flow conditions and does
not or barely need to decelerate before entering the intersection [33]. This is not the situation when
only a few vehicles are waiting in a direction, and no downstream vehicles join the queue during the
green phase. In the research of [57] it was found that the first vehicle in a waiting queue does not reach
the maximum speed possible to cross the intersection when passing the stop line.

Figure 2.2: Leave (direction 1) and enter (direction 2) distance of two conflicting areas
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The vehicle length, as well as the speed while being at the intersection, is different per driver. The speed
also depends on the situation. To calculate the clearance time, a tleave is used that represents the situation in
which the last vehicle reaches the intersection without having to decelerate due to vehicles in front of it. In
the Netherlands, 50% of the drivers drive slower than the tleave that is used to calculate the clearance time.
The length of vehicles that is used depends on the penetration of trucks on the road. Specific standards are
set per penetration rate. When only passenger vehicles are present, a length of 6 meters is used [27].

The following formula is used to calculate tleave for vehicles: tleave =
dleave

vleave
(2.8).

[33] proposes to use the 85th percentile of vleave as can be measured by observing drivers. This is thus
different then [26] proposes.

It must be stated that for turns the leaving speed is lower than for straight roads. This is due to the fact
that most turns cannot be taken safely at maximum speed, where at straight roads this is possible [27].

tenter
Multiple scenarios are possible that influence this time. If the front vehicle has come to a standstill before the
intersection, it will take the vehicle longer to reach the collision area as it needs to accelerate from zero speed
instead of maintaining its arrival speed. If it approaches the intersection when the green phase begins, the
vehicle will have a certain speed and accelerate again. This provides a shorter enter time. Note that the speed
at the stop line here (venter) will not be the maximum speed (vmax) as vehicles currently do not know when
the phase will turn to green and will need to stop if it does not change [41]. The speed venter could be higher
range when AVs know the phase will change.

[36] states that due to safety reasons, an aggressive driver should be used to calculate tenter to decide the
clearance time. The Netherlands uses tenter so that only 2% of the drivers drive faster [26].

The parameters that influence tenter are:

• Distance from the stop line to the beginning of the conflict area (denter in m) - The first vehicle that
reaches the collision area could cause a collision from the moment the front bumper enters the collision
area [36] [41].

• Distance of front vehicle from the stop line when the red phase turns to green (dappr in m) - The dis-
tance from the stop line is important to know for a vehicle that is approaching the intersection. The
acceleration/deceleration timing depends on when the phase turns to green [36] [41] .

• The speed on the intersection (vveh(t )) and the approach speed (vappr in m/s) - From a standstill, the
speed on the intersection of a vehicle will keep on increasing till it reaches the desired speed. When the
first vehicle approaches the intersection when the phase turns green, its speed gives away how fast it
will reach the stop line and the desired speed on the intersection [36] [41].

• The acceleration (aacc in m/s2) and deceleration (adec ) - Each vehicle has its own technological capabil-
ities to accelerate and decelerate. The used acceleration and deceleration also depend on the comfort
of the driver and the passengers [36] [41].

• Reaction time (treact in s ) - When signals turn green, a driver has some reaction time to act according to
the phase. The reaction time can either be from a standstill or from deceleration to acceleration. The
longer the reaction time, the longer it will take the vehicle to reach the collision area [36].

The formula that is used in the Netherlands to calculate the tenter for the clearance time is:

tenter = denter

venter
+ venter

2 · (aacc +adec)
(2.9).

Only 2% of the drivers drive faster than the used tenter in the Netherlands. Furthermore, due to safety
reasons, it is not allowed in the Netherlands to calculate the tenter with the observed reaction time of drivers
[26].

Furthermore, it should be mentioned that all default settings of a vehicle-actuated control are calculated
before applying the control system at an intersection in real life. When the control system is in place some
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parameters might be adjusted based on observations of behaviour at the intersection. The parameters are
not changed for each individual vehicle at the intersection.

At last it should be mentioned that causes of delay in the current system are, safety measures that are
needed because of the uncertainty around the intentions and behaviour of HDVs and the inflexibility of the
measure points at fixed locations (the sensor is at most times not able to provide the needed information due
to this). Examples of the behaviour and intentions of the HDV are the decision to stop or cross the intersection
when yellow light appears, the reaction time, the desired headway and the desired acceleration and deceler-
ation rate. For AVs and their surrounding HDVs, part of this behaviour can be measured and intentions can
be communicated.

2.4. Trajectory prediction of leader AV and HDV
In section 2.3.2 is explained what factors are taken into account in the equation to calculate the entry time
of the first vehicle entering from a direction in the green phase. From all entering vehicles (which are HDVs)
a distribution of the entry time is generated and the default enter time used in the control system is based
on the 2 percentile of all observed behaviour. The entry time is thus not based on behaviour measured real-
time. Additional factors that could influence the trajectory of the first vehicle entering, when it is an HDV, are
described first. Moreover, the prediction of the trajectory of an AV with no vehicles influencing its behaviour
is elaborated upon.

2.4.1. HDV as leader vehicle

Section 2.3.2 gives the influencing factors for the time it takes the front vehicle to drive from the stop line till it
leaves the conflict area. One of the factors (that is not used in the current calculation of the inter-green time)
is the reaction time. [57] researched the reaction time of the first vehicle in the queue. For a straight road, it
was found that the first vehicle in the queue had a reaction time of 1.34 s (SD=0.97).

2.4.2. AV at the front of the queue

AVs are able to plan their future trajectory based on their desired speed, acceleration, deceleration and path.
When an AV is at the front of a queue it is not influenced by the behaviour of a vehicle in front of it on the
same direction.

Some proposed intersection control systems for the AV-only period, assume that AVs can plan (according
to their limits of acceleration etc.) and track their planned trajectory with 100% accuracy [3] [6] [22]. This
means that the pre-planned trajectories can be driven exactly as planned without any deviations.

Other research about the accuracy of tracking the planned trajectory shows that this is not realistic. [66]
uses an MPC controller for trajectory tracking. The objective used here is to minimize the speed error. A
difference in the error was found between an aggressive and normal driving style (which can be set by the
manufacturer). The RMS of the controller for the aggressive drivers was found to be 0.11 m with a maximum
measured error of 0.49 m. The RMS of a normal driver style was found to be 0.06 m with a maximum of 0.21
m. [45] proposed a motion planning system that uses a complex mathematical model of the vehicle dynam-
ics. This system was tested and showed a relative error under different environmental conditions within 12%.
[24] designed a trajectory tracking controller where results show a position error between 0 and 4 ft (1.22
m). [25], proposed a robust trajectory tracking error-based MPC for autonomous tractors and trailers. At low
speed, the mean value of the euclidian distance errors on straight trajectories was respectively equal to 23.49
and 21.21 cm of the tractors and trailers.

From the above research we can conclude that, the planned trajectories can never be tracked without any
error.

When using any model to predict the behaviour of an AV, a tracking error should thus always be included.
Even when no vehicles affect the tracking behaviour and all parameter settings(e.g. preferred acceleration
and speed) are known.
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2.5. Uncertainty of trajectory of the last vehicle in the queue
The prediction equations used by [27] assume a constant speed of the last vehicle that crosses the intersec-
tion. This means it is assumed that the last vehicle will not fluctuate its acceleration due to external factors
(e.g. other vehicles or the inclination of the road). It is explored to what extent (2.2), (2.3), (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9)
represent the behaviour at intersections.

The objective for any driver is to drive at a desired speed without causing a crash [51]. This affects the
trajectory of a vehicle. Traffic can either be in congested and free-flow conditions. In congested situations
the trajectory of the a vehicle depends strongly on the behaviour of its predecessor. This does not hold under
free-flow conditions [62]. A queue at an intersection is in a congested situation. After the first few vehicles in
a queue have passed the stop line the speed of the rest of the vehicles in the queue most of the time reached
the preferred speed for crossing [57]. At this point, the queue can be labelled a platoon again. These condi-
tions resemble free-flow conditions, which means the vehicles are able to drive the preferred speed and their
behaviour is influenced more by their own preferences than their leader vehicle. Following behaviour is thus
different under different conditions. The assumption of (2.2), (2.3), (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) that the vehicle is
not influenced by its leader when crossing the intersection, does most of the time hold from the 6th vehicle
onward. When a leader vehicle would make a sudden break while driving in the platoon this would influence
the behaviour of the follower vehicle. Behaviour of vehicles is thus different under different road conditions
(congested or free-flow).

The last vehicle to cross the intersection will follow other vehicles. Therefore, the behaviour of the queue
crossing the intersection is explored. For this, insight is provided on the behaviour of HDVs that influence
the leaving time of the HDVs and to what extent this can be predicted. The same is done for AVs. Both are
explored in the situation where both HDVs and AVs are on the road in front of this last crossing vehicle. The
behaviour of the HDV is also explored in current situations on the road (where only HDVs are present).

2.5.1. Uncertainty of trajectory of an HDV in a queue
The trajectory of a vehicle is influenced by the preference and capabilities of the vehicle itself. Vehicles in a
queue could also be influenced by the behaviour of vehicles around them. Car-following models are made to
describe the following behaviour of vehicles. As discussed above, this behaviour is different when a vehicle is
in a congested or free-flow situation. A simple model can be created by stating that a vehicle follows its prede-
cessor with a certain delay in time and distance in location. As each driver is different, these unknown delays
vary among the HDVs [16]. One person has a quicker response than another and/or has a higher desired
headway between him and his predecessor. The basis of the generally known and used Newells car-following
model, is that each vehicle will maintain a certain minimum space and time gap between itself and the vehi-
cle in front of it [62]. Other models include the maximum speed and acceleration of a driver. Via experiments,
it was shown that car-following model could capture the behaviour of an HDV qualitatively but it can not fully
describe all its behaviour [14]. The Wiedemann car-following model uses a normal distribution for preferred
acceleration, deceleration, speed, gap acceptance with its leader to perform any actions [1]. The distance
of the gap can be different for congested and uncongested situations. The Wiedemann model also includes
parameters that define a perception of the speed and distance between the vehicle itself and its leader [1].
[13] explored what the variables of the Wiedemann model should be, based on empirical data, for different
types of HDVs (e.g. trucks, passenger cars). Parameters of any car-following model should be set with em-
pirical behaviour. In the research of [38] a car-following model was used that included some of the previous
aspects of car-following models and also included that the vehicles had a reaction to traffic lights but only
before the vehicle passed the stop line. As the traffic signals are located above the stop line, and will not be
visible anymore. Following behaviour thus depends on many different factors. The reaction time of HDVs
was explored by [51]. The reaction time is higher than the reaction time of robots. Further more, HDVs are
uncertain of the behaviour of other vehicles. Drivers keep an eye on multiple vehicles ahead to signalise early
on, if an event is about to happen. This compensates for this reaction time and uncertainty. Furthermore,
there is a distribution in the preferred headway of a driver. [48] found that at a speed of 50 km/h about 50%
of the drivers feel comfortable with a headway of 2 s. For 4 s this becomes 72.5%. [35] found an average gap
between vehicles of 36 m (SD=20.4) for a 45-50 km/h road. As stated before [57] researched behaviour of ve-
hicles in the first part of the queue crossing the intersection starting from a standstill. The headway between
the first 4 vehicles increases, while the headway between 4 and 5 decreases again. An explanation could be
that these drivers can already anticipate on the changed phase of their direction. Furthermore, it was found
that the standard deviation of the headway between the first 5 vehicles was high (e.g. between the first and
second vehicle an average headway of 1.79 m was found with a deviation of 0.68 m). The behaviour after the
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first 5 vehicles is fluctuating less than the first few vehicles. Car-following models can be used for predictions
for longer horizons than one time step, but only if the leaders trajectory is known for that that horizon. The
new location of the vehicles depends on the state at the previous time step.

The accuracy of a trajectory that is generated by a car-following model compared to real-life data, is differ-
ent per car-following model. [35] found that the Wiedemann model predicts the real-life data well. [19] stated
that Wiedemann also includes different aggression levels in the behaviour of drivers at different speeds. [12]
found that the Newells model has an RMSE of 2.6 m with a maximum of 5.4 m (the used time step was 1.2 s).
[39] compared different models to real-life data and found a maximum error of 4 meters at a 50 km/h road for
both IDM and Wiedeman. Wiedemann more often showed deviation from the actual driven trajectory. The
time step used here was 0.1 s. At each time step, the next state of the vehicle was predicted based on the state
of the leader vehicle.

The behaviour of HDVs can thus to a certain extent be modelled with car-following models but the un-
certainties due to an observed distribution of behaviour will always be present. Also, when predicting the
trajectory of vehicles, the trajectory of the leader vehicle should be known or the possible trajectories should
be known. When a platoon of HDVs is moving a sudden break and acceleration of the leader vehicle thus
has an influence on all vehicles behind it. If the trajectory of the leader vehicle cannot be predicted, a car-
following model cannot be used to predict the following behaviour. It can be used in a simulation to model
the behaviour of vehicles, as this behaviour and the behaviour is modelled each time step. Furthermore,
car-following models do not include decisions of HDVs for different traffic signals.

Furthermore, when the yellow phase appears drivers can decide to continue driving or stop before the
stop line. This decision depends on the personality of the driver and its driving style or mood. [44] stated two
categories of drivers: compliant and aggressive. These categories are used to predict the future trajectories of
HDVs. This was done by [44], with a Hidden Markov model. This model uses past observations of the state
of the vehicle (speed, location) to identify the personality of a driver in order to predict the future states. This
was tested on a T-junction and showed that predictions were not always correct. It also stated more real-life
data could potentially improve the accuracy of the prediction.

2.5.2. Uncertainty of trajectory of an AV in a queue

The behaviour of AVs can also be modelled using car-following models. [62] uses kinematic wave theory
and Newell’s car-following model for these predictions. [51] uses the intelligent driver model (IDM). This
is a deterministic model, using acceleration, comfortable deceleration, desired speed and time headway as
parameters. Using V2V communication, AVs can be certain about other drivers situations but also about
conditions downstream and environment conditions. In the research of [38] all vehicles could communicate
(but not negotiate). Current and past locations can then be used to predict future behaviours. [32] was able
to maintain stability in a platoon of 8 AVs on the highway with a 0.18 sec gap between all of them. As AVs
know each other’s intentions this gap is possible. This is different when AVs follow an HDV. [32] found that in
a saturated situation at a signalized intersection the following distance of an AV following an HDV should be
0.6 s (to account for unknown behaviour). When following another AV this number could be halved.

Parameters of these models should be set differently to apply to the behaviour of an AV. In the master
thesis of [7], parameters for the Wiedemann model were set based on literature for both AVs and HDVs. The
main conclusion is that the Wiedemann model obtains parameters that include the perception of a driver of
speed difference or distance. An HDV only has a perception of these differences. An AV on the other hand can
measure (with some potential errors) what these differences are. The perceived difference is thus closer to
the actual value of the differences. Furthermore, whilst for HDVs anormal distribution is set for some values,
these could be programmed for the AVs e.g. max acceleration, preferred acceleration etc. Furthermore, AVs
are able to communicate their planned trajectories. This means that they are able to know more in advance
what their leader vehicle will do and plan their own trajectory accordingly.

The above research only included AVs. For AVs to drive their optimal trajectories while following other ve-
hicles, future trajectories of other vehicles around them should be known. The future planned behaviour of a
leader AV can be communicated. This is not possible when an HDV is the leader. The mix of the behaviour of
the two is elaborated upon below.
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2.5.3. Behaviour platoon with AV and HDV
A mix of HDVs and AVs cause a certain behaviour of a platoon. AVs are able to communicate with each other
while the intentions of the HDVs are unknown. If HDVs are not able to communicate, it is unknown what
the number of HDVs is around an AV. [16] uses a curve matching algorithm and Newells car-following model
to predict the amount of HDVs in between two AVs. The predecessor AV states its location. The predecessor
AV then knows the distance between them. The curve matching algorithm then finds the possible amount
of vehicles in between them using trajectory predictions with randomized parameters via Newell’s model.
The AVs are then controlled by an MPC using these models as predictors for the future situation. The MPC
is designed to maintain string stability. This research does not include the influence of changing maximum
acceleration/deceleration due to weather conditions, slope and speed limits.

One of the problems that will remain in this mixed environment, is that a vehicle’s motion can never be
fully predicted [54]. The longer the prediction horizon the less reliable predictions will be made [42]. [29]
states that interaction aware predictions (these are more complex formulas that take multiple road users into
consideration), as would need to be used in the prediction model of the location of an HDV multiple time
steps ahead, would mean a high computational complexity. It is mentioned that this might not be compatible
with real-time assessment. As the behaviour of AVs depends on the HDVs in front of it, these models cannot
be used in the control system.

Furthermore, the fundamental diagram on the road changes when AVs are added. When the penetration
rate of the AVs is below 50% the fundamental diagram is scattered while the throughput increases with a grow-
ing amount of AVs [51]. These results were found via simulations. [64] also derived fundamental diagrams
for the mixed situation (analytically). For this, it used different car-following models to model the HDV and
the AV. The AV was modelled by the IDM with some extra calibrations. This model combination was able to
describe behaviour in all traffic conditions. The research showed that throughput can be increased when the
desired headway of the AVs is low. This indicates that the performance of the current vehicle-actuated control
might already improve with the presence of AVs in the network. Moreover, it could mean that the behaviour
of HDVs will change and prediction models need to be calibrated accordingly.

When testing the control model via simulations, the AVs and HDVs can be modelled using car-following
methods. The parameters of the model should be set according to the different behaviours between HDVs
and AVs.

2.6. Conclusion
In this section of the literature review, a conclusion is given per topic. This generates the relevant facts that
are needed to start with the design phase.

Performance
Many different performance indicators exist to assess an intersection control system. Depending on the sit-
uation, one could be more relevant to use for assessment than others. Providing a safe controller is a require-
ment. Another performance indicator needs to be chosen for assessment.

Communication
The proposed IC can communicate with HDVs via traffic lights and can receive information from all vehicles
via detector loops at fixed locations and from specific vehicles via AVs. An AV is able to measure the loca-
tion and speed of itself and the direct vehicles around it. Intentions and specifications of the AV can also be
communicated to the IC. The errors of the measurements need to be included when the controller uses mea-
surements of the AVs in its prediction models of the trajectories of the vehicles. The communication between
the IC and the AVs is quick and can be done in a range further away than the upstream part of the dilemma
zone. When no negotiations happens, the communication can be assumed to be instant.

Current vehicle-actuated control systems
In vehicle-actuated control, the standard phases green and red are divided into sub-phases. The phases that
can be shortened using data of AVs are the 4EG, the yellow and the RBG phase. 4EG uses information from
the detector loops and set thresholds to decide if the phase can be ended. The yellow and RBG phase use
fixed timings as the needed information of the vehicles cannot currently be measured by the detectors. The
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equations used to calculate these fixed times are based on a chosen percentile of the behaviour of vehicles as
observed at intersections. These equations included variables that an AV is able to measure.

For the 4EG phase, the dilemma zone of a vehicle is calculated via (2.2) and (2.3). When multiple vehicles
are in the dilemma zone, the yellow phase should not be started to make sure no head-tail collision is able to
happen.

The yellow phase is used in the Netherlands to communicate that if vehicles are able to, they need to stop.
Currently, it cannot be predicted what vehicle will be the last to enter the intersection. Furthermore, in [40] it
was concluded that the yellow time should be about 3.5 s for 50 km/h.

The end time of the red before green phase decides the time between the green phase of two conflicting
directions. The minimal inter-green time of the two conflicting directions is calculated by adding the duration
of the yellow phase and the clearance time (fixed time). The clearance time here depends on the predicted
time it takes the last vehicle to leave the conflict area and the first vehicle in the upcoming direction to reach
the conflict area from the stop line. The equations as used by [27] are (2.5), (2.6), (2.8) and (2.9). The per-
centiles of behaviour included to maintain a safe clearance time in most situations is 99%.

Trajectory prediction of leader AV and HDV
When the controllers uses (2.2), (2.3), (2.8) or (2.9) for predictions of trajectories, a tracking error should al-
ways be included. Even when no vehicles affect the tracking behaviour and all parameter (e.g. preferred
acceleration and speed) settings are known. This needs to be included because the equations assume con-
stant acceleration which is not always true in reality. When an HDV is the first vehicle in the queue it was
found that the reaction time to start accelerate is 1.34 sec (sd = 0.97).

Uncertainty of trajectory of the last vehicle in the queue
It was found that vehicles when leaving the intersection (when it is at least the 6th vehicle in the queue) obtain
their desired speed to cross the intersection when passing the stop line. This means the behaviour depends
more on the desired speed of a vehicle than the behaviour of the leader vehicle. Acceleration will then thus
minimally fluctuate due to the leader vehicle.

The decisions of drivers to stop or go when a traffic light turns yellow remain unpredictable. The person-
ality of the driver does have an influence on its decisions to stop or go.

The car-following models include more variables than the prediction equations (2.2), (2.3), (2.8) and (2.9)
. A car-following models could be used to model the behaviour of AVs and HDVs in simulations. The effect
of traffic lights is not included in car-following models. The predictions made by the controller need this
information. Therefore, car-following models are not used by the controller for predictions.
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Control system design

In this section, the control system is designed. First, the relevant performance indicators of the intersection
control system are selected. Then, the environmental assumptions are presented. Furthermore, an analysis
of the control system in traffic engineering terms is performed. Using this, the control system is defined in
mathematical terms in the analysis in control engineering terms. Finally, the type of controller is decided.

3.1. Identification performance indicators
Multiple performance indicators were identified in section 2.1. From these performance indicators the most
relevant one for the assessment of the proposed controller is identified.

As the scope of this research is not on the type of energy (electrical, gasoline, diesel, hydrogen, sun, etc)
that is used by an HDV/AV, the intersection controller is not assessed on its total fuel consumption or decrease
of emission (as this depends on the type of energy used per vehicle). The occupancy of the conflict areas is
not used as a performance indicator because the occupancy also depends on the demand at the intersection.
When there is low demand, the occupancy will also be low while the chance of all vehicles being able to pass
the intersection without delay is higher than with a high demand. It would therefore be difficult to compare
the performance of the intersection in scenarios with different traffic demands with the occupancy of conflict
areas. Therefore, the used performance indicator for the proposed controller is the delay only.

Definition of delay
The average delay per vehicle is used as performance indicator. The delay of a single vehicle is calculated
by subtracting the time it has cost the vehicle to cross the intersection from the time it would have cost the
vehicle to cross the intersection without interference of other vehicles/traffic lights (driving at its desired
speed). The average delay per vehicle is calculated by adding the delay of all single vehicles over a given time
interval and dividing it by the total number of vehicles. The delay could also be defined as the total delay.
This is the total seconds of delay over a given time interval.

The comparison of average delay per vehicle of the proposed intersection controller and the current in-
tersection controller can provide insight in the performance of the proposed controller.

3.2. Assumptions
Below a description is given of the environment the controller is designed for. This is about the movements
the vehicles are able to make at the intersection:

• The controller uses all relevant information of vehicles approaching the intersection, provided by AVs
or detectors. The data taken from detectors is the detector gap time and the time the detector gap time
was last measured. The data from an AV is its own location and speed and its follower vehicle (FV) and
its leader vehicle (LV) location and speed. This data also includes the length and desired acceleration
and deceleration of the AV. The traffic lights influence the movements of the vehicles.

• The controller can give a task to an AV to keep on driving or to stop. The controller does not provide
a complete trajectory to realize this task. The AV performs the steps towards the task based on its own
insights and information of the vehicles around it. In this research, it is assumed that AVs will only
receive a task they are able to perform and that AVs will always comply to the task.

• Only cars are present at the intersection. This does not represent reality, as intersections are also used
by trucks and, in case of an urban intersections, usually by pedestrians and bikes.

22
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• Only one lane is present for each movement. This means no overtaking occurs and it is clear in what
direction the vehicles will go before crossing the intersection. In reality, often multiple lanes are used
for the same movement.

• When a direction obtains green phase no conflicting directions obtains green and AVs are not allowed
to cross the intersection during the red phase of their direction. AVs know when their direction changes
phase. This means AVs have no reaction time, and start to accelerate as soon as the phase switches.

• An intersection is considered where turns are not allowed. In reality, most intersections do include
turns.

• The proposed controller is an extension of currently used tactics within the sub-phase of the intersec-
tion controller used in the Netherlands as defined by [27]. This means that the currently existing system
decides when it is time to change phases and which direction obtains green next. The proposed control
design thus only focuses on a safe and efficient transition in between the green phase of two cycles of
the same direction.

The above-mentioned environment describes a simple intersection. In reality, most of the time more
complex intersections are in use. The point include what can be done to make them more accurate with
reality. This is further discussed in chapter 5.

The following assumptions are about the IC, the communication, the errors and the capabilities of the
AVs:

• AVs are able to communicate with the IC without any delay within a radius, R m, from the centre of the
intersection. This radius should be at least the length of the most upstream part of the dilemma zone to
the centre of the intersection (from this point the information of the AV becomes crucial to determine
the control actions). An AV is able to send a message every TAV seconds. An IC can do this every TIC

seconds. No negotiations are included in the control system. TAV is smaller than TIC. In this way, the IC
will not have to wait longer than its own update time to obtain new information from the AVs. In reality,
delay can exist and messages could not be received.

• AVs can communicate with each other and therefore identify if their LV or FV is another AV or not. The
IC will not obtain this information. It will only obtain the location and speed of the LV and FV.

• Current states of an AV can be measured with errors in the speed and location.

• All AVs are able to measure the distance between themselves and their FV and LV, using LIDAR sensors.
The speed of the LV and FV can also be measured (with errors). These vehicles thus have multiple
errors in their measurements of location and speed: the error of the position of the AV and the error of
the location of the LV or FV via the LIDAR sensors on the AV.

• AVs plan their trajectories. These trajectories are planned by the AVs based on desired behaviour (de-
sired acceleration rate etc.). These trajectories can not always be tracked precisely due to external fac-
tors influencing the acceleration of the vehicle. To account for this, a tracking error is included when
the speed measurement of an AV is included and a constant acceleration is assumed.

• HDVs are not able to communicate. Most proposed intersection controllers in the literature review do
assume all HDVs are connected but this will not be realistic in the first part of the transition period.

3.3. Problem analysis in traffic engineering terms
In this section, a problem analysis in traffic engineering terms is performed. In section 2.3, the causes of
delay were discussed and also what additional information of AVs could be used to decrease the delay. In this
chapter, this is analyzed in detail. First, the connection between the three (sub-)phases, that affect the timing
between the green phase of two conflicting directions, as identified in section 2.3, is elaborated upon. Then,
each (sub-)phase is discussed separately. For each of these (sub-)phases the desired outcome is identified,
as well as factors that decide to what extent this desired outcome is met. Also, possible scenarios at the
intersection, based on the additional input of the AVs, are identified and the control actions that are needed
in these scenarios, are described. Based on this, the tactics of the original (sub-)phases of the vehicle-actuated
controller as defined by [27] are extended.
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3.3.1. Connection between (sub-)phases of conflicting directions
The (sub-)phases analysed are influenced by each other. This is explained via conflicting directions n and
m. When direction n is given as index, it means that this direction starts in the 4EG phase and continues to
yellow and then waiting red. Direction m is in the RBG phase and continues to fixed green. The scenarios
happening in a direction, decide what control actions should be taken. Which then consequently influences
the scenario during the next phase. In the proposed controller, the yellow phase duration and the clearance
time become variable. Each time step, the controller calculates when the yellow phase of direction n could
be ended. The outcome of this calculation needs to be used to decide when the RBG phase of direction m,
should be ended in the future. When the action of ending the RBG phase is performed while the yellow phase
of direction n is not ended, the last calculation of when to end the yellow phase should be used to decide the
end time. This is shown in figure 3.1.

Control actions 4EGScenario at 4EG Scenario at yellow Scenario for tleave

Scenario for tenter Scenario at RBG Control actions RBG

Control actions yellow

Control actions performed

Scenario identification

Direction 
n

m

Control action
calculation

Repeat every time step

End yellow
calculation 

End RBG calculated

Figure 3.1: The connection between (sub-)phases of conflicting directions

A different scenario is possible during each cycle of a direction. The scenarios should therefore be reset.
For direction n, the scenario should be reset at the start of the 4EG in the next cycle. For direction m, the
scenario should be reset at the start of the RBG phase.

The state of the intersection is the combination of the locations and movements of all vehicles approach-
ing the intersection. The state also includes the (sub-)phases the directions are in.

Lastly, the desired outcome of all phases is to make them as short as possible while maintaining safety.

3.3.2. 4th extension green
The first sub-phase that is discussed is the 4EG. To understand the working principles of this sub-phase, the
concept of the dilemma zone needs to be clear and this is therefore discussed first.

Dilemma zone
The default dilemma zone as described in section 2.3.2, represents the general dilemma zone based on stan-
dard numerical values for all variables in the equations. This thus only represents the dilemma zone for a
certain part of the vehicles, as the variables are different per vehicle. According to (2.2) and (2.3), the dilemma
zone depends on each vehicle’s preferences (e.g. desired acceleration or deceleration) and behaviour (e.g. re-
action time) but also on the situation on the road (e.g. their speed). The speed of vehicles can be measured
by AVs. Also, behaviour and preferences of AVs can be communicated. These measurements and commu-
nication, in contrast with detector loops, can provide vehicle specific dilemma zones. The meaning of the
dilemma zone is slightly different for both AVs and HDVs. An HDV in the dilemma zone means it is unclear
whether it will stop or continue. The dilemma zone of an AV is defined as the zone in which the controller is
able to give a task and the AV is able to comply. This is illustrated in figure 3.2. Also, it is assumed AVs have
no reaction time. This means with equal speed the dilemma zone of the AV is bigger than an HDV. Without
reaction time, less distance is needed to come to a complete stop at the stop line. This is also shown in figure
3.2.

It is assumed that only 2 vehicles can be present in their dilemma zone at the same time. This can be
proven by taking two vehicles that both have opposing extreme location of the dilemma zone. A vehicle with
a high speed has a dilemma zone more upstream than a vehicles with a lower speed. An AV with a low speed
has a dilemma zone most downstream. Using equation 2.3 with a vehicle with a speed of 55 km/h (high
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Figure 3.2: An example of the dilemma zones measured by an AV(s)

speed) and a yellow duration of 3.5 s, the vehicle is still in its dilemma zone at 53 meters from the stop line. If
an AV in front of it, drives 45 km/h (slow speed), a deceleration rate of 2.8 m/s2 the most downstream part of
its dilemma zone is 28 m. This means these vehicles can be 25 m apart. Only two vehicles and their headway
(0.9 s) could fit in this distance. When the maximum speed at the road is higher than 50 km/h, it could be
possible that more than 2 vehicles could be in their dilemma zone at the same time. This could be explored
in future research, see chapter 5. With this assumption it means that if an AV is in its dilemma zone, it is able
to measure if the vehicles around it are too. It provides full knowledge of all vehicles in the dilemma zone.
When the AV is upstream or downstream its dilemma zone it could only measure one other vehicle to be in
its dilemma zone. This will not provide full knowledge of all vehicles in their dilemma zone.

The system
Below all relevant aspects of the system are described. Also, the 4EG phase should also have a maximum
duration, as is already present in the tactics in the current vehicle-actuated control system. This system is
concluded in figure 3.3.

Causes of the undesired situation When two HDVs are in their dilemma zone, green is extended to make
sure no head-tail collisions occur due to the decisions the HDVs make, to stop or cross the intersection.
If two vehicles are in their dilemma zone for which one can be given a task to avoid the possibility of a
head-tail collision, this phase can be ended immediately.

Current and new control actions An AV can be assigned the task to either stop or go at the intersection. This
means a change in risk when two vehicles are in the dilemma zone and one of these vehicle is an AV. In
the original controller two vehicles in the dilemma zone would mean that the sub-phases needs to be
extended. For the proposed controller, in this scenario, the AV can get the task to stop or continue, to
make sure safety in maintained whatever the HDV will decide to do. The end time of the 4EG phase can
be extended or ended accordingly.

Disturbances The disturbance of the system is the appearance of HDVs on their dilemma zone. The decision
of these HDVs, whether to stop or continue, if yellow light would appear, remains unknown.

Measurements Only the information the relevant AVs will be used to decide what scenario is happening.
This could either be an AV in its dilemma zone or an AV upstream or downstream of its dilemma zone
when no other vehicle is present in its dilemma zone. Detector data will be used otherwise.

Possible scenarios and control tactics
The arrival times of HDVs and AVs will generate different scenarios for which the duration of this sub-phase
will need different control tactics. As explained in section 2.5, it can be assumed that the vehicles arriving at
the intersection during the 4EG phase, will not be in a congested situation and their behaviour is influenced
little by the behaviour of their predecessor. The vehicles that will be in the dilemma zone when the yellow
phase starts, are thus likely to maintain the speed they are driving at the beginning of the 4EG, till they pass
the stop line. With this as starting point, different scenarios are possible. In figure 3.4 the possible scenarios
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Input
- Arrival of vehicles and their speed
- Intentions/behaviour of vehicles

- Start time yellow
phase

- Order to stop or go
to the AV in its
dilemma zone

Control actions

Sensors (AV and
detector loops)

Measurements

State at intersection
(location and movement of
vehicles and state of traffic

light)

- Gap time between
two vehicles at the

detector loop at
dilemma zone 2.

- AV and its leader/
follower location and

speed

Controller

Desired outcome

When the decision of an HDV to
stop or go can cause unsafe

situation the green phase should
not be ended

Figure 3.3: Control system ’4th extension green’ and its in and outputs

are illustrated. Only the vehicles that are in their dilemma zone (which varies per vehicle) are relevant for the
scenario identification. Per scenario, the needed control actions are described below.

Figure 3.4: Possible scenarios at the start of the 4EG phase and what actions to take

Scenario a The AV should be ordered to cross the intersection so that if the HDV decides to cross as well, no
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collision can occur. The 4EG phase can be ended directly, while maintaining safety.

Scenario b Both AVs should receive the same task to stop or continue. Whatever task is given, the 4EG can
be ended directly. The task that will be provided to the AVs is decided based on the desired output of
the yellow phase. To make the yellow phase as short as possible, the AVs will be given the task to stop.
This will be further explained in section 3.3.3.

Scenario c In this scenario the AV should receive the order to stop. Under that condition, the 4EG can be
ended directly.

Scenario d Only one vehicle is in its dilemma zone. 4EG can be ended directly.

Scenario e Only one AV is in its dilemma zone. 4EG can be ended directly while guaranteeing a safe situation.
For the same reason as in scenario b the AV should be given the task to stop.

Scenario f No vehicles are in the dilemma zone. 4EG can be ended directly. This scenario can be measured
by an AV when it is outside of its own dilemma zone and can observe no other vehicles in their dilemma
zone. If this cannot be measured by an AV, the detector loops could provide this information. When the
last measured detector gap time is longer ago than the set threshold for the detector gap time it means
no vehicle is in the default dilemma zone.

Scenario g When no information can be provided by AVs, detectors are used to identify this scenario. When
the measured detector gap time is lower than the set detector threshold it means two vehicles are in the
default dilemma zone. Just as in the current vehicle-actuated control system the end of the 4EG can not
be given. The sub-phase can be truncated when another measurement (either of an AV or the detector)
has shown that it is safe to end the 4EG.

In figure 3.5 a flow chart is provided to identify the scenarios and apply the needed control actions. The
scenarios identified, will evolve in the next phase. The identification of the evolved scenarios is needed in the
next phase.

Expected effectiveness
When the penetration rate of AVs becomes higher the amount of times scenario g occurs, will decrease. This
means, 4EG can be ended immediately, more often in the proposed controller than in the original controller.

3.3.3. Yellow phase
The yellow phase will be variable in the proposed controller instead of fixed as it is in the original controller.
The time of the yellow phase can never become higher than the default yellow time. The time-dependent
dilemma zone is a relevant aspect for this phase and is therefore, discussed first.

Time-dependent dilemma zone
If an HDV at the start of the yellow phase is in its dilemma zone, it is unknown what decision to stop or con-
tinue the HDV will make. It is assumed that the HDV will make this decision at the start of the yellow phase
and sticks to it. The time-dependent yellow phase is used to asses what decision the HDV has made. The
time-dependent dilemma zone is similar to the dilemma zone defined for 4EG. The difference is that the start
time of the yellow phase is included in the time-dependent dilemma zone. At the start of the phase the de-
fault yellow duration is assumed. When time continues, the assumed distance the HDV can drive within the
yellow phase decreases. But, only after the reaction time of the HDV, the location/deceleration of the vehicle
will be visible. This is also included in the time-dependent dilemma zone. When during the yellow phase, the
location of the HDV is measured to be outside of its time-dependent dilemma zone of that time instance, it
can be concluded whether the HDV will stop or continue. In section 3.4.3 this will be explained in more detail.

The system
This system of the yellow phase is explained below and is summarized in figure 3.6.

Desired outcome Making this phase as short as possible would result in the last vehicle crossing the inter-
section passing the stop line exactly when the yellow phase ends.

Causes of the undesired outcome If the last vehicle to cross the intersection is unknown, the yellow phase
can not be truncated.
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Start 4th extension
green

Is the HDV in front of the
AV?

Is an AV in its 
dilemma zone

Are two AVs in their
dilemma zone?

Is the most recent gap time 
measured by the detector loop at

dilemma zone 2 at least 'Safe gap time'
or measured longer ago 
than the 'safe gap time'

No

Start yellow phase, 
Order  AVs to stop,
Set scenario is b

No

No

Yes

Yes

Start yellow phase,
Order AV to go,
Set scenario is a

No

Yes

Does the AV measure an
HDV in its dilemma

zone?

Wait till next gap time
can be measured or

AV enters its dilemma
zone or the safety

gap time has
expired  

Scenario g

Start yellow phase,
Order the AV to stop,

Set scenario is c

No

Start yellow phase
Set scenario is d

Yes

Decision based on data
of an AV ActionFlowDecision based on

detector data
Action  to start or end

a sub-phase

Is an AV upstream its dilemma 
zone, and the FV downstream its

dilemma zone 1

Is an AV downstream its 
dilemma zone, and the LV upstream

its dilemma zone

No

No

Yes

Yes

Start yellow phase,
Set scenario is f

Start yellow phase,
Order  AV to stop,
Set scenario is e

Yes

Reset scenario

Figure 3.5: The flow of the controller in the 4EG phase

Current and new control actions The duration of the yellow phase and thus the end time of yellow can be
controlled.

Disturbances The decision to stop or continue of the HDV in its dilemma zone is unknown.

Measurements AVs that were in their dilemma zone at the start of the yellow phase, can provide information
about HDVs in their (time-dependent) dilemma zone during the whole duration of the yellow phase.
The AVs can also provide measurements of the location of itself and its surrounding vehicles. Therefore,
the AV is also able to measure when a vehicle has passed the stop line.

The scenarios identified in the previous phase (4EG, figure 3.4) evolve to scenarios in the yellow phase.
Each scenario has its own specific control solution, with a different approach to find effective control actions.
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Input
- State of intersection at end of 4th

extension green
- Intentions/behaviour of vehicles

- End time of yellow
phase

Control actions

Sensors (AV and
detector loops)

Measurements

State at intersection
(location and movement of
vehicles and state of traffic

light)

- Time of vehicles
passing detector
loops at dilemma

zone and stop line
- AV and its leader/

follower location and
speed

Controller

Last vehicle in the queue
crosses the stop line exactly
when the yellow phase ends
and the yellow phase should

be as short as possible without
compromising the safety

Desired outcome

Figure 3.6: Control system yellow phase and its in and outputs

The scenarios and the solutions per scenario is identified in the next section.

Possible scenarios and control tactics
The control system should identify how the scenarios of the 4EG evolve. According to that evolved scenario,
the last vehicle to cross the intersection can be predicted. According to this, the yellow phase duration can be
predicted. It must be noted, that it is preferred to apply the end of the yellow phase when the last vehicle is
measured to have passed the stop line instead of predicted. This measurement includes fewer errors than a
prediction of when the vehicle will pass the stop line. When the clearance time with the conflicting direction
is negative, measuring when the last vehicle passes the stop line is too late to be able to provide fixed green to
direction n as soon as possible.

Scenario a If an AV is in front of an HDV in its dilemma zone at the start of yellow. It is unknown whether
the HDV will continue or stop. The AV will need to compare the location of the HDV with its time-
dependent dilemma zone each time step till the HDV is outside its time-dependent dilemma zone. If
the HDV is upstream the time-dependent dilemma zone scenario a has evolved to scenario a.1. The AV
will be the last to cross the intersection. If the HDV is measured to be downstream of its time-dependent
dilemma zone it can be concluded that the scenario is evolved to a.2. The HDV will be the last vehicle
to cross the intersection. The yellow phase can be truncated according to when the last vehicle will/has
passed the stop line, based on measurement of the AV that was in its dilemma zone at the start of the
yellow phase.

Scenario b To make the yellow phase as short as possible, both AVs will stop upstream of the stop line. The
LV of the leader AV in the dilemma zone at the start of yellow will be the last to cross the intersection.

Scenario c This scenario is similar to scenario a. Based on the decision of the LV the scenario can evolve to
c.1 or c.2. Scenario c.1 happens when the LV’s location is downstream of its time-dependent dilemma
zone. The predecessor of the LV will be the last vehicle to cross the stop line. The AV is not able to
provide information on this vehicle. The end of yellow will be decided on the LV and when it would
have crossed the stop line if it would have continued driving.

Scenario d In this scenario, the default duration of the yellow phase should be used to maintain safety.
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Figure 3.7: Scenarios at the end of the yellow phase

Scenario e The LV of the AV, that was the only vehicle in its dilemma zone at the start of the yellow phase, will
be the last to cross the intersection.

Scenario f This scenario can evolve to three scenarios. The closest AV upstream of its dilemma zone at the
start of the yellow phase should be used to asses if scenario f.2 is happening. This is the case when
this AV measures its LV to be downstream of its dilemma zone. The LV will be the last vehicle to cross
the intersection. f.3 happens when the most upstream AV, that is downstream its own dilemma zone
measures its FV to be upstream of its dilemma zone. The AV will be the last vehicle to cross the in-
tersection. When neither of these scenarios are happening the scenario is concluded to be f.1. As no
measurements are provided here by an AV the default yellow duration should be used.

In figure 3.8 the identification for the scenario can be found as well as on what measurement source (de-
tector loops or AVs) the decisions should be made. What actions should be performed in what scenario, is
also presented.
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Figure 3.8: Decisions to identify scenarios during start of yellow time and its control actions
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Expected effectiveness
This control system will especially be useful when the penetration rate of AVs increases. When more AVs enter
the road, more information will be available and the chance of an AV being around the dilemma zone when
the phase is about to switch to yellow will be higher. This will provide more effect of the control system. As
the dilemma zone is only a short part of the road leading to the intersection, it is expected that scenario f will
happen most often, and will thus affect the outcome of a state closer to the desired outcome more often than
the other scenarios.

3.3.4. Red before Green
The third phase that is analysed is the RBG phase. The inter-green time cannot be lower than 0 seconds
(according to the Dutch law). When an AV can provide information about the first or last leaving vehicle to
predict tleave and tenter this information should be used. If this is not the situation, the default times should
be used.

The system
The system of this phase will be described below and is summarized in figure 3.9.

Desired outcome Making the phase as short as possible will result in a clearance time that is as small as
possible but no more than a minimum clearance time to avoid collisions. The minimal clearance time
for two AVs ( tclearance,AV−AV), is different than for an AV and an HDV (tclearance,HDV−AV) that will alternate
on the conflict area. When HDVs are involved, this minimal clearance time should be provided, to
make the drivers feel and be safe. Feeling safe is subjective but relevant for both the people within the
AV as the driver of the HDV [8]. In the current control system, safety margins of the clearance time are
automatically applied by setting the percentiles of variables.

Causes of the undesired situation The exact behaviour of an HDV is unknown. When traffic lights change
phase from red to green it takes a few seconds before a vehicle from the upcoming direction will reach
the conflict area. The control action (timing of the red phase) will thus only show its effect on the gap
time after these few seconds and after a vehicle passed the stop line it cannot be controlled by the
traffic light anymore. Furthermore, based on what scenario is happening at the intersection the AV
can provide additional information about the approaching speed or its location on the road and its
surrounding vehicles to decrease the uncertainty of behaviour that is possible when entering/ leaving
the intersection. Furthermore, with the new control tactic for the yellow phase, it means the yellow
time of the leaving direction is variable. If the calculated clearance time is a negative value, red of the
upcoming direction should be ended in the yellow phase of the previous direction. This can only be
done from the moment the duration of yellow is certain. This also means that for some situations, the
yellow time should be predicted instead of real-time be measured to be able to provide an optimal end
time of the RBG phase.

Current and new control actions The clearance time in the proposed control system is variable. This means
the end time of the RBG phase is not based on a fixed time anymore.

Disturbances Errors in prediction of tenter and tleave might be present. In all situations, these values need to
be predicted. In some situations, they will need to be predicted based on the information at the start
of the yellow phase and in some situations (which is more accurate) it needs to be predicted with the
input at the end of the yellow phase. The end of the yellow phase is not always known at the time the
RBG phase starts. Only when this is known the end of the RBG phase can be calculated. It could be
possible that at the first possible moment of calculating the end time, this end time has already passed.
The end time of RBG should then be provided immediately.

Measurements AVs provide additional information to more real-time be able to predict the leaving time of
the last leaving vehicle and the first upcoming vehicle of the conflicting direction. An AV can provide
the speed, and location of itself and its surrounding vehicles. Furthermore, it can provide its length,
maximum acceleration, preferred headway, and preferred deceleration rate. No detector data is used
to provide information to be able to calculate the needed clearance time to calculate the end time of
the RBG phase.
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Input
- Intensions and behaviour of vehicles
- Arrival of vehicles and their speed on

direction m
- State of direction n and direction m at
the start of the yellow phase of direction

n

- End time red before
green phase direction

m
Control actions

Sensors (AV)
Measurements

State at direction
(location and movement of
vehicles and state of traffic

light)

- AV and its leader/
follower location and
speed at direction n

and m

Controller

Clearance distance is as short as
possible but it cannot go lower

than the minimal safety
clearance distance

Desired outcome

Figure 3.9: The input and output of the sub-phase: RBG

Possible scenarios and control tactics
The controller needs to identify the scenario at direction m and all conflicting directions n. The scenarios at
each conflicting direction n comes from the scenario identification of the yellow phase as here the last vehicle
to cross the intersection is identified. This, is used to calculate tleave. The possible scenarios at direction m,
to calculate tenter, are identified below. The combination of these scenarios will provide the needed control
action.

For the first entering vehicle three scenarios can be identified in which the AV is able to provide additional
information. These are the following:

LV is first entering vehicle (from standstill) When an AV is at standstill within 10 m (which is about the size
of one vehicle and two times the standstill distance) of the stop line it can be assumed that the AV is the
second in the queue. It can provide information to the IC, that the first vehicle entering starts from a
standstill instead of with a certain speed. This changes the possible trajectories in which the vehicle is
able to cross the intersection.

AV is first entering vehicle (from standstill) When an AV is at standstill at the stop line it can be concluded
it is the first vehicle to enter the intersection. The preferences and behaviour of the AV can be used to
predict the possible trajectories.

AV is first entering vehicle (with approaching speed) An AV approaching the intersection with a certain speed
and its LV upstream of the stop line, is not able to measure vehicles in front of the LV. It will thus not be
able to conclude whether the LV, is the first entering vehicle. When it measures its LV to be upstream
the stop line, it can be concluded that the AV is the first entering vehicle on direction m.

For tleave, 4 scenarios can be identified in which the additional information of the AV can be used. It is
assumed that the last vehicle to cross the intersection has reached its desired speed during the yellow phase
and the speed will remain constant while crossing the intersection.

AV is the last vehicle The speed and length of the AV is known, with this tleave can be calculated. This sce-
nario results from scenario a.1 and f.3 of the yellow phase.

LV is the last vehicle The speed of the LV can be measured by the AV. This scenario results from scenario b,
c.1, e and f.2 of the yellow phase.
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Predecessor of LV is the last vehicle The speed of the LV can be used here as approximate speed of the pre-
decessor. This scenario results from scenario c.2 of the yellow phase.

FV is the last vehicle This scenario results from scenario a.2 of the yellow phase.

When no additional information is provided by an AV about the last or first vehicle, tleave and tenter should
be set to the default value.

With tleave and tenter, the clearance time can be calculated. The clearance time of two directions can be
calculated from the time the last vehicle is known (otherwise tleave cannot be calculated). Also, based on the
type of the last and first vehicles the safety clearance time is added.

With the predicted clearance time and end time of yellow of all conflicting directions, the end time of the
RBG can be decided. The critical time here should be used as the actual end time. The critical end time is the
highest predicted end time of all conflicting directions. The critical end time of the RBG phase is explained in
figure 3.10. If the predicted critical end of the RBG time has not expired, each time step the calculation of the
clearance time can be performed again. The later in time the clearance time is calculated, the more accurate
it is to the behaviour of the vehicles while crossing the intersection.

Waiting red4EGGreen-phases Yellow

Waiting red Green-phasesRBG

Time

Direction n1

Conflicting direction m

Needed Inter-green time n2-m

Inter-green time n1-m
Clearance time n1-m

Clearance time n2-m

Waiting redGreen-phases YellowDirection n2

Critical inter-green time

Figure 3.10: The critical inter-green time

In figure 3.11 the flowchart to decide the end time of the RBG phase, is given. Within this flowchart, the
flow chart to calculate tleave of the leaving direction n is calculated via figure 3.12. Tenter of the entering direc-
tion m is calculated via figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.11: Flow chart to decide the end of the RBG phase
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Start calculation tleave
at time step ti

Is AV last 
vehicle of direction n 

to cross?

Is AV last vehicle 
to stop?

tleave as default

Calculate tleave with
speed measurement

of LV

No

Yes

Yes

No

Decision based on data
of an AV

ActionFlow
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vehicle to cross?

Calculate tleave with
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to stop?

No
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of AV

Yes

Calculate tleave with
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of FV

Yes

No

Figure 3.12: Decisions to identify scenarios for tleave and its control actions
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tenter of direction m at
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Is the AV at standstill at
the stop line

Calculate tenter of AV
with preferred
acceleration 

Yes

No

Yes

Is an AV within 10 m of
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No

Calculate tenter with
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Calculate tenter with
no approaching

speed

No

Yes

Decision based on data
of an AV ActionFlow

Calculate tenter with
speed measured by

AV at time ti

Figure 3.13: Decisions to identify scenarios for tenter and its control actions

Expected effectiveness
When the penetration rate is low the duration of the RBG phase will only in a few situations be as the desired
outcome. This might provide a small decrease in delay time. When the penetration rate becomes higher, the
delay time will probably decrease more.

3.4. Problem analysis in control engineering terms
In this section, first, the input of the control system is discussed. Next, it is discussed what transformation
needs to be done with the input measurements for decision making when identifying the scenario but also of
the approach to obtain the (numerical) needed control actions. This is done per sub-phase of the controller.

3.4.1. Input
In this section the layout is elaborated upon. Furthermore, the default settings, data from sensors and the
equations for prediction of the needed control actions are discussed. Where needed, the drawbacks are dis-
cussed and explained how this is taken into account.

Lay-out of intersection in mathematical terms
Each direction is indexed by cardinal directions. For each of these directions, the distance of the stop line to
the middle of the intersection, the distance from the stop line to the conflict area and the width of the lanes
should be known. Furthermore, the stage flow scheme should be provided to the intersection.

In figure 3.14 the frame in which the location of the vehicles is expressed, is shown. The origin of the frame
is located at the stop line. As the vehicles are driving on a predefined path, only the longitudinal coordinate
of the vehicles has to be provided.

Default settings
The pre-calculated inter-green time, the standard duration and start time of the yellow phase should be
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Figure 3.14: Frame to use for the 4EG phase and the yellow phase

known (as is currently used). Furthermore, the thresholds of the gap times used by detector loops for ex-
tension greens should be used.

Data from sensors
The measurements of the state of the system (of the vehicles) are provided by the AVs and the detector loops.
It is explained what the input information consists of and what the possible errors might be. In the flowcharts
3.8, 3.12, 3.13 and 3.11, it can be found via what data source the decisions are made.

Information from an AV
The information of all AVs in range R, each time step (ti )is saved. With this information, the controller can
extract the AV driving at a specific direction or within a certain range (e.g. the dilemma zone).

To write the information from an AV in mathematical terms, the following sets are defined:

K is the set of AVs within range R of the intersection
DIR is the set of directions {EW, WE, NS, SN}
I is the total amount of time steps

For each AV, k ∈ K the following variables are provided, during each time step ti for i ∈ I:

d k,di r
measure,AV(ti ) The measured location to the stop line of AV k on direction dir at time step ti

vk
measure,AV(ti ) The measured speed of the AV at time ti

ak
dec,comf The comfortable deceleration rate of AV k

ak
acc,comf The comfortable acceleration rate of AV k

l k
veh The length of AV k

d k
front,LV(ti ) The measured location of the back of the vehicle of the LV to the stop line at time step ti

d k
back,FV(ti ) The measured location of the front of the vehicle of the FV to the stop line at time step ti

vk
measure,LV(ti ) The measured speed of the LV at time step ti

vk
measure,FV(ti ) The measured speed of the FV at time step ti

In reality, the IC should provide a MAP to the AVs for them to be able to locate themselves at the intersec-
tion in the above-mentioned frame. How this is done, is not elaborated upon in this research.

Information from a detector loops
The detector gap time between two vehicles passing the detector loop (tdetector,gap), and the time step the
detector gap time was measured (tmeasurement) can be obtained. The distance of the detector loops from the
stop line is known. Each direction has three detectors, defined as the set DET with {1, 2, 3}. Each detector is
defined as Ddir

det where det i n DET and dir i n DIR. Each detector has its threshold gap time set as tgap,safety.

Error in measurements
In section 2.2 it was found there are errors in the measurements an AV provides. First of all, there is the error
of its location via GPS. The error is not always the same but is defined as a distribution. The location error
of the LV and FV consists of the error caused by LIDAR εLIDAR and GPS εGPS. The error in the location of an
HDV is more than for an AV due to this. There is also an error present in the measured speed of the vehicles
(εspeed,AV) and (εspeed,AV). The error of the speed for AVs in smaller than for HDVs. This is due to the fact that
both the error caused by the LIDAR and the error in the speed measurement of the AV, will also affect the
speed error of the HDV. It is assumed that all the above-mentioned errors are normally distributed around
0. Furthermore, it is assumed that when a speed of 0 is measured by the AV, the AV is at standstill without a
doubt.
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Equations for predictions of trajectories
As stated in section 2, multiple equations are used to predict how vehicles move around the intersection. It
was concluded that the equations introduced by [27], are also used in the proposed control system. To be
able to use these equations some changes need to made according to the new information of the AVs. The
variables used in these original equations are almost all distributions. These distributions originate from
behaviour as observed at intersections of many HDVs. To find a solution to the equations a certain percentile
of the distribution of the variables is set.

As stated in section 1.3, the variables are set so that in 99 percent of the cases a safe situation is obtained.
With the measurements of the AVs and the possibility of the AV to communicate with the IC, some of the
variables from the mentioned equations in the current control system can be replaced by the measurement of
the AV (or fixed variables as for example the length of the AV). The measurement errors still provide variables
with a distribution in the equations but the range of the distribution is smaller. Note that not all variables in
the original equation can be replaced by a measurement of an AV. The length of an HDV for example cannot
be measured by an AV, therefore this variable should stay the original variable that is defined as a distribution.
It is assumed that the distribution of all variables used in the original equation are normally distributed. In
this research, trucks are not assumed to be at the intersection. If this would be the situation the distribution
of the length of the vehicles is not normally distributed anymore.

Some assumptions are made in the original equations of [27] that should be taken into account when
applying the equations for AVs (and HDVs of which additional information is provided by the AV). In the
equations where a vehicle does not slow down or speeds up on purpose (e.g. to stop when yellow light ap-
pears), it is assumed that no acceleration occurs. Also, when a vehicle is slowing down or pulling up, it is
assumed to have a constant acceleration rate. Due to external factors, this is not always realistic (e.g. an incli-
nation of the road, vehicle mechanics). In the original equation the error of this assumption is included while
setting the percentile of the distribution of the acceleration or speed. When the variables for speed or accel-
eration in the original equation are replaced by input measurement from the AV (the AV can communicate
its desired acceleration rate, which is assumed to be a fixed and set variable) this deviation to external factors
should be taken into account. This is done by adding a tracking error to the trajectory the AV planned for
itself. The planned trajectory of the AV is assumed to be generated with the desired speed and acceleration
rate. For the same reason, an HDV will also have a tracking error when in the original equation it is assumed
the acceleration is 0.

To maintain the same safety standards as in the current system 99 percent of the situations should be
safe. A percentile per variable (measurement error or immeasurable variable) should be set to obtain this.
Per sub-phase it is provided how the prediction equations are changed with the new input from the AVs and
what percentiles need to be set.

The variables of which the 99 percentile is necessary, is in most cases expressed with multiple normal
distributed variables using different operators (e.g. added or multiplied). When these variables are added the
resulting distribution remains a normal distribution and can be found with simple mathematics. When there
are normal distribution X with (µX,σ2

X) and Y with (µY,σ2
Y), adding the two distributions will give a normal

distribution with (µX +µY,σ2
Y +σ2

X). When the operator of two normally distributed variables is multiplying
or dividing the new distribution is not a normal distribution and is more complex to find analytically. For
these variables, the percentile is found by sampling. This means that n times a numerical is obtained from
the distribution of the variables used in the equation. the answers to the equation for each of these n samples
are saved. With the 10000 solutions, the required percentile can be obtained. These samples could be done in
real-time by a controller but it is also possible to do the sampling offline and create a table for different input
variables. If the amount of variables that change input is high, the sampling could rather be done in real-time,
as otherwise big tables need to be created for all different input variables. If a percentile of a variable need
to be obtained every time step, a table would be preferred as a continuously sampling would require a high
computation time. In the appendix in section B.2 a work plan can be found for sampling.

3.4.2. 4th extension green
To identify the scenario, the questions in figure 3.5 need to be answered. All these questions and how to an-
swer them is explained below.

Transformation equations for scenario identification
For the 4EG phase it needs to be evaluated whether vehicles are in their dilemma zone. For this the dilemma
zone of the vehicle need to be obtained as well as the location of the vehicle. The most downstream part of
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the dilemma zone is d k
zone1,veh(t ) and the upstream part of the dilemma zone is d k

zone2,veh(t ) where veh is AV,
LV or FV. The location needs to be compared with the location of the dilemma zone to conclude whether a
vehicle is in its dilemma zone. As explained above the percentiles of the variables should be set to guarantee
a safe situation in 99 percent of the situations. 99% of the conclusion of equations (3.1) and (3.2) whether
a vehicle is in its dilemma zone should thus be correct. As stated above the dilemma zone and the location
of the dilemma zone per vehicle are defined as variables with a distribution due to errors in the equations.
The actual dilemma zone and location lays somewhere in the defined distribution. For dilemma zone 2 the
98 percentile is used in the equation to determine whether a vehicle is in the dilemma zone and the 50 per-
centile of the d k

veh(ti ) is set to be used in the equation. In this way there is a 2% chance that actual dilemma
zone of the vehicle is is bigger than the used value in the equation. Together with the 50-percentile used as
value for the location this brings a chance of 99% that the correct conclusion is made about a vehicle be-
ing in its dilemma zone. The same is done for dilemma zone 1, but the the 2-percentile is used (the smaller
the value for dilemma zone 1, the bigger the dilemma zone is). This is done via the following equations:
d k

zone1,veh(ti )(2) ≤ d k
veh(ti )(50) (3.1) and d k

veh(ti )(98) ≤ d k
zone2,veh(ti )(50) (3.2).

How to determine the value of these variables is discussed below.

Dilemma zone based on measurements AV
Currently, the default dilemma zone is calculated with equation 2.2 and 2.3.
These equations can be filled in with the standard parameters for the default dilemma zone (by which the
location of one of the detector loops is decided) or filled in by input of an AV. Not all variables in these equa-
tions can be obtained from the input of the AV. For these parameters, a percentile of the known distributions
will still need to be used. Note that for HDVs that are not surrounded by an AV, the equations are filled in
with standardized parameters only with the default percentiles. In table 3.2 it can be found what variables are
present in the original equations for the dilemma zone for an AV, a LV and a FV and which of these original
variables can be replaced by new information from the AVs and by what variable it is replaced. Furthermore,
the default yellow duration will be used in (2.3). Even if yellow in the next phase would be truncated, HDVs
expect the yellow time to be around the default time. They could base their decision to stop or continue (so
being in their dilemma zone) on this information.

Table 3.1: The change of variables from the original equations of the dilemma zone for the AV, LV and FV with the additional variables
provided by the AVs (and its errors).

Variables from original Vehicle type (veh)
equation (2.2) to d k

zone1,veh(ti ) AV FV LV

treact(µ,σ) 0 treact(µ,σ) treact(µ,σ)
vappr(µ,σ) vk

measure,AV(ti )+εspeed,AV vk
measure,FV(ti )+εspeed,HDV vk

measure,LV(ti )
+εspeed ,HDV

(adec,comf(µ,σ) ak
dec,comf and adding εtrack adec,comf(µ,σ) adec,comf(µ,σ)

Table 3.2: The change of variables from the original equations of the dilemma zone for the AV, LV and FV with the additional variables
provided by the AVs (and its errors)

Variables from original Vehicle type (veh)
equation (2.3) to d k

zone2,veh(ti ) AV FV LV

vappr(µ,σ) vk
measure,AV(ti )+εspeed,AV vk

measure,FV(ti )+εspeed,HDV vk
measure,LV(ti )

+εspeed ,HDV

Assumption of no adec add εtrack add εtrack add εtrack

The complete equations transformation of the default equation to the equation used for an AV, a FV or LV
with the input of an AV can be found in appendix B in section B.1.

Location vehicles based on input of AV
The actual location of AV k (d k

AV(ti )), its FV (d k
FV(ti )) and the LV (d k

LV(ti )) lays within a certain distribution from
the measured location by the AV. The measurement errors by the GPS and the LIDAR should be added to the
measured location by the AV. The distribution that results from this includes the actual location of the vehicle.
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The LIDAR error should be included for the LV and FV only and the GPS is added for all types of vehicles. The
measured location of the LV is from the back of the vehicle. To decide the location of the vehicle to the stop
line from the front of the vehicle the length of the vehicle should thus be added. The equations to find the
location of a type of vehicle are presented in appendix B in section B.1.

Transformation to obtain the control actions
When an AVs is found to be in its dilemma zone, its LV and FV should be assessed. If no AV is found to be in the
dilemma zone the closest AVs to the dilemma zone on the upstream side and downstream side are searched
for. When the scenario is obtained by this, the actions as explained in figure 3.8 should be applied. An AV
needs to confirm that the order to stop or go was received. Then the IC can start the yellow phase.

3.4.3. Yellow phase
How to identify the scenario and calculate the needed end time of yellow is discussed here.

Transformation for scenario identification
Again, a 99 percent guarantee should be provided that the last vehicle passed the stop line. For the time-
dependent dilemma zones the comparison is made with the 50 percentile of the dveh(t) to decide whether
a vehicle is in the time-dependent dilemma zone. For the time-dependent dilemma zone 2, this means the
same as for the dilemma zone defined in 4EG phase. The downstream part of the dilemma zone, depends on
two separate factors, the reaction time and the distance of the downstream part of the dilemma zone from the
stop line. For this distance the percentile can be set to 4 percentile when a 50 percentile of the reaction time
has passed before being able to calculate the time-dependent dilemma zone. this provides a 2 percentile of
the distance of the dilemma zone that is compared to the distance of the vehicle.

When no AV has presented information, the information from the detector loops is used. When an AV has
presented itself in the dilemma zone, it is known in almost all cases what the last vehicle to pass the stop line
will be. Only when an LV or FV is also in the dilemma zone (scenario a and c), it is unknown at the time the
yellow phase starts what the HDV will do. At some point during the yellow phase this might become clear.
This assumption is elaborated upon with the use of the time-dependent dilemma zone of a vehicle.

Time-dependent dilemma zone based on measurements AV
The dilemma zone after yellow has started should be calculated in a different way. Only after the reaction time
of the HDV to the yellow light, changes might occur in its behaviour. Starting from this time, the IC should
recalculate the time-dependent dilemma zone of the HDV using the measurements from the AV and compare
this with the measured location of the HDV. If the location of the HDVs at some time instance, is upstream its
time-dependent dilemma zone of that same time instance, it can be concluded that the HDV will stop. When
the HDV is downstream its dilemma zone at the some time instance, the vehicle can be concluded to cross
the intersection.

The equations to determine the size of the time-dependent dilemma zone are based on the dilemma zone
equations used in the yellow phase of the proposed controller.

The upstream part of the time-dependent dilemma zone can be defined by taking the default yellow time
(as this is what the HDV assumes to be the duration of the yellow phase) and the time the direction has already
been in the yellow phase. The time left in the yellow phase and the speed of the HDV will provide dilemma
zone 2. The distance the vehicle can still travel during the yellow phase at time t then becomes:

Dilemma zone 1 includes the reaction time of the HDV starting at ti = tyellow,start. Before this reaction time
has passed, the behaviour of the HDV will not show any signs of stopping. The dilemma zone 1 can thus only
provides new insights if it is reassessed after this reaction time has passed.

Note that if the last vehicle is not known at the start time of the yellow phase, it can only be predicted to
be outside of its dilemma zone after its reaction time to the yellow signal.

Transformation to obtain the control actions
As explained, tyellow,end will be reassessed each time step during a range of time steps. tyellow,end is decided
based on the last vehicle crossing the intersection. In 99 % of the situations the vehicle should have crossed
the crossed the stop line before yellow ends, to guarantee the same safety standard as in the original con-
troller. The last vehicle could either be unknown, an AV, an LV, the predecessor of an LV or an FV. tyellow,end

can either be decided based on a prediction of when the last vehicle will cross the stop line or when it is
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measured to have crossed the stop line. In figure 3.15 distances for the last vehicle are indicated for both
the prediction and the measurement of when a vehicle passes the stop line. The basis of the formula that is
changed to decide tyellow,end via predicting when the last vehicle will cross the stop line, comes from tleave of
the original equation. As the duration of the yellow phase is fixed in the original equation, no equation was
used in the original controller. The end time of the yellow phase can only be predicted when the last vehicle
of the direction is known.

The duration of the yellow phase can be calculated with the following formula:
4tyellow = tend,yellow − tstart,yellow (3.3)

Figure 3.15: Distances used in the formulas to calculate the needed control action

tyellow,end via prediction of when last vehicle crossed the stop line
The distance of the vehicle to the stop line and how the measurement errors should be included is explained
in the previous section 3.4.2. For the yellow phase this distance is not complete yet. The yellow phase should
be ended when the back part of the vehicle has passed the stop line. For the FV and AV the location is provided
to the front of the vehicle. Here, the length of the vehicle should thus be included. For the LV the measurement
of the location is given to the back of the vehicle. The length of the vehicle here thus does not need to be
added to the equation. Again, it is assumed in the equation that the acceleration remains constant, therefore
the tracking error (εtrack) is included as well. If the LV decided to stop at the stop line it means the vehicle
in front of the LV is the last to cross the intersection. This vehicles location cannot be measured by the AV.
The distance between the LV and its leader vehicle is unknown. The yellow phase should be truncated at the
moment the front of the LV would reach the stop line if it would have crossed the intersection. The change of
the variables of equation tleave to tyellow,end(per centi l e) is provided in table 3.3.

tend,yellow via measurement of when last vehicle has just crossed the stop line
The distance of the actual back part of a vehicle is 0 when it just passed the stop line. Again, the location
measurement of the last vehicle by the AV is used here and again the length of the vehicles. The speed and
fluctuation do no change the outcome of the measurement. No measurement can be done when the prede-
cessor of the LV is the last vehicle, to obtain the time to truncate the yellow phase as this vehicle cannot be
measured.

The complete equations can be found in appendix B in section B.1.
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Table 3.3: The change of variables from the original equations of tleave for the AV, LV and FV with the additional variables provided by the
AVs (and its errors)

Variables from Vehicle type
original equation
(2.8) to tyellow,end AV FV LV Leader of LV
vappr(µ,σ) vk

measure,AV(ti )+ vk
meas,FV(ti )+ vk

measure,LV(ti ) vk
measure,LV(ti )

εspeed,AV εspeed,HDV +εspeed ,HDV +εspeed,HDV

Assumption of add εtrack add εtrack add εtrack εtrack

no adec

d d k
measure,AV(ti )+ d k

front,FV(ti )+εGPS d k
front,LV(ti )+ d k

front,LV(ti )+εGPS

εGPS + l k
veh +εLIDAR + lveh(σ,µ) εGPS +εLIDAR +εLIDAR + lveh(σ,µ)

3.4.4. Red before green phase
How to identify the scenario and calculate the end time of red (the control action) is discussed here.

Transformation for scenario identification
When no input is obtained from AVs within the dilemma zone it means only HDVs are involved. In the pre-
vious phase, the last vehicle is identified. This is used for scenario identification of the leaving conflicting
directions n in the RBG phase.

The scenario for the entering direction m, is identified by input from the AVs. If an AV is at standstill the
following condition is met: vmeasure,AV(ti ) = 0. When d k

measure,AV(ti ) ≤ 2+ εGPS then the AV is the first vehi-

cle in the queue. 2 is taken here because not all vehicle drive to the stop line exactly. When d k
measure,AV(t ) ≤

4+ lveh(σ,µ)+εGPS, it shows the vehicle is second in the queue. 4 is the sum of the standstill distance between
two vehicles and the 2 m the front vehicle is away from the stop line. The 99 percentile of the GPS error and
length distribution should be used here.

Transformation to obtain the control actions
The same as is used for percentiles in the current system, is used for the proposed control system. A 98
percentile of t enter(98) is set and the 50 percentile of t leave(50).

In this section, the approach to calculating the control action per scenario is elaborated. The times to
leave or reach the intersection are predictions that are made when the last/first vehicles of a queue are either
at the stop line or approaching it. In tables 3.4 and 3.5 the variables of the original equation for the enter and
leaving time are presented. With the new data from the AVs some of these variables are changed to measure-
ments. This can also be found in the table. The explanations are provided in the section below. When no
information is provided by an AV the default equations should be used (2.8, 2.9).

t enter

The original equation to calculate the enter time is equation 2.9. When the first entering vehicle is at standstill
at the intersection it mean the approaching speed of the vehicle should not be included. When the first
vehicle is an AV or a LV, the speed can be measured by the AV at each time instance before crossing the stop
line. The closer the AV is to the stop line, the more chance that the measured speed there will also be the
speed on the intersection.

When an AV is the first vehicle in a queue it does not have any reaction time, as it knows when the phase
will change to green.

The acceleration and deceleration for the LV and FV are taken from a distribution of observed behaviour.
For the AV the acceleration and deceleration are changed to the comfortable acceleration and deceleration of
the vehicle. The AV is assumed to want to drive these given preferred acceleration and deceleration. But, due
to external factors, it might not always be possible. Therefore, the tracking error is included.

tleave

The speed of an LV, FV or AV can be obtained by the measurement of the AV. The distance from the stop line
till the back of the vehicle leaves the conflict area is known. The distance of the FV and AV is provided to the
front of the vehicle. Therefore, the length of the FV and AV have to be included in the equation.
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tclearance

With the calculated tenter of direction m and tleave of direction n the clearance time can be calculated with
equation 2.7. The safety clearance time is added according to the combination of alternating vehicles. When
the upcoming direction has multiple conflict areas, the critical inter-green end time should be decided.

When tyellow,end and tyellow,start of the leaving direction (direction n) and the clearance time of direction n
to the entering direction (m) are known the end time of RBG of direction m can be calculated using equations
2.5 and 2.6.

Table 3.4: Original variables and new variables to calculate the enter time

Variables from tenter,veh from standstill tenter,veh from approaching speed
original equation (2.9) AV LV AV LV
denter (fixed) denter (fixed) denter (fixed) denter (fixed) denter (fixed)
venter(µ,σ) 0 0 vk

AV(ti )+εspeed,AV vk
LV(ti )+εspeed,HDV

aacc(µ,σ) aacc with aacc(µ,σ) aacc,comf with aacc(µ,σ)
adding εtrack adding εtrack

adec(µ,σ) ak
dec,comf adec(µ,σ) ak

dec,comf adec(µ,σ)

Table 3.5: Original variables and new variables to calculate the leaving time

Variables from tleave,veh

original
equation (2.8) AV LV FV
dleave dleave + l k

veh +εtrack dleave + lveh(µ,σ)+εtrack dleave + lveh(µ,σ)+εtrack

vleave(µ,σ) vk
measure,AV(ti )+εspeed,AV vk

measure,LV(ti )+εspeed,HDV vk
measure,FV(ti )+εspeed,HDV

The complete equations to identify the scenario, as well as the control action, can be found in appendix
B in section B.1.

3.4.5. Obtain numerical of percentile of distribution
The solution of the equations used by the controller that only contain summation of variables can analytically
be decided. These calculations are provided in the appendix in section B.3.

To find the numerical of a percentile of tyellow,end, d k
zone1,veh(ti ), d k

zone2,veh(ti ), d k
zone1td,veh(ti ), d k

zone2td,veh(ti ),
tleave and tenter sampling needs to be done. This could either be done offline or online.

3.5. Selection of the type of controller
Due to the unpredictable behaviour of an HDV and the need to conclude certain control actions in the future
(e.g. when the yellow phase will end so that the red before green phase of the conflicting direction can be
ended on time) an MPC for the system would be difficult to define. The prediction model of the MPC would
have to include if an HDV would stop or go when yellow appears. When the vehicle is outside the dilemma
zone this could be concluded but if this does not hold, it can only be observed at a future time step. Fur-
thermore, the following behaviour of an HDV cannot only be described by the existing car-following models
as reactions to traffic lights are not included. For this, it should be explored whether HDVs lay more prior-
ity/focus on following their predecessor or complying to the traffic light. [29] states that interaction aware
predictions, as would need to be used in the prediction model of the location of an HDV within an MPC,
would mean a high computational complexity. It is mentioned that this might not be compatible for real-
time assessment. As the control system needs to work in a real-time setting, this could potentially not be the
right controller for the situation.

A rule-based controller is most applicable for each sub-phase. As seen in the previous chapters there are
quite some rules that need to be implemented in the controller. The more rules exist within other rules the
higher the possibility of making mistakes in the design of the controller. The design should thus be done with
care. The rule-based controller is compatible with the available measurement from either the detector loops
and the AVs. This kind of controller is already used, to define how to handle the sub-phases of the current
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Dutch vehicle-actuated intersection control. The controller of the new sub-phases would thus comply with
the format for the other already existing sub-phases.

A rule-based controller presents the rules of what needs to be done when a certain condition is met via
an if-then statement. The rule-based algorithm of the (sub-)phases of the proposed controller can be found
in the appendix in section B.4 in descriptive form and in B.4 in mathematical terms.



4
Control system evaluation

In this chapter, the proposed controller is tested via simulations. This provides insight into the improvement
of the delay. The evaluation also provides what part of the controller has the most effect on the results, and to
what extent the desired outcomes for each of the sub-phases are obtained. For this, the relevant input for the
simulations is discussed, to be able to interpreter the functioning of the controller. But before the controller
is tested, a simulation tool is selected and the model is created. For this, the simulation model is verified
and validated. In this chapter, first, the simulation tool is selected. Then, all aspects of the simulation are
elaborated upon in detail. This chapter closes, with the results from the simulations.

4.1. Selection of input

Multiple variants at equal test intersection lay-out need to be compared to state if the proposed controller
decreases delay compared to the current used vehicle-actuated controller in the Netherlands. To test this,
the delay of the original controller is compared to the delay of the proposed controller under the same input
conditions (variants). This means the same random seed is used (vehicles enter the intersection at equal
arrival times). This means, the original controller is evaluated in the situation AVs enter the road and when
they have not entered the road. As AVs have different behaviour than HDVs, they might already improve the
delay at an intersection with the original controller. The input of the system is the penetration rate of AVs and
the traffic demand. The selection of the relevant demand and penetration rate to test are explained next.

4.1.1. Penetration rate

The penetration rate gives the chance that an AV will be at the front or back of a queue at an intersection. Each
time this happens there is a probability the AV can provide information to which the controller can shorten
a phase compared to the default setting. For a penetration rate of 50%, for example, 25% of the time two AVs
will alter on the conflict area, 50% of the time, at least one AV is involved and 25% of the time no AVs are
involved. Not all of these times, default durations can be truncated.

A penetration rate of 0% and 100% is included in the evaluation, to show what happens when only AVs
or only HDVs are included in the simulation. In previously proposed intersection control systems for the
hybrid period, the performance at a low penetration rate was little or even worse than when vehicle-actuated
control would have been used. The proposed intersection control system in this research aims to decrease
the delay, even at low penetration rates. Therefore, low penetration rates are tested. A penetration rate of 2%
is therefore used. To explore which penetration rates between 2% and 100% are also relevant to explore, the
delay of one random seed (of only 300 s) is taken to get an idea of the slope of the change in delay. How the
delay is calculated can be found in section 4.2. This result can deviate from the results of other random seeds,
as the simulation is only short and the chance of an AV alternating on the intersection is therefore not perse
the penetration rate. The graph of the random seed is provided in figure 4.1. The demand in the simulation
is set to 400 vehicles per lane and the penetration rate is changed. This is done for both the original and the
proposed controller.

46
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Figure 4.1: The average delay of one random seed over different penetration rates

In the figure the delay does not seem to change drastically before a 50% penetration rate. At 50% the delay
seems to drop fastest (which can also be due to this certain random seed). Two percentages before this steep
drop are included, namely 10% and 20%. 50% is selected to explore further to get insight into this gradient
of delay decrease (and if also happens in longer situations). For higher demand 75% penetration rate is also
tested.

The maximum throughput that can be reached with the proposed control system, happens when the
penetration rate is 100%. To obtain an overview of the maximal potential of the system, this is also tested.
The penetration rate percentages that are tested are thus 0, 2, 10, 20, 50, 75 and 100%.

4.1.2. Traffic demand
A broad range of demand is tested. In this way, the full range of the capabilities of the control system is
illustrated.

To determine what demand is high or low for the intersection the loss time, the saturation and the cycle
length is estimated. First the saturation of the lanes is estimated. This is about 1800 veh/h for one lane. There
are also some loss times at the intersection. These are caused by the start up time, the clearance time and
the unused yellow time. The start up time is the extra time it takes a vehicle to cross the intersection, when
it starts from the stop line after a complete stop instead of the maximal speed during its complete crossing.
A vehicle needs to drive 17 m to pass the conflict area. When driving 50 km/h this takes 1.2 s. This same

distance takes (

√
17m

0.5 ·2.8m/s2 =) 3.5 s from standstill. The difference is thus 2.3 s. Adding the reaction time

of the driver, the start up time becomes 3.3 s. The unused faction of yellow is 2
5 . When the default duration of

yellow is 4 seconds. This is about 2.4 s. The clearance time is presented for the intersection in appendix C.1.
This is -0.1 s. The total loss time then becomes 5.6 s.

The equation to calculate the minimal cycle time is

∑
l osst i medi r

1−∑ ddi r
sdi r

where d is demand, s is saturation

and dir are all directions. When a cycle is used that is lower than the minimum calculated cycle time, the
intersection will be over-saturated. The minimal cycle time per demand is shown in figure 4.2. This graphs

shows that from 775 veh/h, the minimal cycle time becomes more than 80 s (
2 ·5.6

1− 775
1800 + 775

1800

) and the minimal

cycle time increases significantly after. A demand somewhat lower than this point is therefore used in the
simulation (700 veh/h). Also, an over saturated demand is used (850 veh/h). Two lower demands are also
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tested (100 and 400 veh/h).
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Figure 4.2: The minimal cycle time for the corresponding demand

Furthermore, in real-life the demand at intersections will not always be the same at each direction. There-
fore, simulations are run that have different demand at different directions. One variant is a different demand
for the directions in each stage and one variant is different demand for directions within the same stage. The
demands used here are 700 veh/h and 400 veh/h. Also, a simulation is run where the demand increases from
and decreases again. This is done from 100 veh/h to 400 veh/h to 700 veh/h to 850 veh/h and back again.
Each demand is present during 500 s.

The variants of the demand are summarized in figure 4.3 and 4.4. Figure 4.3 shows the variants where all
directions have the same demand. Figure 4.4 shows the variant where directions have different demands.

4.2. Selection of simulation tool
The simulation tool that is used, needs to have certain functionalities to be able to conclude the improvement
in the delay and the working principles of the controller based on the results. The following functionalities
need to be included in the tool:

• The simulation should model each vehicle separately (microscopic simulation) - The proposed controller
looks at individual vehicles. It would therefore not work to model aggregate groups of vehicles. This is
also needed to calculate the delay per vehicle.

• Deviation between the behaviour of AVs and HDVs should be modelled - As found in section 2.5 and 2.4,
the behaviour of HDVs and AVs is different. The equations, as defined in section 3, to predict trajectories
is also based on the difference in behaviour. This behaviour therefore thus also needs to be presented
in the model. Also, the introduction of AVs on the road will already increase the throughput. This is
needed, to be able to conclude that the effect of the controller is based on its working principle and not
the addition of AVs on the road.

• Detectors should be included in the model and the data of them can be extracted - Detectors are needed
in the simulation as they are also part of the input information of the controller. The detector gap time
and the time of the measurement is needed.

• The layout of an intersection can be modelled in detail - An isolated intersection will be simulated. The
intersection layout, therefore, needs to be modelled in detail. The width of the road and the locations
of the traffic signals (and stop line) need to be modelled.

• The simulation tool and an external controller should be able to communicate - As the proposed con-
troller is not a standard one, the controller needs to be modelled completely in software where it can be
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Figure 4.3: The demand variants for simulation where demand is equal for each direction.
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Figure 4.4: The demand variants for simulation where demand is different for directions.

adjusted. To be able to let the controller work with the simulation tool, a connection needs to be made
between the two. This will make it able to extract ’real-time’ data from the simulation to the controller
and actuate the traffic signals and give tasks to AVs from the controller to the simulation.

• The position and speed of each vehicle should be known each time step and should be extracted - To be
able to obtain results and obtain the measurement of the AVs in the simulation, information of the state
of vehicles should be able to be extracted from the simulation tool.
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• The delay per vehicle should be measurable - The delay should be calculated per time step by taking
the desired speed of a vehicle and the actual driven speed. The difference in time it takes to cross with
this desired speed an actual speed, is the delay over its whole trajectory.

• The penetration rate of AVs and the demand of the road should be changeable - As different penetration
rates and demands might have a different effect on the delay, both need to be able to be changes in the
simulation tool.

Based on these requirements, VISSIM 11 is used to create the simulation model. Within VISSIM each
vehicle is modelled separately and the intersection layout can be created in detail. Per type of vehicle a type
of behaviour can be assigned. For car-following behaviour, the Wiedemann 1999 is used. The parameters of
the Wiedemann tool can also be changed. As stated in section 2.5, the Wiedemann model can be tuned to fit
with the behaviour of AVs and HDVs. This is explained further in section 4.3.1. Furthermore, a COM interface
can be used to connect Matlab with VISSIM. Data from the vehicles, the detectors and the traffic signals can
be extracted by VISSIM and be communicated to Matlab and Matlab can actuate the traffic signals and order
AVs to stop or continue within VISSIM.

4.3. Set-up of simulation
In this section the set-up of the simulation is explained in detail. Within all aspects, decisions are made to
make a model that resembles the real-life situation as good as possible, where needed. First, it is explained
how the behaviour of the AVs and HDVs is modelled. Then the layout of the intersection is explained. At last,
the controller is elaborated upon.

4.3.1. Modelling AVs and HDVs
As long as the behaviour is similar to the behaviour of the vehicles in the equations used by the controller, it
works to validate the results. The most important aspect that is added to the control system is that data can
be obtained from the AVs.

The behaviour of vehicles can be set in multiple ways in VISSIM. These ways are: assign a car-following
model, assign decision making and probability of stopping when yellow light appears, turn stochastic (ran-
dom behaviour) on or off and functions and distributions of preferences. These will be explained one by
one. Lane-change behaviour could also be adjusted in VISSIM, but this is irrelevant for this research (as no
lane-changing can occur).

VISSIM has a car-following model Wiedemann 1999 by default set for AVs. The parameters are taken from
their CoEXist research [58]. Additionally, the headway preference could be set differently, dependent on the
predecessor. The headway for an AV following an HDV was set to 0.9s and for an AV 0.5 s. In section 2.5, it was
shown that lower headways were obtained for AVs, but because many actors are involved and intersections
cause more stop and go behaviour than on a straight ongoing road, this headway is set higher. In VISSIM,
by default, the Wiedemann 74 model was used for HDVs. In comparison to the behaviour of the AV, this
brought lower headway by the HDVs than AVs. The Wiedemann 74 model only contains 3 parameters, making
adjustions of these parameters less accurate then when there are more parameters to calibrate. Therefore, the
car-following model was changed to the Wiedemann 1999 model. The difference between the parameters of
the AV and the HDV is the perception of speed and location difference with the leader vehicle.

The behaviour at the start of yellow is different for AVs and HDVs. The parameters for the HDV are set
so that they make the decision to stop or go when yellow appears and with a small chance that red light is
run. AVs need to be assigned a task by the controller. This was done by changing the parameters that give
the chance that a vehicle will stop. VISSIM provides each vehicle with a chance of continuing or stopping.
For this an equation is used. This way cannot be changed in VISSIM but the parameters of this equation
can be changed via Matlab. The equation used by VISSIM to decide the chance that a vehicle will stop is

p = 1

1+e−α−β1·v−β2·d x
. Where α,β1andbeta2 are parameters that can be changed during the simulation per

vehicle type. v is the speed and dx is the distance of the vehicle to the stop line. If p=1, the vehicle will stop
definitely, if p=0 the vehicle will certainly continue. The chance of stopping or going thus depends on the
speed and distance (only if β1andβ2 are not set to zero). The parameters can thus be set, that from a certain
distance, vehicles would decide to stop. When β1 = 0, the assigned tasks will only be provided with the input
location of the vehicle. Take the exponential part of the equation g =−α−β1 · v −β2 ·d x. If g ≥ 6 the chance
of stopping is p 0. If g ≤−6 the chance of stopping is about p 1. When β2 =−1 and alpha = d x+2, with dx the
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distance from which the vehicles need to stop. The vehicle downstream of that distance will continue driving
and the vehicles upstream will stop. With these parameters, the task will thus only be provided to the targeted
AV of that moment. The parameters can after the start of yellow be set to the standards again.

VISSIM has a feature called ’implicit stochastic’. This gives fluctuating behaviour of the vehicles. This is
activated for the HDVs. Furthermore, the desired acceleration and deceleration, and desired speed is defined
as a distribution for the HDVs. For AVs this is the same for each vehicle. The desired speed of the HDVs lays
between 48-58 km/h (default distribution in VISSIM), the desired speed of the AV is 50 km/h. In reality the
desired speed per AV could be different. For simplicity, all AVs have the same desired speed. The desired
acceleration of an AV is 2.8 m/s2, while that of the HDV is a distribution around this number. The same
applies for the deceleration, where this is set as -2.8 m/s2 for the AVs. The length of the AVs are all the same
and set to 4.1 m. The length of an HDV lays within 3.75 to 4.76 m in the simulation. These setting in VISSIM
can be found in appendix C.2.

4.3.2. Lay-out of the intersection and parameters of the control system
An intersection is used to evaluate the proposed control system. This intersection consists of 2 roads that
are perpendicular to each other. Each of these roads has 2 lanes, one for each direction. The four lanes are
indexed: EW, SN, WE, NS. Turns are not allowed. Vehicles can thus only drive straight at the intersection. The
width of the lanes is 3.5 m. The stop line is located 13.5 m away from the core of the intersection for all lanes
and the speed limit of the roads 50 km/h. In figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Lay-out of the simulation in VISSIM with the dimensions

Location of detector loops and gap time
Each direction has three detector loops: det

dir where det ∈ DET, with DET = {1, 2, 3} and dir ∈ DIR, with DIT =
{EW, WE, NS, SN}. Each of them is present for different purposes. The length and the location of the detectors
are calculated based on the principles used [27]. The use of the detectors, the location and length and the
critical gap times will be explained. These detectors are part of the layout of the intersection in the simula-
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tion (in both the original controller as the proposed controller variant)

D1
dir

This detector is located 1 m away from the stop line and is 1 m long [27]. It is there, to request the green phase
and to measure if the first extension green can be truncated based on the measured gap time. If a detector
gap time is measured of more than 3 s [27], this phase will be truncated.

D2
dir

This detector loop is 20 meters long and starts 20 meters away from the stop line, which is standard used in
vehicle-actuated control [27]. The maximal gap time of two vehicles before truncating the phase should be
2,5 s. Using the formula to calculate the detector gap (equation 2.1) time the maximal measured gap time by
D2 is 1 second [27].

D3
dir for the 3rd extension green phase

This detector is located at the end of the default dilemma zone 2. When a yellow phase of 4 seconds is used
and a fast-driving vehicle 55 km/h is present the dilemma zone is at 60 m away from the stop line. The maxi-
mum gap time of the 3rd extension green is 3 seconds [27]. With a detector of only 1 meter, this also gives the
maximal measured gap time of D3 of 3 seconds.

D3
dir for the 4EG phase

Dilemma zone 2 is based on a vehicle with a speed of 55 km/h and dilemma zone 1 is based on a vehicle with
a speed of 45 km/h. The minimal gap time of the 4th extension green can then be calculated using equation
2.4. The minimal gap time should then be 0.6 seconds [27].

Conflict areas and flow scheme stages
The flow scheme of this intersection is quite straightforward. The stages and their sequence are illustrated in
the flow scheme in figure 4.6. There is one clear optimal flow scheme. The conflict matrix is given in table
C.1 in appendix C.1. The matrix is filled in with the distance of the leaving and the distance of the entering
direction to the conflict area. A conflict does not exist if no distances are presented. With these distances, the
standard equations 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9 and the set parameters, the default clearance time is calculated. This is
presented in the appendix C.1 in table C.2

Figure 4.6: Flow scheme of sequence of stages

4.3.3. Control system in matlab
The control system is created in Matlab and needs to be able to communicate with VISSIM. The traffic lights
and detectors are therefore placed in the layout of the intersection in the simulation tool. The traffic lights
and decision making for AVs are controlled via a Matlab script using the COM interface. The current used
vehicle-actuated control system (the one defined by [27] is used) is also created in Matlab. To obtain the cor-
rect script for control in Matlab first the current vehicle-actuated control system is defined in a rule-based
format. This can be found in the appendix B.6. From this format, the Matlab code is created. The script used
for the current vehicle-actuated control system can be activated in the controller code. The vehicle-actuated
controller consist of the phases in figure 2.1. This means induced green is not used. As each directions in the
same stage have exactly the same conflicts this would not be relevant. Directions in the same stage can start
and end green at the same time. Parallel green makes sure green the directions of the same stage have most
green time at the same time. Wait green makes sure that if there is no demand in the directions of the next
stage, the current stage will remain in green even if extension green measures the queue to be finished.
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Parameters of current control system
The parameters used in the current vehicle-actuated control system are also used in the proposed system.
Furthermore, there are some additional parameters for the proposed control system. The standard parame-
ters are:

• Maximal gap times - The above mentioned maximal gap times for the extension greens.

• The default clearance times - As given in the appendix C.1.

• Maximal phase times - The maximal time of the first extension green will be 12 sec. In this way, all
vehicles till detector D2 will be able to cross the intersection. The maximal green time is 35 sec. The
maximal 4EG time should be 4 seconds [27].

• Fixed green time - The fixed green time will be 4 seconds [27].

• The default yellow time - This will be 4 seconds[27].

• Guaranteed red time - Will not be used in the mentioned simulation as only two stages are present that
will sequentially be given green [27].

• Guaranteed green time - The guaranteed green time is 7 seconds in total. This is according to standards
of [27].

Parameters of proposed control system
The proposed controller needs additional parameters to be set compared to the parameters as mentioned
above of the current control system. Both of these parameters are included by the proposed controller. The
value that is taken for each parameter is addressed below.

The parameters of the measurement errors are discussed first. In VISSIM the actual location and speed
of a vehicle can be extracted from the simulation. Per data point, a random value from the error distribution
was taken and added to the data point extracted from VISSIM. The data with the included error was defined
as the input data from the AVs. This means that the measurement errors are known (as they are added to the
accurate data). In real life these error distributions might not be known. Also, this error might change over
the years due to improvement in technology of measuring speed and location. The errors are assigned based
on the information of section 2.2.

• Speed error (εspeed,AV(µspeed,AV,σspeed,AV) and εspeed,HDV(µspeed,HDV,σspeed,HDV)) - The speed measure-
ment of a speedometer were explained in section 2.2. This was used to assign the speed error in the
simulation. Here (µspeed,AV = 0, and (µspeed,HDV = 0. Furthermore σspeed,AV = 0.5 m/s and σspeed,HDV = 1
m/s (as the LIDAR error is also included in this).

• LIDAR error (εLIDAR(µLIDAR,σLIDAR)) - In the simulation and in the calculations of the controllerµLIDAR =
0 and σLIDAR = 0.12m

• GPS error (εGPS(µGPS,σGPS)) - The maximal error is found to be 2 m. So, this would mean the 99 per-
centile of the normal distribution would be about 2. Dividing 2 by 2.30 would then provide the standard
deviation (assuming the parameter is normally distributed). This brings µGPS = 0 and σGPS = 0.9m.

Below the parameters on the behaviour of the vehicles are discussed. These are based on sections 2.5 and
section 2.4.

• Tracking error (εtrack(µtrack,σtrack)) - µtrack = 0 and σtrack = 0.21m. The track error is due to external
factors influencing the driving behaviour of a vehicle (not caused by other vehicles). In the simulation,
no road inclinations or vehicle dynamics (that cause delay in acceleration) are included (expect for the
options stochastics’ for the HDVs).

• Reaction time HDV (treact(µreact,σreact)) The reaction time used in the predictions has µreact = 1s and
σreact = 0.3s. The reaction time could not be adjusted in the simulation tool. This means that the
used reaction time might deviate somewhat from the behaviour of the vehicles. This could also be the
situation in real life.

• Desired deceleration (aacc,comf) - The desired deceleration rate in VISSIM is a distribution around 2.8
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m/s2 for HDVs. For AVs there is no distribution for this. All AV’s are set to have desired deceleration of
2.8 m/s2. In the predictions, a deceleration rate with a mean of 2.4 m/s2 and a standard deviation of
0.35 m/s2 is used for the HDVs. A 2.8 m/s2 rate is used for AVs.

• Desired acceleration (adec,comf) - For the acceleration, the same variable are applied. Only the mean in
VISSIM is set to be 2.8 m/s2 for the HDVs.

• Vehicle length (lveh) - The vehicle length of all AVs in VISSIM is 4.21 m. This is also used in the prediction
models. HDVs in VISSIM have a length between 3.75 and 4.75 m. The length used in the predictions is
used by taking the average vehicle length as used by [27]. The length is defined with a mean of 4.25 m
and a standard deviation of 0.22 m.

• Safety clearance time (tsafety,veh−veh) - The safety clearance time of an AV-AV alternation is set as 0.2 s.
For an HDV-AV alternation it is set as 0.5 s.

4.3.4. Verification
While creating a model many small mistakes can be made. Due to these mistakes, the model may not work as
planned. Therefore, the simulation is verified each step while creating it. The tests performed for verification
of the model are presented in the lists below. All of these (some after needed iterations) are confirmed. The
tests are performed in 6 different parts of the set-up of the simulation. What the test confirms and how the
test is performed, is included.

Behaviour of the vehicles
First, the behaviour of AVs and HDVs was tested via the following test:

• The following behaviour of AVs and HDVs is according to the reasoning behind the set parameters of
the car-following model - Before implementing the car-following behaviour at the intersection for the
simulation, a separate model was created to test the behaviour. The demand on this separate lane was
set over-saturated. In this was the vehicles entered the intersection with their preferred gap with the
leader. It could be observed that the gap between two AVs was smaller than between a combination of
other vehicles.

• The set functions of preferred speed are seen in the behaviour - The speed of the AV is observed to never
be over 50 km/h. For HDVs higher speeds can be observed. Also, the size of AVs is always the same. the
size of the HDVs can be observed to be variable for each HDV.

Original controller
Second, the original controller was created in matlab and verified via the following tests:

• The phases are given in the correct order - It was found that the right order was always given and that
the default duration’s were always maintained. All the phases were at least their minimal duration.

• Two conflicting direction cannot have green at the same time - It was observed that two direction never
had green lights at the same time. The direction of the same stage did. Sometimes with some slight
difference in the duration of green due to the 4EG.

• The green phase of the other direction still goes to red after the end of the maximal green time, even if no
green is requested by a conflicting direction - The input demand on the directions of one stage was set to
zero and the other to 700 veh/h. The directions with demand changed to red after the maximal green
phase time.

• If a request from the conflicting direction comes in, the green phase of the other stage should be stopped
when all vehicles have cleared - The same test as above was done but then with a small demand input
at one of the stages instead of 0.
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The proposed controller is implemented per (sub-)phase. This is added to the script of the original con-
troller. The code includes whether the proposed controller is turned on or off. After each phase, the results
were obtained to see if the results stayed the same when the proposed controller was turned off.

4EG

• The AVs follow the assigned tasks - To test this the location of the vehicle and its dilemma zone was
plotted, as well as the task the AV gave. It was observed whether the vehicle acted according to the task.

• The sub-phase is only rarely provided when AVs only are present on the road - The phase will not happen
often as this can only happen when an AV is in the dilemma zone and measures the AV behind to be in
it as well, while the AV behind according to itself, is not in the dilemma zone.

Yellow

• The yellow phase can never be negative - The start of the yellow time was per cycle compared to the start
time of the waiting red sub- phase.

• The yellow phase is never higher than the default yellow phase duration - The duration of all yellow
phases was plotted and found to be at most 4 seconds.

• Truncating can happen only during the scenarios in which it is possible - The set scenario and the result-
ing duration of yellow are plotted to check whether the truncation only happens during the scenarios
in which it should.

• The yellow phase duration is reexamined each time step - The calculated yellow time was plotted and
found to be iterated

• The yellow phase is truncated more often when more AVs are assigned on the road - The distance of
the last vehicle is plotted at multiple rates of AVs. It can be found that indeed the average distance is
decreasing. In the simulation, it can be observed that most of the time the yellow phase turns to red
when an AV crossed the stop line. (Not in all situations)

Red before green phase

• The clearance time is recalculated each time step - The calculated enter time, the leaving time and the
clearance time as the resulting outcome are plotted. They are being calculated by the controller.

Finally, some test were run to verify the complete code:

• A penetration rate of 0% in the new proposed control system should result in the same as the original
controller - Both variants are tested and the resulting start time of phases and delay are compared and
concluded to be equal.

• Behaviour of the complete system is as expected - This was done by observing the simulation while run-
ning. A glance was given at when the phases of the same stage and conflicting directions obtained their
phases and to the behaviour of the vehicles.

4.4. Interpretation results
In this section the results of the simulations are presented. As stated above, multiple variants are tested. For
all input variants a simulation of 3600 s is ran. The same seed is used per demand level. This means that all
vehicles in a variant with equal demand arrive at the same time. The type of vehicle differs per penetration
rate. As the maximum cycle time is about 80 s, this provides data on at least 45 cycles per seed. First, the
results of what parts of the controller are most active are presented, followed by the results of the delay. The
first 50 seconds are not included in the results of the delay of the simulations. During these 50 seconds, the
simulation needs to start up and the results are not representative. At this time, vehicles have reached the
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intersection. For the same reason, the first two cycles are not included in the results.

Number of times the controller is acting according to the substituted tactics
To understand how the controller acts, it is relevant to identify what parts of the controller are the most dom-
inant cause of the improvement of delay, per penetration rate. In appendix D.2, the trajectories of one input
variant is presented, to show the difference in the state of the intersection in the proposed controller and the
original controller. Furthermore, to identify how the controller acts, the number of times the yellow phase
and the RBG phase are truncated are found, and compared to the total possible number of times the phase
could be truncated. Also the time won in each of these number of times it could be truncated, is compared
to the total amount of time it could be shortened. If the yellow phase is truncated for example, the number of
times the yellow phase is truncated increases with one. The additional time won can then maximally be 4 s,
depending on what time step the yellow phase is truncated. Also, the frequency of the duration of the phases
is presented.

Figure 4.7 consists of two sub figures, one representing the results at a demand of 400 veh/h and the other
700 veh/h. In each of these figures, two different grpahs are shown of the number of times the controller was
able to act. The other two graphs represent the total time the phases are shortened. The 4EG phase is not
included, as this phase does not have a default time.

These are:

• The percentage of the number of times the yellow phase is truncated, over the total number of times
the yellow phase started. The yellow phase started 500 to 644 times in the simulation depending on the
input.

• The percentage of the number of times the inter-green is truncated, over the total number of times the
inter-green happens in the simulation.

• The percentage of time shortened in the yellow phase, over the total default yellow time. The total
default yellow time is between 2000 and 2576 s.

• The percentage of the time shortened of the clearance time over the total default clearance time. The
total default clearance time in the simulation is between -350 and 450 s.
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Figure 4.7: Percentages of actions of the controller over the total times the action could be given at different penetration rate for all
adjusted phases at a demand of 400 and 700 veh/h/lane
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The number of time the yellow phase and clearance time are truncated, shows signs of a linear increase
with the penetration rate increase. At 100% penetration rate, neither the inter-green time nor the yellow
phase can always be truncated. The percentage of yellow time compared to the percentage of clearance time
shortened, is higher or lower depending on the penetration rate. It must be stated that the the total default
time of the yellow phase is about 6 times higher than the default clearance time. The absolute shortened time
is thus therefore influenced most by the truncations of the yellow phase, at all penetration rates.

It is also relevant to explore the frequency of the duration of the phases in the proposed controller com-
pared to the original controller. This is presented per phase for a demand of 700 veh/h/lane for a penetration
rate of 20 or 50% in figure 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10.
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Figure 4.9: Frequency of the duration of the yellow phase at different variants
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Figure 4.10: Frequency of the duration of the inter-green time at different variants

It can be observed that the 4EG phase more often is longer in the proposed control system than in the
original one. This is not desired for efficiency but it is for the safety. It could be that some more unsafe
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situations appear at the intersection but the original controller is not able to identify these and the proposed
controller is. The frequency of the yellow phase shows that when the phase is truncated it most often is
shortened 3 to 4 s. The frequency of the duration of the inter-green time shows a change when comparing
the original and new controller. It shows that the inter-green time is sometimes shortened and sometimes
extended. The frequency of the extended inter-green time compared to the default green time could be due
to an increase of the duration of the 4EG phase. When one direction in a stage obtains a longer 4EG phase, the
other direction automatically starts its inter-green time while the other direction most probably is the critical
factor to decide when the next directions of the next stage obtain the green phase.

Furthermore, the percentage of measured scenarios as mentioned in figure 3.4, over all cycles are provided
per penetration rate in figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Percentages of each scenarios over total times a scenario was set at different penetration rates

It is found that the number of times an AV measures no vehicles to be in the dilemma zone, is increasing
with increasing penetration rate. Even at a penetration rate of 100%, the controller still sometimes concludes
that one or no HDV is at the intersection. The errors included in the predictions used by the controller could
be the cause of this. It almost never happens that only an AV is measured to be in the dilemma zone at any
penetration rate.

Desired outcome
Each phase has a desired outcome as described in section 3. In this part, it is provided to what extent the
controller was able to obtain the desired outcome. This is done by comparing the desired outcome, each
cycle of each direction, of the new and original controller. The desired outcome of the 4EG phase is already
covered in the previous section. The desired outcome of the yellow phase is to have the time of the last vehicle
passing the stop line as close as possible to the end time of the yellow phase, but the last vehicle should not
be upstream of the yellow phase when it is truncated. The desired outcome of the RBG phase is, to make the
gap time as short as possible. In figure 4.12, the time difference of the last vehicle crossing the stop line an
the end time of yellow and the gap time are therefore presented. At different penetration rates, the actions of
the proposed controller give different results closer to the desired outcome.
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Figure 4.12: The average and minimal and maximal time difference between the end of the yellow phase and the time the last vehicle
passes the stop line and the gap time

As can be seen, the average time difference of the last leaving vehicle and the start time of yellow de-
creases at all penetration rates by the proposed controller compared to the original one. The maximum mea-
sured time difference on average, is higher during the use of the original controller. The minimal value for the
proposed controller, on average is lower. In the original controller having a negative time difference means
someone has run a red light. For the proposed controller this could mean that the prediction used by the con-
troller was not able to predict according to the actual situation (which is possible due to the errors included
in the prediction models). Furthermore, it can be observed that the average gap time only decreases after a
50% penetration rate. The minimal gap times measured, are never observed to be lower than 0 s.

Delay
For each controller, the difference in average delay per vehicle (in s) between the original controller and the
proposed controller, is calculated for variants where the demand remains constant and is equal on all direc-
tions. This is done for all vehicles but also for AVs separately and HDVs separately. In figure ?? a contour plot
is provided, showing the percentage of increase in average delay per vehicle over the average delay per vehicle
of the original controller. In this contour plot the ticks show at what points the measurements are provided
via simulations. The other parts of the contour plot are filed in by interpolation. Additionally, in the appendix
D.1 the the total delay and total travelled distance is presented. Furthermore, the total number of vehicles in
the simulations with a demand of 100, 400, 700 and 850 veh/h are respectively, 404, 1580, 2722 and 3330. At
the demand of 850 veh/h not all vehicles were able to enter the intersection.

Figure 4.13 does not provide the absolute decrease (or increase) of delay between the original and the
new controller. Also it shows a significant difference in the improved delay at higher demands than 700 ve-
h/h. Therefore, a zoom in that does not show a higher demand than 700 veh/h is provided. This shows the
difference in delay of the controllers in more detail. A positive difference delay means an improvement in
delay by the proposed controller. This is presented in the contour plots in figure 4.14.

In general the contour plot show that the higher the demand and penetration rate, the more the delay
decreases. The exception is that at a demand of 700 veh/h/lane and a penetration rate of 100%, this difference
in delay becomes negative. This could be cause by all AVs stopping when in their dilemma zone while the
other direction of the same stage cannot end the yellow phase yet. The stopping AV could easily have passed
in this time.

It can be seen that even though the average delay difference increases at higher demands and penetration
rates, the average delay difference of the HDVs decreases again after a penetration rate of 75%.

At a high demand (700 veh/h) and a low penetration rate (2-10%), it can be observed that the delay time
increases compared to the original controller. At an over saturated demand and the same low penetration
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Figure 4.13: Contour plot of percentage of improvement of average delay over the average delay per vehicle of the original system, of all
vehicle types, AVs-only and HDVs only at different penetration rate and a demand range from 100 to 850 veh/h

rate, the difference in delay on the other hand, improves significantly again.
At a demand of 400 veh/h and a penetration rate of 20% the average delay of an AV increases compared

to the original controller. The reason for this could again be that AVs stop at the stop line while the other
direction does not end yellow. At 20% there are already quite some AVs but the change of two AVs being the
last to cross on both directions in the same stage is small.

For variants with different demand on different directions and for the variant with changing demand
during the simulation, the average delay per vehicle results are plotted in figure 4.15.

It can be seen that bigger differences appear, between the original and proposed controller at a penetra-
tion rate of 20%. In the variant, when direction of the same stage have different demand, the delay time even
increases for the proposed controller compared to the original one. The decrease in average delay at 50% is
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Figure 4.14: Contour plot of average delay per vehicle (in s) of all vehicle types, AVs-only and HDVs only at different penetration rate
and demand range from 100 to 700 veh/h

more constant, for all demand variants, then at a penetration rate of 20%.
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proposed controller.

4.5. Discussion
The measurement errors used by the controller are assumed to be known. This might not always be the case
in real life. These measurement errors as well as distributions of behaviour are used in the prediction models
to decide the control actions. The equations originate from [27] and are adjusted to be able to use them
with real-time measurements. To be able to do this, errors were included to account for slightly incorrect
predictions. These equations are not real-life tested to work for actual AVs or HDVs. In the simulation, the
measurement errors could be included in the information provided by the AVs. Therefore the measurement
errors are fully known and the accurate errors are thus also used in the equations of the controller. On the
other hand, not all behavioural or other characteristics of HDVs/AVs could be included in the simulation,
which are included in the equations of the controller that are used in the simulation. The reaction time
of HDVs and AVs could not be changed in VISSIM. Also, it is unknown what the tracking error of the AVs
in the simulation is. Even with these unknown parameters, the model (that includes assumptions on the
distribution of these parameters) provided safe crossings. The distributions and measurement errors used
could have an influence on the actions of the controller, as decided via the equations. Furthermore, it is also
possible that the parameters used in the simulation do not completely represent the real-life situation.

The outcome of the simulations shows that the equations used in the current vehicle-actuated control
system, with adjustments, can be used for predictions generated with measurements from AVs in simulations,
where the measurement errors are known.



5
Discussion and conclusion

In this chapter, an overview of the results is provided, followed by the significance of the results. Furthermore,
the shortcomings of the research and the potential for future research are elaborated upon.

5.1. Results and importance
The equations used by [27], to predict trajectories, can be adjusted, to include additional measurements from
AVs. These measurements include the speed and location of both the AV itself, but also of the vehicles around
it. Errors are included in these equations to maintain safety. The information of AVs in or around the dilemma
zone can be used to predict trajectories of crucial vehicles to be able to shorten the signal timings.

For low demands and penetration rates below 10%, the controller has not proven to decrease the average
delay of the intersection. This could be due to the fact that AVs in one direction of a stage are able to provide
information to shorten the signal timings but in the other direction of the stage they are not. The most critical
direction of these two is the latter. The RBG of the directions in the next stage will be regulated according to
this last mentioned direction. The information provided by the AV was thus not used fully to decrease the
duration of the RBG phase of a direction of the next stage. Additionally, this means that the AV (who always
stops if possible) could have crossed the intersection without causing the next directions to obtain the green
phase later. The AV now has to wait for an additional cycle. At a higher demand, the average delay already
decrease at a lower penetration rate. At neither a high or low demand, the controller affects the delay below a
penetration rate of 2% (it can even make the delay worse).

At increasing penetration rates, it can be observed that the yellow phase and the clearance time are lin-
early increasing the frequency it is being truncated. The total time truncated does not necessarily increase
linearly. Most time can be won by truncating the yellow phase as this phases originally is 6 times longer than
the clearance time.

It can be observed that the controller mainly performs actions when the penetration rates increase. Most
frequently the data to obtain control actions from, is gathered from AVs that are not in their own dilemma
zone and can measure no other vehicle in the dilemma zone. This could be different at intersections with
higher speed limits, as the dilemma zone then becomes bigger.

The percentage of times the controller was able to truncate the inter-green time or the yellow phase, even
when only AVs are on the road, has not reached a 100%. This could be due to the AVs needing the default time
to make a safe crossing or the measurement errors that are incorporated in the prediction models. One AV
could for example measure itself to be outside of the dilemma zone while the AV behind or in-front measures
the same AV to be inside the dilemma zone. It could also be that no vehicles are present at the intersection
(as they have already crossed the stop line), in that situation no information is taken from the AVs (after the
stop line the information is not extracted anymore).

Previous research has shown that AVs will increase the throughput on the road. The results of the simula-
tion of the proposed controller show the potential that an even bigger decrease in delay can be achieved when
using the additional information from the AVs to control the state at an intersection. This control system can
be added to the currently existing infrastructure and hardware.

5.2. Shortcomings of the research
The intersection used to test the control system is not the most realistic intersection. Intersections in real life
mostly include multiple lanes for a direction, turning lanes or lanes for multiple directions (e.g. right turn
and straight). These more complex intersections bring more uncertainties, as lane-changes can occur, and
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different prediction models or errors might need to be used for turning vehicles. When multiple directions are
pre-sorting on the same lane this also adds to the complexity, because it is unknown what path an HDV will
follow and thus also what the conflict areas will be of that HDV. In these complex intersections, the controller
would need to be able to identify scenarios that are cannot occur in the simple intersection of this research.
These possible scenarios would first need to be explored, after which the manner in which the controller
could include these scenarios in its decisions should be explored. Furthermore, only cars are included at
the intersection in this research. This does not represent reality, as intersections also include trucks. Urban
intersections usually also include pedestrians and bikes.

Furthermore, assumptions were made on the behaviour of HDVs and AVs, which might not hold at all
times. One example is that it is assumed that the last vehicle crossing the intersection is not influenced by the
vehicles in front of it, as the desired speed of the last vehicles is then already reached. Car-following models
might conclude that this behaviour, at some times, is still influenced by the predecessors of the vehicles. Also,
in the prediction model it is assumed that an HDV makes its decision to stop or continue only once at the
start of the yellow phase. An HDV might reconsider this decision during the yellow phase in reality. Moreover,
some assumptions on the parameters used in the prediction models might not represent reality. For example,
the reaction time of an AV is assumed to be zero. Furthermore, it is assumed that all measurement errors
and parameters used by the controller are known. The effect on safety and efficiency of mismatched set
parameters in the controller to what happens in real-life is unknown.

In the results it could also be observed that, even when truncations happen, the delay is not necessarily
decreased. This is due to the fact that a direction of the next stage has multiple conflict areas. To optimize
the delay time, the combination of timings of multiple directions at the same time should be considered.
Only then, it might be possible to decrease the delay also at low penetration rates. To fill the research gap of
creating a controller that is able to increase delay at low penetration rates, as mentioned in section 1.2, this
should be further explored. Especially when more complex intersections will be considered where a direction
can have up to 5 conflict areas, this optimization should be explored.

The controller needs to process a lot of data each time step. The useful information is found via filtering
during the phases from 4EG to the RBG phase. Each time step in these phases (except the waiting red phase),
the controller needs to recalculate when it will perform its actions. It needs to do this for each direction.
This possibly means that the computation time could become too high to do predictions real-time. This was
not explored in this research. To decrease the computation time, the frequency of the calculations could be
decreased. This would mean that less accurate predictions will be used. Additionally, it was not considered
that communication with AVs could fail, which in reality could happen.

5.3. Future research
Resulting from this research, some topics have arisen that should be explored in further research.

Sensitivity analysis of parameters of the prediction model
This research did not include a sensitivity analysis of either the errors or the behavioural distributions that are
assumed to be known. Research should be done to test what happens if these parameters do not represent
reality and what happens if the deviation of the distribution of the parameters decreases or increases. To val-
idate this, a short investigation is done to obtain some insight in the effect of mismatched parameters. In two
short simulations of 300 seconds (these are simulations that are not used previously in this research), where
the measurement errors were known, the delays were obtained. One simulation included no measurement
errors while the other simulation included the errors as defined in this research. This showed that when no
measurement errors are present and also not included in the predictions of the controller, the delay was actu-
ally slightly increased compared to when the errors are included in the measurements and in the predictions
of the controller. This also shows that the controller could be made more efficient in terms of decreasing the
delay, and shows that changing these errors and distributions might have an effect on the results. It could also
be that these set parameters in this research represent the current behaviour and the errors accurately, but
due to technological improvements and changing behaviour when AVs emerge on the road, the parameters
might change. These parameters would thus need to be calibrated once in a while. Parameters of behaviour
of HDVs can also change due to the additional AVs on the road. The behaviour of an HDV used in the predic-
tion model, is based on current observed behaviour. A few examples of where the behaviour might change
is when an AV is in front of the HDV at the front of a queue that has just obtained the green phase. The AV
has no assumed reaction therefore the HDV could start driving earlier then when an HDV is the front vehicle.
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It would be useful to know whether the HDVs reaction time decrease in this situation. Also, when the yellow
light appears the decision of an HDV to stop or go might partly be made on what the driver in front decides to
do. It should be researched what the share of influence is on the decision based on the behaviour of the leader
and what the share is on the start time/speed/distance to the stop line of the HDV. This change in behaviour
will also change the parameters used by the controller.

Fusion of input data
[2] fused data from different sensors. This could also be done in the proposed controller, by using data of
multiple AVs about the same HDV. This could decrease measurement errors. Additionally, the data of the
detectors could be fused with the data of the AVs. The information of one AV could also be extended with for
example, LIDAR technology which could be placed on the sides of the AVs to be able to provide information
about conflicting directions.

Extension controller for other intersections
Moreover, the proposed controller could be extended for more complex intersections. In the previous section
it was explained what assumptions could be changed for a more complex intersection. Intersections located
at higher speed roads should also be analysed. At higher speeds, the dilemma zone will become bigger. It
would need to be explored if at higher speeds more than two vehicles would be able to fit in the dilemma
zone. If this is true, the identification of the scenarios needs to be reassessed. The proposed controller could
also be used in other types of signalized intersection controllers as long as it is possible to change signal
timings that might be fixed currently and the hardware of the intersection is applying actions according to
the controller.

Optimization delay
The proposed controller uses the additional information to truncate as much time as possible from the signal
timings. This has shown to not always provide most optimal situations to decreased the delay time. For
example, when yellow can be truncated in one direction but not the other (of the same stage), it might be
more optimal (for the average delay) to let the AV, in the direction where yellow can be truncated cross the
intersection instead of stopping (as is now the action provided by the controller). Also, when an AV is the first
vehicle in the upcoming direction and the second vehicle an HDV, it is unknown what the reaction time of the
HDV will be. If this remains as long as currently, a gap could arise between the AV and HDV. In this situation
the AV could rather be assigned to wait to cross the intersection after the green light appears. The green light
is then provided before the critical green-time has expired, so that the reaction time of the HDV has passed
before the actual green phase starts.

Another efficiency improvement could be to add previously addressed solutions in literature to this con-
troller. For example, the approaching speed of an AV could be regulated by the controller starting from a long
distance from the intersection. It could be regulated in such a way that it will not have to come to a complete
stop before being able to enter the intersection. To be able to add this in the proposed controller, prediction
models would be needed to predict when what phase will be provided by the controller. This is already a dif-
ficult thing to do for current vehicle-actuated control. This would be even more challenging for the proposed
controller. Furthermore, as researched by [10], AVs could be allowed to cross the intersection during the red
phase of their direction by negotiating on their trajectory with the controller. This would need an assessment
of safety and efficiency.

Moreover, the data provided by the AVs could also be used to regulate the other phases within vehicle-
actuated control. Currently, the green sub-phases (except for the 4EG phase) use information from the detec-
tor loops. Data from AVs could be added to this information to provide more insight on the situation at the
intersection.

Real-life experiment of the controller
Before the proposed controller can be tested via real-life experiments, some additional research is needed.
First of all, the parameters used in the prediction models should be found via real-life experiments. Next, the
prediction models used by the controller should be verified by experiments. In these experiments, only one
road without an actual conflict area should be used, to guarantee safety. Furthermore, it should be researched
if all data measured by AVs will always arrive at the IC at all or on time. The controller should get an extension
on what to do when information of AVs has not arrived. At last, the efficiency improvement should be added
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to the proposed controller before the research is worthwhile to bring to real-life experiments.

5.4. Conclusion
The Research goal of the project is:

Designing a signalized vehicle-actuated intersection controller, for an isolated intersection with multiple
conflict areas, by using the additional information of AVs, to shorten the timings of the phases according to the

situation at the intersection, for the hybrid period (AVs and HDVs), without compromising safety

Information of AVs can be used to identify scenarios at the intersection in which the 4EG, the yellow phase
and the RBG phase can be truncated. These scenarios can be identified only when an AV is able to identify
the last leaving vehicle or first upcoming vehicle on a direction. The last vehicle to cross the intersection can
be identified when the AV is in the dilemma zone or around the dilemma zone an no vehicle is in the dilemma
zone. In the entering direction, the information of an AV can be used when it is the first vehicle to enter, or
when it is the second and is already at standstill in front of the stop line.

The speed and location of the AV itself and its FV and LV can be used by including them in adjusted
equations, as defined by [27], to predict the needed duration of the yellow phase, the clearance time and the
dilemma zone. The speed behavioural distribution in the formula can be replaced by the measurement of the
AV when including measurement errors. Some behavioural distributions in the equations cannot be replaced
with measurements. These behavioural parameters for an AV are assumed to be a known fixed parameter. For
HDVs the original behavioural distributions, as used in the original vehicle-actuated control, remain. Fluctu-
ations in acceleration due to external factors is captured via the addition of a tracking error. This means that
the solution of the clearance time, end yellow time and dilemma zone is a certain distribution. A pre-defined
99 percentile of these solutions is used to base control actions upon to maintain safety. This is the same per-
centile that is currently used in the prediction equations of vehicle-actuated control.

The simulations show that, even at low penetration rates of AVs, the controller is able to truncate the 4EG
phase, the yellow phase and the clearance time (and with that the inter-green time) in the simulation. But,
only after a 20 % penetration rate, this will decrease the delay of the intersection. When the intersection is
not over-saturated, the controller has shown via the simulations to decrease the average delay per vehicle in
a range from -2 s to 3.5 s compared to the original controller. After a penetration rate of 20% the range of the
average delay change per vehicle compared to the original control is between 0 and 3.5 s. The only exception
here is when the demand is 700 veh/h/lane and the penetration rate is 100%. The percentage of the number
of times the yellow phase and the clearance time can be shortened seems to be increasing linearly with the
increase of the penetration rate, but they never reach 100%. The truncation of the yellow phase has the most
effect on the decrease in delay. The gap time and the difference in time when the last vehicle crosses the stop
line and yellow ends decrease after a penetration rate of 50% has been reached.
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Abstract

Intersections are the bottleneck of traffic flow. Vehicle-actuated control improved the delay at an intersection by making the
green phase variable based on the presence of vehicles as measured by detector loops. The duration of the yellow and red phase
remains fixed times because intentions of specific human-driven vehicles (HDVs) are unknown, and measurements of the behaviour
of HDVs at crucial moments can not be provided by detector loops. The introduction of connected autonomous vehicles (AVs) will
bring a transition (hybrid) period, where HDVs and AVs share the road. Intersection controllers for this period have been proposed,
but none of them improve delay at low penetration rates. The AVs could be used to provide additional information at crucial
moments. This research proposes a new controller for the complete range of penetration rates of AVs, in which the controller aims
to shorten the yellow and red phase. The information of the AVs is used to identify the scenario at the intersection and apply control
actions based on predictions. Simulations revealed that the yellow and red phase are shortened from low penetration rates (2%)
onwards but that the delay compared to the original controller only decreases after at penetration rates of 10% and higher.

Keywords: Autonomous vehicles, Human-driven vehicles, Vehicle-Actuated control, real-time measurements, variable
inter-green, variable clearance time, variable yellow phase, transition period.

1. Introduction

In the Netherlands, over 5500 intersection control systems
were present in 2019 (TalkingTraffic, 2019). Many improve-
ments have been made in the last couple of years to decrease
the delay of traffic crossing the intersections. Still, intersections
remain the bottleneck of traffic flow (Chen and Englund, 2015).
One of the improvements implemented is that most intersec-
tion control systems in the Netherlands change the duration of
the green phase based on the presence of vehicles measured by
detector loops (Koster et al., 2019; Hakkesteegt, 1988) (vehicle-
actuated control), instead of having a fixed time for this phase.
Fixed times are used to guarantee safety for the duration of yel-
low and red phase. These fixed times are necessary because in-
tentions of specific human-driven vehicles (HDVs) remain un-
known, and measurements of the behaviour of HDVs at crucial
moments are not provided by the currently used detector loops.

Research is done to enable connected autonomous vehicles
(AVs) to use our road network safely. This will lead to a tran-
sition (hybrid) period, where HDVs and AVs share the road.

∗Author and correspondence.

These AVs could be used to provide additional information at
these crucial moments (which the detector loops are not able
to do). The connectivity and predictability of AVs give oppor-
tunities to control intersections based on more real-time data.
Every additional AV on the road can provide more information
than what was available before. This information could be used
to adjust the the duration of the yellow and red phase when the
situation at the intersection allows it. This could potentially im-
prove the delay of intersections. The goal of this research is:
designing a signalized vehicle-actuated intersection controller,
for an isolated intersection with multiple conflict areas, by us-
ing the additional information of AVs, to shorten the timings of
the yellow and red phase according to the situation at the in-
tersection, for the transition period from fully HDV to fully AV,
without compromising safety.

Section 2 elaborates on the research gap and the state-of-
the-art of the research topic. The method of the research is
described in section 3. Section 4 elaborates on the proposed
controller, followed by section 5 in which the results of the sim-
ulation of the controller are presented. Finally, the conclusion
are presented and discussed in section 6.
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2. Literature review

Future intersection control has been researched for years.
Most of them focus on intersection control when only AVs are
on the road. These controllers navigate each AV separately
across the intersection. Each vehicle gets a time reservation
on the path they want to drive across the intersection. For this,
no traffic lights are needed any more as the communication is
done directly between the intersection controller and each vehi-
cle (Au and Stone, 2010; Au et al., 2015; Gong and Du, 2018;
Medina et al., 2017). This will not work for the hybrid pe-
riod, as HDVs would need to be able to communicate and be
certain to comply to the task the controller gives. For this com-
munication the traffic lights are used currently. For the hybrid
period, a few intersection control systems have been proposed,
that use traffic lights for HDVs and direct communication with
AVs. These systems either use a fixed time for all phases as ba-
sis, or only apply the additional part of the controller when the
penetration rate is above a certain percentage. These previous
proposed controllers have not provided improvements in delay
at low penetration ratios of AVs (Aoki and Rajkumar, 2019;
Dresner and Stone, 2008; Niroumand et al., 2020; Sharon and
Stone, 2017). No research has been performed for the hybrid
period on how to shorten the red or yellow phase for currently
used vehicle-actuated control. In the full range of penetration
rates, AVs are able to provide additional information to shorten
these phases.

Vehicle-actuated control uses the three generally known phases
red, green and yellow and divides them in sub-phases. The sub-
phases of green and their corresponding tactics aim to make the
total green phase as long as is necessary for the detected vehi-
cles on the road. The last sub-phase of green: 4th extension
green (4EG) is used as safety measure to prevent collisions.
This is due to the decision to stop or continue driving when the
yellow phase would appear. If the predecessor would decide to
stop but the vehicle behind him does not, an unsafe situation
occurs. The zone in which it is uncertain what an HDV would
do, is called the dilemma zone. The most upstream part of the
dilemma zone (dzone,1) is the last location a vehicle is able to
come to a complete stop before the stop line. The downstream
part of the dilemma zone (dzone,2) is the furthest distance a vehi-
cle is able to drive to cross the stop line within the yellow phase.
The location of the dilemma zone is calculated via (Koster et al.,
2019):

dzone1 = treact · vappr +
v2

appr

2 · adec
(1)

dzone2 = 4tyellow · vappr (2)

Where

adec Deceleration of the vehicle
treact Reaction time of the driver
4tyellow Duration of the yellow phase
vappr Approaching speed of the vehicle

The red phase is divided into two sub-phases. It starts in
waiting red. Only when a vehicle is detected and therewith re-
quests green, the next sub-phase of red starts: red before green
(RBG). It depends on when the conflicting direction switches
from the green to the yellow phase and the clearance time of
the two directions to decided the duration of the RBG phase.
Clearance time (tclearance) is calculated by subtracting the time
it take the the first entering vehicle to drive from the stop line
to the conflict area (tenter), from the time the last vehicles in the
queue to drive from the stop line till it leaves the conflict area
(tleave), tclearance = tleave − tenter (3). Where tleave and tenter are
calculated via:

tleave =
dleave

vleave
(4)

tenter =
denter

venter
+

venter

2 · (aacc + adec)
(5)

Where
aacc Acceleration of the vehicle
adec Deceleration of the vehicle
dleave Distance of the stop line to the end of the conflict

area plus the length of the vehicle
denter Distance from the stop line to the beginning of the

conflict area
vleave Speed of the vehicle when crossing the stop line
venter Speed of the vehicle when crossing the stop line

The time between the green phase of two conflicting direc-
tions is as least as long as the inter-green time. The RBG phase
is at least this inter-green time. The inter-green time is calcu-
lated via:

tn,m
inter−green = 4tn

yellow + tn
leave − tm

enter (6)

The solutions to (1), (2), (4) and (5) can be different per
vehicle. For vehicle-actuated control a 99-percentile of obser-
vations of these variables is therefore used (Koster et al., 2019)
to determine the fixed times or thresholds. Some of the vari-
ables that are unknown for a specific vehicle can be obtained by
measurement of AVs. AV are able to measure their own speed
and location (Koster et al., 2019; Witte and Wilson, 2004), but
also of their follower vehicle (FV) and leader vehicle (LV) via
LIDAR technology (Hecht, 2018; Glennie, 2008; Wen et al.,
2019). The AV is able to communicate (Tu and Huang, 2010;
Yin et al., 2004; Nguyen, 2018) this and also its length and
desired acceleration and deceleration to the intersection con-
troller (IC). The currently used equations in vehicle-actuated
control can be transformed to be able to use information from
AVs and predict the trajectories of relevant vehicles. The er-
rors of the measurements of the AV need to be included when
the controller uses these measurements in its prediction mod-
els of the trajectories of the vehicles. The equations assume
constant acceleration which is not always true in reality, there-
fore a tracking error should be included (Shadrin et al., 2017;
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Kaminer et al., 1998; Kayacan et al., 2016). This tracking er-
ror translates the fluctuation in acceleration to an error in the
distance travelled.

Furthermore, previous research has provided mostly the same
variables to determine the clearance time (McGee et al., 2012;
Muller et al., 2004; Retzko and Boltze, 1987).

3. Method

The main research goal is tackled in three phases: the litera-
ture review, the design of the control system, and the evaluation
of the proposed control system. The first phase is used to learn
about the relevant current and future features that are/will be
used in intersection controllers. This provides the basis of in-
formation that is needed for designing the controller. The sec-
ond phase is a step-wise design methodology of the intersection
control system. The final phase concludes, through simulation,
if the proposed controller decreases the delay. Each phase is
described in detail in the rest of this section.

3.1. Literature review
Multiple topics are explored in the literature review, as can

be found in section 2. Here it is explored how currently vehicle-
actuated control works and which equations are used for the
4EG, yellow and RBG phase. The communication between the
IC and AVs and the additional information of the AVs is elab-
orated upon. The data and parameters in the prediction models
of vehicle-actuated control are used to obtain insight in where
the new data of AVs might be relevant in the proposed control
system.

3.2. Design of the intersection control system
With the conclusions of the literature review, the design

phase is started. A methodology for the design is applied to
give structure to the process and make sure all aspects of the
proposed controller are analysed. The design phase is divided
in steps. These steps are:

Problem analysis in traffic engineering terms - In this step it
is decided what the control strategy of the proposed con-
troller is. This strategy is based upon an analysis explor-
ing possible scenarios at the intersection and what control
actions are needed in these scenarios.

Problem analysis in control engineering terms - This step con-
tains the translation of the control strategy to mathemat-
ical terms. It is explored how the measurements of AVs
(and other sensors) can be used to obtain insight in the
current scenarios at the intersection. Also, based on the
findings of the literature review, a model is made to pre-
dict the future state of the intersection. Lastly, it is de-
fined how the measurements and predictions of the state
of the intersection are used to define control actions. More-
over, it is also decided how to account for errors in pre-
dictions and measurements.

Selection of the type of controller - In this step the type of
controller is chosen.

3.3. Evaluation of the controller
In this phase the proposed controller is evaluated via simu-

lations in VISSIM where the intersection is controlled via Mat-
lab. This is done to obtain insight in what parts of the proposed
controller show most effect on the state at the intersection and
how this then again influences the delay. Different variants of
relevant demand and penetration rates are included in the sim-
ulations. The intersection in the simulation consists of one lane
from each cardinal direction. The simulation run time is 3600
seconds per input variant with a start-up time of 50s.

4. Design

The desired outcome is making the phases as short as pos-
sible without compromising the safety. This is elaborated upon
under the following assumptions:

• No delay or failure in communication between AVs and
the IC

• Only cars are present at the intersection (no trucks)

• An intersection is considered with a maximum speed of
50 km/h

• Only one lane is present per direction and only straight
going directions are included at the intersection. This
means no overtaking happens.

• AVs only obtain task of the IC that they are able to per-
form. The AVs always comply to these tasks.

• It is assumed the AVs have no reaction time.

• The maximum speed at the intersection is 50 km/h.

• HDVs make the decision to stop or continue only at the
start of the yellow phase.

The section first discusses the connection between all (sub-
)phases, followed by an elaboration of each separate (sub-)phase.

4.1. Connection between sub-phases
The (sub-)phases analysed are influenced by each other. This

is explained via conflicting directions n and m. When direc-
tion n is given as index, it means that this direction starts in
the 4EG phase and continues to yellow and then waiting red.
Direction m is in the RBG phase and continues to fixed green.
The scenarios happening in a direction decide what control ac-
tions should be taken. Which then consequently influences the
scenario during the next phase. In the proposed controller, the
yellow phase duration and the clearance time become variable.
Each time step, the controller calculates when the yellow phase
of direction n could be ended. The outcome of this calculation
needs to be used to decide when the RBG phase of direction m,
should be ended in the future. When the action of ending the
RBG phase is performed while the yellow phase of direction
n is not ended, the last calculation of when to end the yellow
phase should be used to decide the end time. This is shown in
figure 1.
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Figure 1: The connection between (sub-)phases of conflicting directions. This shows that scenario and the control actions of the same direction but also of conflicting
directions are influenced by each other. The RBG phase of direction m can only be calculated when the end of yellow of direction n can be calculated.

4.2. 4EG phase
To decide whether the 4EG phase can be ended, it needs to

be known what vehicles are in the dilemma zone. The dilemma
zone as described by (1) and (2) depends on each vehicle’s
preferences (e.g. desired acceleration or deceleration) and be-
haviour (e.g. reaction time) but also on the situation on the road
(e.g. their speed). As these variables cannot be obtained in
the current system, a default dilemma zone is used instead of a
vehicle-specific dilemma zone. Some of these variables can be
obtained from AVs. The speed and location of the LV, FV and
AV and the behaviour and preferences of the AVs can be com-
municated. These measurements and communication, in con-
trast with detector loops, can provide vehicle specific dilemma
zones. In this new situation, the meaning of the dilemma zone
is slightly different for both AVs and HDVs. An HDV in the
dilemma zone means it is unclear whether it will stop or con-
tinue. The dilemma zone of an AV is defined as the zone in
which the controller is able to give a task and the AV is able
to comply. This is illustrated in Figure 2. Also, it is assumed
AVs have no reaction time. This means with equal speed the
dilemma zone of the AV is bigger than an HDV. Without reac-
tion time, less distance is needed to come to a complete stop at
the stop line. This is also shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: An example of the dilemma zones measured by an AV(s). This shows
the dilemma zone is vehicle-specific.

It is assumed that only 2 vehicles can be present in their
dilemma zone at the same time. This can be proven by tak-
ing two vehicles that both have opposing extreme location of
the dilemma zone. With this assumption it means that if an
AV is in its dilemma zone, it is able to measure if the vehicles
around it are too. It provides full knowledge of all vehicles in
the dilemma zone. When the AV is upstream or downstream its
dilemma zone it could only measure one other vehicle to be in
its dilemma zone. This will not provide full knowledge of all
vehicles in their dilemma zone. In this way multiple scenarios
can be identified in which an AV can give additional informa-
tion about the last leaving vehicle(s). These scenarios are pre-
sented in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Possible scenarios at the start of the 4EG phase and what actions to
take

In scenarios A, B, C and E, AVs are able to provide infor-
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mation on all vehicles in their dilemma zone. AVs can be given
the task to stop or continue. In scenario A and C this is done
to make sure no collision will occur between the HDV and the
AV while the 4EG phase can be ended directly. The task given
to the AV in scenario B and E is not provided for safety rea-
sons but only for making the 4EG phase as short as possible.
Scenario D, G and F are identified from data from the detector
loops (as is currently done). The other scenarios are identified
based on the data of AVs.

To identify the scenario it should be concluded if a vehi-
cle is in its dilemma zone or not. The location of a vehicle
should therefore be measured and its dilemma zone should be
predicted. This prediction is done by redefining the variables
of (1) and (2) with the available measurements of the AV, as is
explained in section 4.5.

4.3. Yellow phase

The yellow phase can be truncated when the last leaving
vehicle is predicted or measured to pass the stop line. To be
able to make predictions about this, it should be predicted what
the last vehicle will be. The scenarios referred to in the 4EG
phase (in Figure 3) evolve to scenarios in the yellow phase, as
can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Scenarios at the end of the yellow phase

Only of the HDVs in their dilemma zone at the beginning of
the yellow phase it is unknown whether they will stop or con-
tinue. The behaviour of these vehicles will change according to
what they have decided to do. (1) and (2) are reformulated to
the time-dependent dilemma zone to conclude what the HDV
will do at any point after the start of the yellow phase. The end
time of the yellow phase is based on the prediction of when the
last vehicle will pass the stop line or when it is measured to
have passed it. (4) is used in the original controller to predict
when a vehicle will leave the conflict area. This equation will

be reformulated to predict when the last vehicle will pass the
stop line.

4.4. RBG phase

The end of the RBG phase of direction m is decided based
on the yellow phase of direction n, and the clearance time. The
equations to calculate the clearance time can be reformulated to
be measured for the specific vehicle that will be the last to cross
the intersection of direction n or the first upcoming vehicle in
direction m. This can only be done when it is clear what the
last vehicle is and what the duration of the yellow phase will
be. When direction m has multiple conflicting direction n, the
critical inter-green time, as explained in Figure 5, should be
used to determine when the RBG phase ends.

4.5. Mathematical translation

As stated in the previous sections, the variables in (1), (2),
(4) and (5) should be reformulated to be able to use the mea-
surements of the AV to conclude what scenario is happening
and what control action should be performed. More informa-
tion is known of an AV compared to a FV or LV. Therefore, the
reformulation is different for an AV and an HDV. All mentioned
variables of the formulas are enumerated below with an expla-
nation of how the variable is rearranged to make predictions for
the proposed controller.

aacc and adec - For an AV this variable will be changed to the
desired acceleration or deceleration of the AV. An AV is
not able to provide additional information of the desired
acceleration or deceleration of an HDV. The tracking er-
ror is also included for an AV as the desired acceleration
will not always be met. For an HDV the tracking error
will be added when the acceleration is assumed to be 0.

dleave - When calculating tleave of an AV, the exact length of
the AV is known. This can be used instead of a certain
percentile of the length of vehicles to calculate dleave in
the RBG phase. When used to predict the time the last
vehicle passes the stop line in the yellow phase, this vari-
able should be changed to the distance of the vehicle to
the stop line. This location can be measured by the AV of
itself and the FV and LV.

treact - The reaction time of an AV is assumed to be zero. The
reaction time of a specific HDV remains unknown. When
determining the time-dependent dilemma zone, this reac-
tion time should have passed because before this time no
difference in behaviour will be observed.

vleave, venter and vappr - These variables can be substituted by the
speed measured by the AV and the measurement error.

4tyellow - For the time dependent dilemma zone, the time passed
in the yellow phase should be subtracted from the dura-
tion of the yellow phase, to predict what the most up-
stream location of the vehicle is in which it is able to
cross the stop line within the yellow phase.
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Figure 5: The critical inter-green time explained

The resulting equations will still include distributions and
errors. Therefore, again a 99-percentile of the solution of the
equation should be used by the controller.

Whenever AVs are not able to provide information about
relevant vehicles, the default durations as currently used in vehicle-
actuated control should be used.

A rule-based controller is designed of the above mentioned
phases. This can be found in the form of a flow chart in the
appendix.

5. Evaluation

The evaluation of the controller is done via simulations in
VISSIM. To identify how the controller acts, the number of
times the yellow phase and the RBG phase are truncated are
found, and compared to the total possible number of times the
phase could be truncated. Also the time shortened is compared
to the total amount of time it could be shortened.

The number of times the yellow phase and inter-green time
are truncated shows signs of a linear increase with the pene-
tration rate increase and shows effect from 2% penetration rate
onwards. At 100% penetration rate, neither the inter-green time
nor the yellow phase can always be truncated.

The 4EG phase does not have a default time. Therefore,
the frequency of the duration of the 4EG phase between the
original and proposed controller with the same input random
seed is compared in figure 7.

It can be observed that the 4EG phase is longer more fre-
quently in the proposed control system than in the original one.
This is not desired for efficiency but it does increase the safety.

The difference in the average delay per vehicle in the origi-
nal and the proposed controller is shown in Figure 8. A positive
difference delay means an improvement in delay by the pro-
posed controller. Again, the same random seed is used in the
simulation of the original and proposed controller.

In general the contour plot shows that the higher the demand
and penetration rate, the more the delay decreases. Only after a
10% penetration rate the proposed controller seems to decrease
the delay. The figure also shows a difference between the delay
for AVs and HDVs.

6. Conclusion and Recommendations

Information of AVs can be used to identify scenarios at the
intersection in which the 4EG, the yellow phase and the RBG
phase can be truncated. These scenarios can be identified only
when an AV is able to identify the last leaving vehicle or first
upcoming vehicle on a direction. In the simulation it was found
that shortening signal timings already happens at low penetra-
tion rates. The delay, in contrary, only decreases after a 10 %
penetration rate. This could be due to the fact that AVs in one
direction of a stage are able to provide information to shorten
the signal timings but in the other direction of the stage they
are not. The most critical direction of these two is the latter.
The RBG of the directions in the next stage will be regulated
according to this last mentioned direction. This means that the
AV (who always stops if possible) could have crossed the in-
tersection without affecting the start time of the green phase of
a direction in the next stage. For optimization of the delay, all
directions should thus be regarded at the same time instead of
shortening the phases of each direction separately. This could
then be used for even more complex intersections with more
conflict areas. This research did not include a sensitivity anal-
ysis of either the errors or the behavioural distributions that are
assumed to be known. Research should be done to test what
happens if these parameters do not represent reality and what
happens if the deviation of the distribution of the parameters
decreases or increases.
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Figure 9: The flow of the controller in the 4EG phase
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Figure 10: Decisions to identify scenarios during start of yellow time and its control actions
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Figure 11: Flow chart to decide the end of the RBG phase
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B
Design of the controller

B.1. Prediction equations

In (B.1 all equations that will be used in the control system for an AV can be found. In (B.2) the same can be
found for a FV, in (B.3) for a LV and in B.4 for the leader of an LV.

In gray the variables that are obtained from measurements of an AV are presented. In light blue the known
variables from an AV are shown and in red the variables of which an distribution is known but not the specific
numerical of that vehicle is shown.

Equations for an AV

d k
zone1,AV(ti )(per c) =

(vk
measure,AV(ti )−εspeed,AV)2

2 ·ak
dec,comf

−εtrack

d k
zone2,AV(ti )(per c) =4tyellow,default · (vk

measure,AV(ti )+εspeed,AV)−εtrack

d k
zone1td,AV(ti )(per c) =−

d k
zone2td,AV(ti )(per c) =−

d k
veh(ti )(per c) = d k

measure,AV(ti )+ l k
veh +εGPS

tyellow,end(per c) =
d k

measure,AV(ti )+εtrack +εGPS

vk
measure,AV(ti )+εspeed,AV

+ t n
yellow,start (prediction)

= ti when l k
veh ≥ d k

measure,AV(ti )−εGPS (measurement)

t n
leave(per c) =

d n,m
leave + l k

veh +εtrack

vk
measure,AV(ti )−εspeed,AV

+ tsafety,veh−veh

t m
enter(per c) =

√
2 · (d n,m

enter −εtrack) ·ak
acc,comf (from standstill)

= d n,m
enter −εtrack

vk
measure,AV(ti ))+εspeed,AV

+
vk

measure,AV(ti ))+εspeed,AV

2 · (ak
acc,comf +ak

dec,comf)
+ tsa f et y (from approaching speed)

(B.1)

82
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Equations for an FV

d k
zone1,FV(ti )(per c) = treact · (vk

measure,FV(ti )−εspeed,HDV)+
(vk

measure,FV(ti )−εspeed,HDV)2

2 ·adec

d k
zone2,FV(ti )(per c) =4tyellow,default · (vk

measure,FV(ti )+εspeed,HDV)+εtrack

d k
zone1td,FV(ti )(per c) =

(vk
measure,FV(ti )−εspeed)2

2 ·adec

d k
zone2td,FV(ti )(per c) = (vk

measure,FV(ti )+εspeed) · (4tyellow,default + t n
yellow,start–ti )+εtrack

d k
FV(ti )(per c) = d k

front,FV(ti )+εGPS +εLIDAR

t n
yellow,end(per c) =

d k
front,FV(ti )+ lveh,FV +εGPS +εLIDAR +εtrack

vk
measure,FV(ti )−εspeed,HDV

+ t n
yellow,start (prediction)

= ti when 0 ≥ d k
front,FV(ti )+ lveh −εLIDAR −εGPS (measurement)

t n
leave(per c) =

d n,m
leave + lveh

vk
measure,FV(ti )−εspeed,HDV

t m
enter =−

(B.2)

Equations for an LV

d k
zone1,LV(ti )(per c) = treact · (vk

measure,LV(ti )−εspeed,HDV)+
(vk

measure,LV(ti )−εspeed,HDV)2

2 ·adec

d k
zone2,LV(ti )(per c) =4tyellow,default · (vk

measure,LV(ti )+εspeed,HDV)+εtrack

d k
zone1,LV(ti )(per c) = (vmeasure,LV(ti )−εspeed)2

2 ·adec

d k
zone2,LV(ti )(per c) = (vk

measure,LV(ti )+εspeed) · (4tyellow,default + t n
yellow,start–ti )+εtrack

d k
LV (ti )(per c) = d k

back,LV(ti )+εGPS +εLIDAR

t n
yellow,end(per c) =

d k
back,LV(ti )+εGPS +εLIDAR

vk
measure,LV(ti )−εspeed,HDV

+ t n
yellow,start (prediction)

= ti when 0 ≥ d k
back,LV(ti )−εLIDAR −εGPS (measurement)

t n
leave(per c) =

d n,m
leave + lveh +εtrack

vk
measure,AV(ti )−εspeed,AV

t n
enter(per c) =

√
2 ·d n,m

enter ·aacc (from standstill)

= d n,m
enter

vk
measure,LV(ti ))+εspeed,HDV

+
vk

measure,LV(ti ))+εspeed,HDV

2 · (aacc +adec)
(from approaching speed)

(B.3)

Leader of LV

t n
end,yellow =

d k
back,LV(ti )+εGPS +εLIDAR +εtrack − lveh

vk
measure,LV(ti )−εspeed,HDV

+ t n
start,yellow (B.4)
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Variables
The variables used in the equations are defined below:

Sets

K is the set of AVs within range R of the intersection
DIR is the set of directions {EW, WE, NS, SN}
I is the total amount of time steps
VEH set of types of vehicles {AV, LV, FV, leader of LV}

Measurements (gray)
For each AV, k ∈ K the following variables are provided, during each time step ti for i i ∈ I: This is done for each
direction n or m ∈ DIR

d k
measure,AV(ti ) The measured location to the stop line of AV k at time step ti

vk
measure,AV(ti ) The measured speed of the AV at time ti

d k
back,LV(ti ) The measured location of the back of the vehicle of the LV to the stop line at time step ti

d k
front,FV(ti ) The measured location of the front of the vehicle of the FV to the stop line at time step ti

vk
measure,LV(ti ) The measured speed of the LV at time step ti

vk
measure,FV(ti ) The measured speed of the FV at time step ti

Preferences of AVs (light blue)

ak
dec,comf The comfortable deceleration rate of AV k

ak
acc,comf The comfortable acceleration rate of AV k

l k
veh The length of AV k

Distributions of HDVs (red)

adec The comfortable deceleration rate of HDVs
aacc The comfortable acceleration rate of HDVs
lveh The length of HDVs
tr eact The reaction time of HDVS

Solution of equations
For each solution a percentile (perc) is set for each veh ∈ VEH.

d k
veh(ti )(per c) The location of veh k

d k
dzone1(ti )(per c) The downstream part of the dilemma zone

d k
dzone2(ti )(per c) The upstream part of the dilemma zone

d k
dzone1td(ti )(per c) The downstream part of the time-dependent dilemma zone

d k
dzone2td(ti )(per c) The upstream part of the time-dependent dilemma zone

t n
yellow,end(per c) The end time of the yellow phase

t n
leave(per c) Leaving time of stop line till vehicle passes conflict area

t m
enter(per c) Time of stop line till vehicle reaches conflict area

Fixed variables

d n,m
enter Distance of stop line to conflict area of direction m of conflict n,m

d n,m
leave Distance of stop line to end of the conflict area of direction n of conflict n,m
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Errors

εGPS GPS error
εLIDAR LIDAR error
εtrack Tracking error
εSpeed,AV Speed error of AV
εSpeed,HDV Speed error of HDV

B.2. Algorithm for sampling
The script below can be used to to sample to obtain a certain percentile for an equation. This script can be
adjusted to any formula with known input variables.

Algorithm 1: Obtain numerical of percentile of variable defined by an equation

Result: Numerical of percentile of a variable
Set number of samples to take (10000);
Set percentile needed as percentile;
for each number from 1 to number of samples to take do

Randomly sample a numerical from the distribution of variable1;
Randomly sample a numerical from the distribution of variable2s;
Continue till all variables from the equations are sampled ;
Find solution for the equation using the sampled variables;

end
Sort all solutions from high to low;
Take the solution that is the needed percentile;

where variablex is a variable used in the equation to define the variable the percentile needs to be found for

B.3. Equations for which sampling is not needed
.

For the variables in table B.1 below the calculations to obtain the needed percentile is described.

Table B.1: Calculations to obtain the needed percentile of a variable that is described by an equation

Variable Needed Value of the
percentile needed percentile

d k
AV 50 d k

measure,AV +0 ·σGPS

d k
LV 50 d k

measure,LV +µlveh +0 · (σGPS +σLIDAR +σlveh )

d k
FV 50 dmeasure,FV +0 · (σGPS +σLIDAR)

t n
yellow,end (prediction) 99 d k

measure,AV +µlveh +2.33 ·σGPS

tyellow,end (measurement) 99 d k
measure,LV +2.33 · (σLIDAR +σGPS)

tyellow,end (measurement) 99 d k
measure,LV +µlveh +2.33 · (σLIDAR +σGPS +σlveh )

treact (HDV) 50 µtreact +0 ·σtreact

B.4. Sub-phases in rule-based controller format
Each sub-phase will be presented below in a rule-based controller format in words. The controller will repeat
its whole script at each time step (with time step size 4 TIC). Each direction goes through the same script
each time step. The scripts interact with each other, as decisions are made based on the status of the direc-
tion in the same stage and the conflicting directions.
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Algorithm 2: 4th extension green

Result: End time of 4th extension green, orders to AVs
if current time is after start of the 4EG phase AND time is before the start of yellow time AND the

duration of 4EG phase is not over its maximum duration* then
Extract input of AVs (location, speed and comfortable deceleration rate) on direction n;
if one AV is in its dilemma zone then

extract data AV from LV / FV(location and speed) ;
if LV, of AV in dilemma zone, is in its dilemma zone then

Order AV to stop;
end
if FV, of AV in dilemma zone, is in its dilemma zone then

Order AV to go;
end
if FV and LV, of AV in dilemma zone, not in their dilemma zone then

Order AV to stop;
end
if AV confirms order then

Set current time step as end time of the 4EG;
end

end
if two AVs provide information of being in the dilemma zone then

Order front AV to stop;
Order follower AV to stop;
if AVs confirms order then

Set current time step as end time of the 4EG;
end

end
if no AV provides information then

if an AV is in between the stop line and its dilemma zone AND its FV is upstream its dilemma
zone 2 then

Set current time step as end time of the 4EG;
end
if the LV of the first AV upstream its dilemma zone is downstream its dilemma zone then

Set current time step as end time of the 4EG;
end
extract data from detector loop D3 (detector gap time and time of measurement);
if measured detector gap time is higher than safety gap OR last measurement is longer ago than

safety gap then
Set current time step as end time of the 4EG;

end
end

end

*When no input is obtained from AVs and the minimal safety gap time is not reached by the measurement
of the detector, this script will be repeated till one of these data types is provided or when the maximal time
of the sub-phase has expired.
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Algorithm 3: Yellow phase

Result: End time of the yellow phase
if current time step is after start time of the yellow phase AND current time step is before the end time of

the yellow phase then
if current time step is higher than start of yellow phase plus default yellow then

Set current time step as the end time of yellow ;
end
if fixed green of neither of the conflicting directions n has started then

Perform algorithm ’Yellow phase - Scenario a’ (4);
Perform algorithm ’Yellow phase - Scenario c’ (5);
if AV is the only vehicle in the dilemma zone at the start of the yellow phase then

Set that end yellow time can be calculated;
if the LV is measured to have passed the stop line then

Set current time step as end time of yellow;
end
Predict when LV will pass stop line and set that time step as end time of yellow;

end
if two AVs are in their dilemma zone then

Set that end yellow time can be calculated;
if LV of front AV is measured to have passed the stop line then

Set the current time step as end time of yellow;
end
Predict when LV of front AV will pass stop line and set that time step as end time of yellow.;

end
end
if no AV is in their dilemma zone at the start of the yellow phase then

Set that end yellow time can be calculated;
if AV is upstream the stop line AND AV is downstream its dilemma zone AND FV of the AV is

upstream its dilemma zone then
if AV is measured to have passed the stop line then

Set the current time as end time of yellow;
end
Predict AV will pass stop line and set that time as end time of yellow;

end
if AV is upstream its dilemma zone AND its LV is downstream its dilemma zone AND LV is not an

AV then
if LV is measured to have passed the stop line then

Set the current time step as end time of yellow;
end
Predict when LV will pass stop line and set that time as end time of yellow;

end
Set the end time of yellow as the default duration ;

end
end
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Algorithm 4: Yellow phase - Scenario a

if FV and AV in their dilemma zones at start of the yellow phase then
extract data from FV of AV (location and speed);
if FV location is upstream its time-dependent dilemma zone then

Set that end yellow time can be calculated;
if AV is measured to have passed the stop line then

Set current time step as end time of yellow;
end
Predict when AV will pass stop line and set that time as end time of yellow.;

end
if FV location is downstream its time-dependent dilemma zone then

Set that end yellow time can be calculated;
if FV is measured to have passed the stop line then

Set the current time step as end time of yellow;
end
Predict when FV will pass stop line and set that time step as end time of yellow.;

end
end

Algorithm 5: Yellow phase - Scenario c

if LV and AV in their dilemma zones at start of the yellow phase then
extract data from LV of AV (location and speed);
if LV location is upstream time-dependent dilemma zone then

Set that end yellow time can be calculated;
Set calculated prediction of yellow time of leader of the LV as end yellow time;

end
if LV location is downstream the time-dependent dilemma zone then

Set that end yellow time can be calculated;
if LV is measured to have passed the stop line then

Set current time step as end yellow time;
end
Predict the end time of yellow at current time step when LV will have passed the stop line;

end
end
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Algorithm 6: Red before green phase

Result: End time of the red before green phase
if current time step is higher than the start time of the RBG phase AND current time step is lower than

end time of the RBG phase then
if critical default inter-green time has expired then

Set current time step as end time of red before green;
end
if start of the yellow phase of all the leaving directions are earlier than the current time step AND

end of yellow of both conflicting direction can be predicted then
if current time step is lower than end time of yellow of both conflicting directions n then

Extract information of AV that was in dilemma zone at start of yellow phase and from AVs in
direction m (location, speed, comfortable acceleration and deceleration and the length of
the vehicle);

Perform algorithm ’tleave’ (7);
Perform algorithm ’tenter’ (8);
if two AVs alternate on the conflict area from conflicting direction n and m then

Calculate the clearance times with tleave of directions n and tenter of direction m and the
safety clearance time AV-AV;

end
if if an AV and a HDV alternate on the conflict area from conflicting direction n and m then

Calculate the clearance times with tleave of directions n and tenter of direction m and the
safety clearance time AV-HDV;

end
if if two HDVs alternate on the conflict area from conflicting direction n and m then

Calculate the clearance times with tleave of directions n and tenter of direction m ;
end
Set the highest predicted end yellow plus clearance time of conflicting directions as start

time of rbg;
end
if the current time step is or is higher than the predicted red before green time then

set current time step as end time of red before green;
end

end
end
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Algorithm 7: Red before green phase - tleave

Result: tleave

Set tleave as default;
if AV is last vehicle to cross in direction n then

Set tleave via tleave,AV;
end
if FV is last vehicle to cross in direction n then

Set tleave via tleave,FV;
end
if LV is last to cross the intersection then

Set tleave via tleave,LV;
end

Algorithm 8: Red before green phase - tenter

Result: tenter

if AV is first vehicle in direction m then
Calculate tenter via tenter,AV ;

end
if AV is second vehicle AND its speed is 0 AND the speed of the LV is 0 then

Calculate tenter via tenter,LV ;
end
if AV is not last or one to last then

tenter is default;
end

Where:

n is the leaving direction
m the upcoming direction

B.5. Rule-based controller in mathematical terms
The rule based controller per sub-phase is presented below.

The following parameters are used in the mathematical formulation:

Control actions:

tyellow,start

twaitingred,start

tfixedgreen,start

Order AV stop or go

Variables of controller:

ti current time
N r _vehi cl es_i n_di lemma_zonen Number of vehicles in the dilemma zone on direction n
I D_ f r ont_AVn k of front vehicle in the dilemma zone
l ast_vehi cl en k of last vehicle to enter the intersection in direction n
End_yel low_i s_knownn Binary, 1 when the duration of the yellow phase of direction n

can be calculated
Scenar i on Scenario on direction n
Con f l i ctn The set of directions that have a conflict with direction n
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f i r st_vehi cl em k of the first vehicle to enter the intersection in direction m
AV _a f tern The first vehicle upstream its dilemma zone on direction n
AV _be f or en The most upstream vehicle downstream its dilemma zone

d k,di r
measure,AV(ti ) The measured location to the stop line of AV k on direction dir at time step ti

vk
measure,AV(ti ) The measured speed of the AV at time ti

ak
dec,comf The comfortable deceleration rate of AV k

ak
acc,comf The comfortable acceleration rate of AV k

l k
veh The length of AV k

d k
front,LV(ti ) The measured location of the back of the vehicle of the LV to the stop line at time step ti

d k
back,FV(ti ) The measured location of the front of the vehicle of the FV to the stop line at time step ti

vk
measure,LV(ti ) The measured speed of the LV at time step ti

vk
measure,FV(ti ) The measured speed of the FV at time step ti
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B.5.1. 4th extension green

Algorithm 9: 4EG - proposed controller - mathematical terms

Result: tyellow,start

if ti ≤ tyellow,start AN D ti ≥ t4EG,start AN D ti − t4EG,start ≤ t4EG,max then
if ti = t4EG,start then

Scenar i on = 0;
Reset AV _ f i r stn ;
Reset AV _a f tern ;
Reset I D_ f r ont_AVn ;

end

Extract: d k,di r
measure,AV(ti ), vk

measure,AV(ti ), ak
dec,comf, l k

veh for all k ∈ Kn ;

for each k ∈ Kn do
if dAV(50) ≥ dzone1,AV(2) AN D dAV(50) ≤ dzone2,AV(98) then

N r _vehi cl es_i n_di lemma_zonen = 1+N r _vehi cl es_i n_di lemma_zonen ;
Save ID k of front AV in dilemma zone as I D_ f r ont_AVn ;

end
end
Perform algorithm ’10’;
Perform algorithm ’11’;
if N r _vehi cles_i n_di l emma_zonen = 0 then

for k ∈ Kn do
if d k

AV (50) ≤ d k
d zone1,AV (2) AN D k ≥ AV _f i r stn then

AV _ f i r stn= k;
end

end

Extract (d AV _ f i r stn

front,FV (ti ), v AV _ f i r stn
measure,FV(ti )) ;

Extract data from first AV before stop line, tag AV_first and its FV;

if d AV _f i r stn
FV (50) ≥ d AV _f i r stn

zone2,FV (98) then
Scenar i on = f.3 ;
t n

yellow,start = ti ;

end
for k ∈ Kn do

if d k
AV (50) ≥ d k

d zone2,AV (2) AN D k ≤ AV _a f tern then
AV _a f tern = k;

end
end

Extract (d AV _a f tern

back,LV (ti ), v AV _a f tern
measure,LV (ti )) ;

Extract data from first AV before stop line, tag AV_after and its LV;

if d AV _a f tern
LV (50) ≤ d AV _a f tern

zone1,LV (98) then
Scenarion = f.2;
t n

yellow,start = ti ;

end

Extract (tdetector,gap, tmeasurement) from detector loop Dd
3 i r ;

if tdetector,gap ≥ tgap,safety then
Scenar i on = d ;
t_yellow,startn = ti ;

end
if tmeasurement ≥ tgap,safety then

Scenar i on = f.1 ;
t_yellow,startn = ti ;

end
end

end
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Algorithm 10: 4EG - one AV in dilemma zone- proposed controller - mathematical terms

Result: tyellow,start

if N r _vehi cles_i n_di l emma_zone = 1 then

Extract d I D_ f r ont_AVn

front,LV (ti ),d I D_ f r ont_AVn

back,FV (ti ), v I D_ f r ont_AVn
measure,LV (ti ), v I D_ f r ont_AVn

measure,FV (ti ) ;

if d I D_f r ont_AVn
LV (50) ≥ d I D_f r ont_AVn

zone1,LV (2) AND d I D_f r ont_AVn
LV (50) ≤ d I D_f r ont_AVn

zone2,LV (98) then
Scenar i on = c;
Order AV to stop ;

end

if d I D_f r ont_AVn
FV (50) ≥ d I D_f r ont_AVn

zone1,FV (2) AND d I D_f r ont_AVn
FV (50) ≤ d I D_f r ont_AVn

zone2,FV (98) then
Scenar i on = a;
Order AV to go;

end

if d I D_f r ont_AVn
LV (50) ≤ d I D_f r ont_AVn

zone1,LV (2) AND d I D_f r ont_AVn
LV (50) ≥ d I D_f r ont_AVn

zone2,LV (98) AND

d I D_f r ont_AVn
FV (50) < d I D_f r ont_AVn

zone1,FV (2) AND d I D_f r ont_AVn
FV (50) > d I D_f r ont_AVn

zone1,FV (2) then
Scenar i on = e;
Order AV to stop;

end
if AV confirms order then

t n
yellow,start = ti ;

end
end

Algorithm 11: 4EG - two AV in dilemma zone- proposed controller - mathematical terms

Result: tyellow,start

if N r _vehi cles_i n_di l emma_zone = 2 then
Scenar i on = b;
Order front AV to stop;
Order follower AV to stop;
if AVs confirms order then

t n
yellow,start = ti ;

end
end
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B.5.2. Yellow phase

Algorithm 12: Yellow phase complete - proposed controller

Result: t n
waitingred,start

if ti ≤ tyellow,endn AN D ti ≥ t n
yellow,start AN D ti − t n

yellow,start ≤ tyellow,default then

if t con f l i ctdi r ect i on1
fixedgreen,start ≤ ti AN D tfixedgreen,startcon f l i ctdi r ect i on2 ≤ ti then

New prediction of end yellow will only be made when rgb allows;
Perform algorithm 13;
Perform algorithm 14;
if scenar i on = e then

End_yel low_i s_knownn = 1;
LV of I D_ f r ont_AVn = l ast_vehi cl en ;

Extract ( d I D_ f r ont_AVn

back,LV (ti ), v I D_ f r ont_AVn
measur e,LV (ti )) ;

if d I D_f r ont_AVn
LV (50) < 0 then
t n

yellow,end = ti ;

end
t n

yellow,end = tyellow,end,LV(99) ;

end
if scenar i on = b then

End_yel low_i s_knownn = 1;

LV of ID_front_AVn = l ast_vehi cl en E xtr act (d
I D_ f r ont_AVn(ti ),v

I D_ f r ont_AVn
measur e,LV (ti ))

back,LV ;

if d I D_f r ont_AVn
LV (50) ≤ 0 then
t n

yellow,end = ti ;

end
t n

yellow,end = tyellow,end,LV(99) ;

end
end
Perform algorithm 15 if ti ≥ t n

yellow,start + tyellow,default then

t n
yellow,end = ti ;

end
end
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Algorithm 13: Yellow phase - Scenario a - proposed controller

Result: t n
waitingred,start

if scenar i on = a then

Extract ( d I D_ f r ont_AVn

f r ont ,FV (ti ), v I D_ f r ont_AVn
measur e,FV (ti )) ;

if d I D_f r ont_AVn
FV (ti )(50) ≥ d I D_f r ont_AVn

zone2td,FV (ti )(98) then
End_yel low_i s_knownn = 1;

AVI D_ f r ont_AVn = l ast_vehi cl en ;

if d I D_f r ont_AVn
AV (50)(ti ) ≤ 0 then
t n

yellow,end = ti ;

end
t n

yellow,end = tyellow,end,AV(ti )(99) ;

end

if d I D_f r ont_AVn
FV (50) ≤ d I D_f r ont_AVn

zone1td,FV (ti )(98) then
End_yel low_i s_knownn = 1;

FVI D_ f r ont_AVn = last_vehiclen if d I D_f r ont_AVn
FV (50) ≤ 0 then

t n
yellow,end = ti ;

end
t n

yellow,end = tyellow,end,FV(99) ;

end
end
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Algorithm 14: Yellow phase - Scenario c - proposed controller

Result: t n
waitingred,start

if scenarion = c then

Extract ( d I D_ f r ont_AVn

back,LV (ti ), v I D_ f r ont_AVn
measur e,LV (ti )) ;

if dLV(50) ≥ dzone2td,LV(ti )(98) then
End_yel low_i s_knownn = 1 ;

Leader of LVI D_ f r ont_AVn = l ast_vehi cl en t n
yellow,end = tyellow,end,LeaderofLV(ti )(99) ;

end

if d I D_f r ont_AVn
LV (ti )(50) ≤ d I D_f r ont_AVn

zone1td,LV (ti )(98) then
End_yel low_i s_known = 1;

LV I D_ f r ont_AVn = l ast_vehi cl en ;

if d I D_f r ont_AVn
LV (99) ≤ 0 then
t n

yellow,end = ti ;

end
t n

yellow,end = tyellow,end,LV(99) ;

end
end
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Algorithm 15: Yellow phase - Scenario f - proposed controller

Result: t n
w ai ti ng r ed ,st ar t

if scenar i on = f.3 then
End_yel low_i s_knownn =1;

AV AV _ f i r stn = l ast_vehi cl en ;

if d AV _f i r stn
AV (99) < 0 then
t n

yellow,end = ti ;

end

t n
yellow,end = t AV _ f i r stn

yellow,end,AV(99);

end
if scenarion = f.2 then

LV AV _a f tern = l ast_vehi cl en ;

if d AV _a f tern
LV (99) ≤ 0 then
t n

yellow,end = ti ;

end

t n
yellow,end = t AV _a f tern

yellow,end,LV(99) ;

end
t n

yellow,end = tyellow,start + tyellow,default ;
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B.5.3. Red before green phase

Algorithm 16: Red before green phase - proposed controller

Result: t m
fixedgreen,start

if ti ≤ t m
fixedgreen,start and ti ≥ t m

RGB,start then

if maximum( t n
yellow,end + t n,m

clearance,default) ≥ ti then

t m
fixedgreen,start = ti ;

end
if ti ≥ t n

yellow,start for n ∈ con f l i ctm AND End_yel low_i s_knownn = 1 for

n ∈ con f l i ctm then
if ti ≤ t n

yellow,end for n ∈ con f l i ctm then
Extract

(v f i r st_vehi cl em

measure,veh (ti ), a f i r st_vehi cl em

dec,comf , a f i r st_vehi cl em

acc,comf , l f i r st_vehi cl em

veh , l l ast_vehi cl en
veh , v l ast_vehi cl en

measure,veh (ti );

Perform algorithm 18 for all n ∈ con f l i ctm Perform algorithm 17 for all m,n combinations;
for all n ∈ con f l i ctm do

tclearancen,m = t n − t m
enter;

if l ast_vehi clen = AV AND f i r st_vehi clem = AV then
tclearancen,m = t n − t m

enter + tsa f et y,AV −AV ;
end
if l ast_vehi clen = AV AND f i r st_vehi clem = HDV then

tclearancen,m = t n − t m
enter + tsa f et y,AV −HDV ;

end
if l ast_vehi clen = HDV AND f i r st_vehi clem = AV then

tclearancen,m = t n − t m
enter + tsa f et y,AV −HDV ;

end
end
t m

fixedgreen,start = M axi mum(t m
yellow,end + t m,n

clearance) for all n ∈ con f l i ctm ;

end
end

end

Algorithm 17: t n
leave

Result: t n
leave

t n
leave = t n,m

leave,de f aul t (50);

if l ast_vehi cl en = AV AND f i r st_vehi clem = HDV then
t n

leave = tleave,AV(d = dleave,AV(50)(n,m) ;

end
if l ast_vehi cl en = AV AND f i r st_vehi clem = AV then

t n
leave = tleave,AV(d = d n,m

leave,AV(50) ;

end
if l ast_vehi cl en = LV or FV then

t n
leave = tleave,HDV(50) ;

end

Algorithm 18: tenter
m

Result: t m
enter

t m
enter = tenter,default

n,m(2) ;
if l ast_vehi cl en =HDV AND f i r st_vehi cl em = AV then

t m
enter = tenter,AV(d = denter(2);

end
if l ast_vehi cl en = AV AND f i r st_vehi clem = AV then

t m
enter = tenter,AV(2);

end

if f i r st_vehi clem =LV AND v f i r st_vehi clem
measure,AV = 0 then

t m
enter = tenter,LV(2)

end
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B.6. Vehicle-actuated control based on data of detector loops in rule based
format

The rule based controller tactics of all sub-phases in the current vehicles-actuated are defined in the text
below.

Algorithm 19: Fixed green

Result: End time fixed green
if current time is after start time fixed green AND current time is before time of 1st extension green then

Set start of 1st extension green by adding the fixed green time by the start time of the fixed
green phase;

end

Algorithm 20: 1st extension green

Result: End time of 1st extension green
if current time is after start time of 1st extension green AND current time is before start time of 2nd

extension green AND maximum time of 1st extension green has not expired then
if last measured gap time by D1 is higher than set gap time D1 OR if last measurement was minimal

gap time ago then
Set current time as start time of 2nd extension green;

end
end

Algorithm 21: 2nd extension green

Result: End time of 2nd extension green
if current time is after start time of 2nd extension green AND current time is before start time waiting

green AND maximum time of 2nd extension green has not expired then
if last measured gap time by D2 is higher than set gap time D2 OR if last measurement was minimal

gap time ago then
Set current time as start time of waiting green;

end
end

Algorithm 22: Waiting green

Result: End time of waiting green
if current time is after start time of waiting green AND current time is before start of 3rd extension green

AND maximum time has not expired then
if a direction from another stage is in red before green phase then

Set current time as start time of 3rd extension green;
end

end
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Algorithm 23: 3rd extension green

Result: End time of 3rd extension green
3rd extension green
if current time is after start time of 3rd extension green AND current time is before start parallel AND

maximum time has not expired then
if last measured gap time by D3 is higher than set gap time D3 OR if last measurement was minimal

gap time ago then
Set current time as start time of parallel green;

end
end

Algorithm 24: Parallel green

Result: End time of parallel green*
if current time is after start time parallel green AND current time is before start 4EG AND guaranteed

green time has not expired then
Wait till the other direction in the same stage has ended the 3rd extension green;
Set current time as start time of the 4EG phase;

end

* Has been simplified in the code. It does not check whether the direction from another stage that re-
quested green has a conflict with the direction in the same stage that has not ended the 3rd extension green.
In the intersection that will be simulated each direction form another stage has a conflict area with the di-
rections in the current stage. This means parallel green will always be given to a direction of which the other
direction in the same stage still is in the 3rd extension green phase.

Algorithm 25: 4EG

Result: End time of 4EG
if current time is after start time of 4EG AND current time is before start yellow phase AND guaranteed

green has expired then
if last measured gap time by D3 is higher than minimal gap time OR if last measurement was

minimal gap time ago then
Set current time as start time of the yellow phase ;

end
end

Algorithm 26: Yellow Phase

Result: End time of yellow Phase
if current time is after start time yellow AND current time is before start waiting red then

Set start waiting red by adding default yellow time to start time yellow phase;
end

Algorithm 27: Waiting red

Result: End time of waiting red
if current time is after start time waiting red AND current time is before start red before green then

if detector detects a vehicle OR all conflicting direction started the yellow phase** then
Set current time as start red before green;

end
end

** Only two stages exist in the intersection used for the simulation. This means that a stage cannot be
skipped. Therefor, an extra statement is added to make sure a stage will be given green, even is no vehicles
were present on the detector loops of the directions.
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Algorithm 28: Red before green

Result: End time red before green
if current time is after start time red before green AND current time is before start fixed green then

if guaranteed red time has expired then
Wait till start yellow of all conflicting directions m;
Wait the critical clearance time;

end
end



C
Simulation settings

C.1. Parameters of the lay-out of the intersection
The parameters of the lay-out of the intersection are provided below.

Table C.1: Conflict matrix of distances (in m) to conflict area for leaving and entering direction

To (direction)
1 2 3 4

From (direction) 1 - 17, 10 - 13.5 , 13.5
2 13.5 , 13.5 - 17, 10 -
3 - 13.5 , 13.5 - 17, 10
4 17,10 - 13.5 , 13.5 -

Table C.2: Conflict matrix of default clearance time (in s)

To (direction)
1 2 3 4

From (direction) 1 - -0.1 - -0.6
2 -0.6 - -0.1 -
3 - -0.6 - -0.1
4 -0.1 - -0.6 -

The default clearance times in table C.2 are calculated with the following values for the variables and the
distances as given in table C.1. These following default values are provided by [27]. The values are rounded to
the highest decimal.

• venter = 14m/s

• vleave = 12m/s

• adec = 2.5m/s2

• aacc = 2.8m/s2

• lveh = 6m

C.2. Settings in VISSIM
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The link behaviour type is set different for AVs and HDVs. 

 

 

The desired acceleration of AVs and HDVs. The green line is the maximum or minimum. The red 

dotter line is the average. 

 

 

The desired deceleration of AVs and HDVs. The green line is the maximum or minimum. The red 

dotter line is the average. 



 

The parameters of the vehicle type 

 

 

The driving behaviour (car-following model) of the AV and the HDV 
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C.3. Parameters used for offline tables for sampling for the needed per-
centile with variable input

d k
veh(ti )(per c) perc = 50

d k
dzone1(ti )(per c) perc = 98

d k
dzone2(ti )(per c) perc = 2

d k
dzone1td(ti )(per c) perc = 4

d k
dzone2td(ti )(per c) perc = 96

t n
yellow,end(per c) perc = 99

t n
leave(per c) perc = 50

t m
enter(per c) perc = 2
µGPS,σGPS 0, 0.9 m
µLIDAR, σLIDAR 0, 0.12 m
µtrack,σtrack 0, 0.21 m
µSpeed,AV, σSpeed,AV 0, 0.5 m/s
µSpeed,HDV, σSpeed,HDV 0, 1 m/s
µtreact ,σtreact 1, 0.3 s
µaacc ,σaacc 2.8, 0.4 m/s2

µadec ,σadec 2.8, 0.2 m
µlveh ,σlveh 4.26, 0.22 m
tsafety,AV−AV 2 s
tsafety,HDV−AV 4 s
TimestepIC 0.1 s



D
Simulation results

D.1. Total delay and total traveled time per input
The total time delay and travelled distance per simulation can be found in table D.1 for all input scenarios of
and proposed controller controller.

Table D.1: Total delay and distance travelled per input scenario of the proposed controller

Demand (veh/h/lane) Penetration rate (%) Total delay (s) x104 Total travelled distance (km) x103

100 0 0.24 0.40
100 2 0.24 0.40
100 10 0.23 0.40
100 20 0.22 0.40
100 50 0.21 0.40
100 100 0.19 0.40
400 0 1.54 1.56
400 2 1.53 1.56
400 10 1.43 1.56
400 20 1.44 1.56
400 50 1.17 1.56
400 100 0.79 1.56
700 0 4.43 2.69
700 2 5.60 2.69
700 10 4.82 2.69
700 20 0.12 2.69
700 50 3.02 2.69
700 75 2.18 2.69
700 100 1.66 2.69
850 0 4.43 3.15
850 2 20.2 3.08
850 10 12.6 3.30
850 20 7.67 3.30
850 50 4.88 3.30
850 75 3.16 3.31
850 100 2.14 3.31

D.2. Trajectories of vehicles
To give an overview of the difference between cycles of the original and the proposed controller, the trajec-
tories of vehicles in both are obtained. In figures D.1 and D.2 the trajectories of 6-7 cycles are provided of a
simulation with an input demand of 700 vehicles per hour on each lane and a penetration rate of 20%. In each
figure, the trajectories are provided for direction WE. In the figure lines are added at the times the controller
switches phases. When a yellow line appears it means the yellow phase has started. The same applies to a red
line for the red phase and a green one when the green phase starts. The dotted blue line is the location of the
stop line.
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Figure D.1: The trajectories of the original control system of direction WE

Figure D.2: The trajectories of the proposed control system of direction WE

It can be observed, that only at a multiple times the yellow line and red line are closer together in the
proposed controller than the original controller. Furthermore, it can be observed that the green phase of the
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original controller starts at different times than the proposed controller.
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